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Chapter 1

Introduction

Here we introduce a few fundamental concepts that are key to understanding our

studies into the dynamics of active droplets and freely-jointed particles, discussed

in later chapters. These concepts are related to the microscopic size of the particles

that we investigated. We introduce first the Reynolds number, then we discuss

Brownian and active motion, and finally we elaborate on phoretic and Marangoni

forces.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The central theme of this thesis is the interplay between particles, solute gradients, and fluid

flow. These three ingredients can give rise to exciting dynamics such as self-propulsion and

predator prey-like interactions. Specifically, we address two questions related to these dynamics.

The first question is: How is the motion of particles affected when they produce or consume

solutes and thereby create local concentration gradients? We address this question in Chapters

2 to 6 of this thesis. The second question we address is: In what way are the dynamics affected

by internal degrees of freedom? This question is discussed in Chapter 7.

Before we can discuss how solute gradients and internal degrees of freedom affect the dynamics

of microscopic particles, we need to discuss what type of dynamics are expected in absence of

solute gradients or internal degrees of freedom . We consider the effect of four criteria on their

behavior: Reynolds number, size, activity and state of matter.

1.1 High Reynolds versus low Reynolds

Microscopic particles, smaller than 1 mm, have a common property related to their dynamics,

namely their low Reynolds number [1]. This is a dimensionless number that quantifies the

relative importance of inertial and viscous forces in a system. For particles in a dispersion, the

Reynolds number is defined as [2]

Re =
ρRU

η
, (1.1)

where ρ is the mass density of the particle, R, the particle radius, U the velocity of the particle

with respect to the surrounding fluid and η the viscosity of that fluid. If the Reynolds number

is large, inertial forces are more important for dynamics and if it is small viscous forces are

more important.

To understand what this means, we consider a bead in a fluid. When we apply an external

force Fext to this bead, its speed increases with an acceleration a given by Newton’s second

law F = ma, with m the particle mass. When we stop applying the external force the particle

would stop accelerating and keep moving with a velocity U due to its inertia, in absence of

any other forces. However, for the particle to move it has to displace fluid around it, which

dissipates energy and decelerates the particle. In other words, the fluid exerts a drag force on

the particle that opposes its velocity. At small velocities, this drag force depends linearly on

the velocity, Fdrag = CdragU , where Cdrag is a drag constant that depends only on the size and

shape of the particle and the solvent viscosity η. By equating Newton’s second law with the
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1.2. COLLOIDAL VERSUS GRANULAR

drag force, one finds that the velocity decreases in time as

U(t) = U0 exp

[
− t

tm

]
. (1.2)

where τm = Cdrag/m has units of time and is called the momentum relaxation time. This

time indicates how long it takes a particle with an initial velocity to come to a stop due to

drag. Now compare τm with the time it would take the same particle, moving with an initial

velocity U0 to cross its own radius R. We call that time τcoast. If τm is much larger than

τcoast the particle dynamics are governed by inertia, because the bead can move many times

its own diameter before coming to a stop. Conversely, when τm is much smaller, the motion

is governed by viscous forces and the particle barely moves a fraction of its own diameter. It

turns out that the Reynolds number is the ratio between these two timescales Re ∝ τm/τcoast,
when omitting the numerical prefactor.

In our macroscopic world, many objects have high Reynolds number. If you are biking and

stop peddling, you can coast for a while before you come to a full stop. This is not true for

the microscopic particles we studied in this thesis. When there is no force other than drag

acting on these particles, their speed relaxes on a timescale of nanoseconds to microseconds,

depending on their size. So we expect microscopic particles to stop moving instantly on an

experimental timescale when there is no force acting on them. Similarly, when there is a force

exerted on these particles for longer periods of time, they do not keep accelerating, but simply

move with a constant speed given by U = Fext/Cdrag. An important consequence of this notion

is that when we talk about the dynamics of microscopic particles, this implies that there are

forces acting on these particles at any time these dynamics are observed.

1.2 Colloidal versus granular

Seemingly in contrast with the understanding that particles in the low Reynolds number regime

only move as long as a force is exerted on them, micron-sized particles in dilute dispersions

continuously move in random directions. This motion of inanimate objects was first observed

for particles coming from plant pollen in 1827 by the botanist Robert Brown [3]. The expla-

nation was given nearly eight decades later by Sutherland [4] and Einstein [5]. They realized

that microscopic particles must move because, like molecules, they have a kinetic energy of

3/2kBT at a finite temperature T where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The direction of mo-

tion of the particles changes constantly due to continuous collisions with the molecules of the

surrounding fluid. It is worth noting that the concept of molecules was not broadly accepted

at the time. This acceptance only came after Jean Perrin experimentally validated the theories
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

by Sutherland and Einstein [6].

The thermally induced motion of microscopic particles is called Brownian motion and has been

subject of many studies since [7–10], so that its characteristic features are well established [11,

12]. On very short timescales, on the order of τm, the momentum that the microscopic particles

acquired from collisions with the solvent molecules has not yet relaxed, resulting in persistent

motion. Because this timescale is so small for microscopic particles, the persistent regime was

very difficult to observe and this was only recently achieved [13, 14]. Brownian motion is more

commonly observed on the timescale of seconds, where the direction of motion of the particle

has been changed many times in between observations so that motion looks erratic. This

erratic trajectory is often referred to as a random walk. It is characterized by a mean squared

displacement, which is a measure of the average size of the Brownian excursions of the particle,

that grows linearly with time. The prefactor is called the diffusion constant DT = kBT
Cdrag

and quantifies the magnitude of the Brownian displacements. The Brownian trajectories can

have more complex features, when the particles have asymmetric shapes [7, 9, 10], such as

ellipsoids [8], boomerangs [15], or helices [16]. In Chapter 7 of this thesis we show that also

particle flexibility leads to complex features in the Brownian trajectories.

The magnitude of Brownian displacements decreases with particle size. As a consequence,

there is an upper size limit beyond which particles do not display observable Brownian motion.

This size limit is typically around 10 µm. Particles below this limit, but larger than individual

molecules or atoms, are called colloids. Particles larger than the cutoff beyond which Brownian

motion becomes unobservably small, are said to be granular or athermal. Chapters 2 to 5 of

this thesis deal with the dynamics of particles in the granular size range, begging the question

of what causes these granular particles to move, if not Brownian motion.

1.3 Active versus passive

On average Brownian motion does not result in a net particle displacement, because the direc-

tion of motion constantly changes. To move in a directional manner requires energy consump-

tion. Bacteria for example consume ATP in order to move the flagella that propel them [17–19].

Also man-made inanimate particles can move through energy consumption [20–22]. Such par-

ticles are called active swimmers or self-propelled particles. In literature these swimmers are

also often referred to as active particles. We like to use a slightly different definition, where

an active particle is just a particle that consumes energy, but does not necessarily swim as a

consequence. Conversely, we call particles that do not dissipate energy passive.

A wide variety of active swimmers has been produced, the vast majority of which consists of
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1.3. ACTIVE VERSUS PASSIVE

particles with two chemically distinct sides [20, 21, 23–29]. Typically [23–25, 27, 28], but not

exclusively [26], the swimming mechanism relies on a chemical reaction occurring predominantly

on one of the two sides of the particle, because that side is catalytically active. This results

in chemical gradients, where the concentration of the reaction product is higher near the side

of the particle coated with catalyst and lower near the passive side, and vice versa for the

reactants. Swimmers that move through the production of these solute gradients are called

autophoretic swimmers.

Particles tend to move in solute gradients through a process called diffusiophoresis because

of the molecular interactions between the surface of the particle and the solute [30–32]. In

many papers this is somewhat carelessly used as an argument to explain why active swimmers

move, ignoring the complexity that multiple solute gradients form simultaneously around active

swimmers and that the two chemically distinct sides could have different and even opposite

mobilities in these gradients. It also ignores the fact that it is often unclear what the nature

is of the interaction between the solid surface and the solute that drives the phoretic motion.

Despite numerous studies into these phoretic effects [33–37] that also have applications in

pore declogging [38] and driving particle assembly [39, 40], the exact mechanism by which

autophoretic particles move has not yet been resolved [24, 41]. In Chapter 6 we will go into

more detail about the motion of solid particles in solute gradients, but for now it suffices

to know that solid particles can move in solute gradients and that this phenomenon causes

autophoretic particles to swim.

The main difference between Brownian motion and the motion of active swimmers is in the

persistence length of their trajectories [23, 42]. Whereas passive colloids only move persistently

on timescales shorter than their momentum relaxation time of nanoseconds to microseconds, the

persistence time of self-propelled particles can be several seconds [20, 23, 27]. It was proposed

that the persistent motion of active particles can drive phase separation [43, 44]. However,

experimental observations of such effects in which dense suspensions of active particles are

involved need to be interpreted with great care [27, 45], because the same solute gradients

that drive their motion are also inevitably responsible for effective interactions between the

particles [28, 46]. We discuss such solute-mediated interactions in Chapter 4 and 5.

The reason that the persistence time of self-propelled particles is not infinite is that thermal

fluctuations cause not only Brownian displacements, but also Brownian rotation [42]. This

Brownian rotation randomizes the orientation of the particles and by extension the direction

in which they move. For this reason, one expects active granular particles to have much larger

persistence times than active colloids.

There exist a number of granular active particles in the form of self-propelled droplets of several
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tens of microns in diameter [47–52]. The persistence time of these droplets is indeed typically

larger than that of autophoretic swimmers of colloidal sizes. The mechanism by which these

droplets move is also different from the mechanism through which solid particles move for

two reasons that are not inherently related to them being liquid. First, the driving force for

the motion is not a chemical reaction, but the slow dissolution of the droplets in micellar

solutions [53]. Second, the droplets do not have an intrinsic asymmetry. Rather they initially

form symmetric concentration profiles that do not lead to motion. Under certain conditions

the radially symmetric concentration profile is hydrodynamically unstable, which causes an

asymmetric concentration profile to form that then drives the motion of the droplet [54–56].

In Chapter 2 we show an example of swimming droplets and in Chapter 3 we discuss the

instability that is responsible for their motion.

1.4 Solid versus liquid

There are also inherent differences between solid and liquid particles that affect their dynamics.

One fairly mundane difference is that they experience different drag forces from the surrounding

fluid, because the material in a liquid droplet can flow, whereas in a solid particle it cannot.

For spherical particles, this correction has the form

Cdrag,liquid = Cdrag,solid
1 +

2ηf
3ηp

1 +
ηf
ηp

, (1.3)

where ηf is the viscosity of the surrounding fluid and ηp the viscosity of the particle. This

means that the drag coefficient for a liquid droplet is slightly (at most a factor 2/3) smaller

than that of a solid sphere.

The more dramatic difference between the dynamics of solid particles and liquid droplets comes

from the way they respond to solute gradients. For liquid particles there is another effect, next

to phoresis, that can lead to motion in solute gradients. That effect is called the Marangoni

effect and it is effectively a type of surface energy minimization that causes the droplets to

move to places where their surface tension is minimal [30, 57]. To understand how this effect

works, imagine a droplet placed in a linear surfactant gradient ∂c
∂x . The local surface tension

γ(x) then varies along spatial coordinate x. As a consequence the Laplace pressure ∆P = 2γ/r

is higher on the side of the droplet with a lower surface tension, and the liquid is pushed in

the direction of high surfactant concentration. This argument is not unique for surfactants but

holds for any solute that has a positive or negative adsorption on the droplet fluid interface.

The speed of a droplet in a surfactant gradient due to this Marangoni effect is given by [30,
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1.5. STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS

50, 56]

UMarangoni =
a∂γ∂c

2ηf + 3ηp

∂c

∂x
(1.4)

where ∂γ
∂c indicates how the surface tension changes with a change in solute concentration c.

The speed due to phoretic forces is [30, 50]

Uphoretic = M
∂c

∂x
(1.5)

where M is the phoretic mobility that depends on the fluid drag and the molecular interaction

between the droplet interface and the solute. A typical number for the phoretic speed in a

gradient of 1 mm/µm is about 10 µm s−1 [33–35, 37], and a typical value for ∂γ
∂c is 1 mN m−1,

so that in a similar gradient the speed due to the Marangoni effect is typically 6 orders of

magnitude larger than the speed due to phoretic effects for droplets of 10 µm with viscosities

comparable to that of water. This is a helpful realization, because it means that the motion

of droplets in solute gradients is dominated by the well-understood Marangoni force instead of

the poorly understood diffusiophoretic forces. The only parameters determining the speed of

a droplet in a given solute gradient are droplet size, surface tension and viscosity, which are

easily experimentally measured. For this reason we use droplets as model system to investigate

the role of solute effects on the dynamics.

1.5 Structure of this thesis

In this thesis we address the question how activity in the form of the production of solute

gradients affects particle behavior. This is a relevant question, because many particles do—

intended or not— form solute gradients [58], for example because they have catalytic activity

or because they slowly dissolve. Also microorganisms such as bacteria form solute gradients

by consuming nutrients and emitting signaling peptides. In fact, these concentration gradients

allow the white blood cells in our body to locate and chase after bacteria, a process called

chemotaxis. The most important finding in this thesis is that this chemotactic chasing can

be mimicked by simple oil droplets in surfactant solution, when the oil transport processes

between the droplets are properly tuned. That finding is described in Chapter 5.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we first introduce a model

system of dissolving oil droplets in surfactant solution and show that the droplets swim beyond

a critical surfactant concentration due to a swimming instability. We studied the type of

swimming dynamics displayed by these droplets and found that their persistence time is indeed

longer than that for active colloids under some conditions, but that depending on the droplet
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

size and surfactant concentration the persistence time can be tuned. This suggest that there

are other sources for the stochastic reorientation of the droplets than Brownian rotation.

In Chapter 3 we provide a simple analytical model to explain that spherical particles that

produce isotropic concentration profiles can swim, despite their lack of geometrical or chemical

asymmetry. We found that the droplets only swim beyond a threshold dissolution rate, in

agreement with earlier findings [50, 54, 55]. We then use this model to investigate if the

dynamics of these droplets is affected by their activity below the swimming threshold. The

model suggests that the presence of isotropic concentration profiles can cause particles to coast,

even at low Reynolds number. We tried to test this prediction experimentally, but the results

of those experiments remain inconclusive.

In Chapter 4 we consider the effect surface activity has on the dynamics of neighboring particles.

Specifically, we measured the effective interactions between two dissolving droplets that are the

consequence of the solute gradients they produce. We found that the interaction decays with

distance as 1/r2. Moreover, the interaction was repulsive in the case of two dissolving droplets,

but could in principle be attractive depending on the activity and surface properties of the

particles involved.

In Chapter 5 we use the measurements on the solute-mediated interaction of two identical

droplets in Chapter 4, to show that two different types of droplets that exchange oil with each

other can chase each other, similar to the way white blood cells chase bacteria. We calculated

under what conditions the chase interaction is possible and measured how the interaction

strength depends on the mutual solubility of the two oils. We also show that clusters of

chasing droplets translate, rotate or reorganize depending on their geometry.

In Chapter 6 we made a step toward transferring our findings on the effect of surface activity

on the dynamics of droplets to solid colloids. The most important hurdle standing in the way

of applying the principles that we learned in Chapters 2 to 5 to solid particles, is that the

phoretic mobility of these solid particles in arbitrary solute gradients is typically not known

and not easily experimentally accessible. In Chapter 6 we measured the phoretic mobility for

solid silica particles in well-defined salt gradients, using microfluidic devices, following earlier

work by Abecassis et al. [35]. We made a step toward improving their technique so that it no

longer relies on the colloids being fluorescent and no longer needs large colloid concentrations.

The final chapter goes in a slightly different direction, because it does not deal with the inter-

actions between particles and solute gradients. Instead we investigated the Brownian motion

of passive colloidal clusters with a variable bond angle. We produced colloidal trimers with

freely-jointed bonds, such that the clusters undergo thermal shape changes, simultaneous to

12



1.5. STRUCTURE OF THIS THESIS

their Brownian motion. We correlated the shape changes with the Brownian displacements

and found that there exist a hydrodynamic coupling that is analogous to the hydrodynamic

effect that causes scallop shells to move when they close.
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Chapter 2

Tuning the dynamics of self-propelled oil

droplets from persistent to stochastic or

oscillatory

Self-propelled particles are frequently used as a model system to study out-of-

equilibrium phenomena. Often, the model swimmers are chemically anisotropic

particles whose orientation determines their swimming direction. Surprisingly, dis-

solving spherical droplets with no intrinsic directionality can also swim in a persis-

tent manner. This raises the question of what directs the motion of such isotropic

swimmers and what parameters affect the persistence length of their swimming

direction. Here, we describe an experimental system of swimming droplets and

map their motility as a function of droplet size and the surfactant concentration.

The surfactant acts as a proxy for the fuel that drives the swimming and the par-

ticles, because it enhances the oil solubility in micelles and the droplets move in

response to gradients in surfactant concentration. We show that the persistence

length of the motion of these isotropic swimmers decreases with fuel concentra-

tion, in contrast with what is observed for janus swimmers. The reason is that

not diffusion of the particle orientation, but fluctuations in fuel consumption affect

the polarization of the surfactant concentration gradient. We also show that by

varying the particle size, one can tune the average turning rate which can result

in oscillatory and rotational motion.
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CHAPTER 2. TUNING THE DYNAMICS OF SELF-PROPELLED OIL DROPLETS
FROM PERSISTENT TO STOCHASTIC OR OSCILLATORY

2.1 Introduction

Self-propelled particles and in particular their collective motion serve as a simple model system

to study the guiding principles behind out-of-equilibrium phenomena [27, 28, 45, 46, 59, 60].

Such particles consume energy, typically in the form of a chemical fuel, to propel themselves

forward [21], resulting in non-Brownian, directed motion [23, 42] that can be characterized by

a persistence length. These active systems often assemble into clusters under conditions where

their Brownian counterparts do not [27, 28, 45, 46]. This suggests that the dynamic clustering

of swimmers is not an equilibrium phenomenon, but relies on energy consumption, analogous

to many biological assemblies. Because swimming particles can be studied in more controlled

environments than biological systems, they are promising candidates for extracting design rules

for active self-organization and out-of-equilibrium systems in general.

The vast majority of reported synthetic swimmers, are chemically anisotropic such that they

consume fuel preferentially on one side of the particle. Due to this chemical dichotomy, they are

known as janus particles [21]. This imbalance in fuel consumption results in chemical gradients

that drive and direct self-propulsion. On short timescales, this type of swimmer moves in a

persistent straight line, where the direction of motion is determined by the orientation of the

particle [23]. On longer timescales, rotational diffusion randomizes the swimming direction [42,

61]. The transition between these two regimes is characterized by a persistence time, and this

time can be considered a measure of how far a self-propelled particle is from equilibrium [62].

Counterintuitively, the janus geometry is not a prerequisite for directional motion as chemically

isotropic droplets can also self-propel [47, 51–53, 63]. Such droplets are part of a class of active

particles referred to as isotropic swimmers. These droplets typically dissolve in the surrounding

medium in a manner that is mediated by surfactant micelles. Initially, the dissolution results

in a spherically symmetric surfactant concentration gradient that does not lead to motion.

However, when the dissolution rate is fast enough and the surfactant diffusion slow, the isotropic

state becomes unstable to small perturbations in the particle velocity [56, 64]. Beyond this

instability, the droplets show self-sustained motion in a random direction. This is caused

by the advection of surfactant due to the particle’s motion which results in an anisotropic

concentration profile around the droplet that drives its self-propulsion [50]. In Chapter 3 we

will discuss the instability that leads to self-propulsion in more detail.

One advantage of using droplets as model swimmers is that the ways in which they produce

and respond to chemical gradients are well understood, which aides comparison of experimental

observations with theoretical models and simulations. For janus particles these mechanisms are

often less well understood [24, 41]. Part of the problem is that chemical reactions always cause
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concentration gradients in the reactants, products and reaction intermediates, which already

complicates studying isotropic particles. Janus particles have two chemically distinct surfaces,

which leads to more interactions between surfaces and solutes, and it is often unclear which

interaction dominates [30]. For droplets on the other hand, the interaction between the solute

and the surface is dominated by Marangoni forces. These forces arise from a variation in Laplace

pressure of liquid particles with a non-homogeneous surface tension and drive the particles to

areas with lower surface tension [57]. Marangoni forces are well-understood and their magnitude

can be directly accessed through surface tension measurements [65]. Dissolution as a source

for chemical gradients also has the advantages that it does not produce surface active reaction

intermediates and the rate of the solute production is easily traceable through droplet size.

This makes self-propelled droplets more amenable to comparison with theory and simulation.

The type of motility of isotropic swimmer is more complex than that of janus swimmers because

isotropic swimmers do not have an intrinsic orientation, so the direction of motion is not fixed

a priori, but determined by an initial velocity perturbation. This raises questions of how

these isotropic swimmers change direction if not through rotational diffusion and what sets the

persistence time of their motion [56].

Here we report the single-particle dynamics of an experimental model system of self-propelled

oil droplets in surfactant solution and show how their behavior can be tuned through experi-

mental parameters. In the remainder of this chapter we first introduce the model system and

explain how dissolution drives the self-propulsion. We then map the single droplet dynamics as

a function of soap concentration and droplet size and compare the observed trends with those

observed previously for janus particles. Next, we visualize the fluid flow around swimming

droplets in order to gain insight in the origins of the different types of motility. Finally, we

discuss four observations of collective dynamics to demonstrate that changes in single-particle

dynamics go hand in hand with changes in collective behavior.

2.2 Dissolving droplets as a model system

2.2.1 Dissolution and self-propulsion are related

The system of active particles we employ to study swimming dynamics, consists of droplets

of the oil diethyl phthalate (DEP), dispersed in an aqueous sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)

solution. The droplets were produced with a polydispersity below 5% with sizes ranging from

30 to 200 µm in diameter using a glass microfluidic device with the coaxial co-flow geometry

described in Appendix A. They slowly dissolved in the surrounding solution with a rate
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Figure 2.1: Surfactant mediated droplet dissolution is the driving force for self-propulsion. a)
Size reduction of self-propelled droplets in time as they dissolve in an SDS solution. Initial
droplet size is 120 µm. Color indicates the SDS concentration used. b) Rate of droplet
dissolution as function of SDS concentration (the slope of the lines in panel a).

that depends on the SDS concentration, as shown in Figure 2.1. Below the critical micelle

concentration (c.m.c.= 8.2 mM at room temperature [66]) the dissolution rate increased only

slightly with SDS concentration (shrinking rates of 0.01 to 0.05 µm s−1 for droplets of 180 to

30 µm), but beyond the c.m.c it increased much faster (shrinking rates of 0.2 to 2.0 µm s−1).

Beyond the c.m.c. the droplets also swim with speeds of several hundreds of microns per seconds.

If the solution was first saturated with DEP, no dissolution nor self-propulsion was observed,

regardless of SDS concentration. This shows that dissolution drives the droplet motion. Next

we describe the mechanism of dissolution and how it couples to droplet motion.

2.2.2 Surfactant mediates dissolution

There are two possible explanations for why the droplet dissolution rate increases with SDS

concentration. It could either be a kinetic effect, where SDS facilitates and enhances oil trans-

port into the water phase, or a thermodynamic effect, where SDS increases the DEP solubility

because the DEP is stored in swollen micelles or a combination of the two. To check this, we

measured the DEP solubility in various SDS concentrations and found that the solubility of

DEP is small (∼ 1 mM) in pure water, but increases with SDS concentration. The increased

solubility only occurs beyond a threshold SDS concentration, c∗, as shown in Figure 2.2. This

observation suggests that the droplet dissolution in SDS solutions proceeds mainly as oil trans-

port from the droplet into oily micelles, a process called micellar solubilization [67]. This is

corroborated by dynamic light scattering measurements which show that SDS solutions contain
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Figure 2.2: Measurements of the DEP solubility in aqueous SDS solutions with varying SDS
concentrations. The inset shows the DEP solubility at low SDS concentrations. The slope
signifies the ratio between the number of oil molecules anhd surfactant molecules in a swollen
micelle.

structures on the order of 10 nm after DEP droplets are dissolved in them, but not before. Note

that the critical surfactant concentration above which oil-filled micelles form (c∗ = 4 mM) is

smaller than the c.m.c. of pure SDS. From the c.m.c. for pure SDS one finds that the binding

energy for each SDS molecule to be added to a micelle is −4.8 kBT . For DEP-filled micelles, this

value is −5.5 kBT . This indicates that the DEP-filled micelles are thermodynamically favorable

over empty SDS micelles, which explains the driving force behind micellar solubilization.

It is unclear whether the microscopic mechanism of oily micelle formation is budding from the

droplet surface or co-assembly of dissolved DEP and SDS near the surface of the droplet [53],

but regardless this process causes droplets to act as a sink for surface active SDS, either in the

form of monomers or empty micelles. This results in a local dip in the concentration of available

surfactant, to which we simply refer as surfactant concentration from now on, near the surface

that couples to droplet motion through surface tension, as we will discuss later on. Figure 2.3

shows the calculated concentration of surface active SDS around a droplet undergoing micellar

solubilization and a simplified schematic describing the process of oily micelle formation.

2.2.3 Dissolution yields a surfactant concentration profile

The magnitude of the dip in surface active surfactant concentration near the surface of the

droplet can be quantified using the dissolution rate. The oil dissolution couples to the rate
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the surfactant mediated dissolution process that drives self-propulsion.
The left panel shows a calculated diffusion profile of surface active SDS concentration around
a dissolving droplet, in the case of diffusion limited dissolution using a bulk SDS concentration
of cbulk = 10 mM (blue) and a critical swollen micelle concentration of c∗ = 4 mM (red). The
right panel zooms in on the droplet surface and displays how surface active surfactant (black)
in the form of empty micelles or monomers are depleted at the surface to form surface inactive
oily micelles (grey).

of SDS consumption through the ratio of number of surfactant molecules and number of oil

molecules in a swollen micelle. We determined this value to be 0.4 by measuring the slope of

the graph of DEP solubility versus concentration in Figure 2.2.

The second important factor that determines the magnitude of the dip in surfactant concentra-

tion is whether the dissolution process is reaction or diffusion-limited. Here reaction does not

refer to a chemical reaction but rather the process of oil molecules leaving the droplet surface.

If the reaction is the rate limiting step, then the dip in SDS concentration near the surface

should be negligible as the surface active SDS can replenish itself near the surface through

diffusion faster than it is being consumed to form swollen micelles. If SDS diffusion is the

limiting step, on the other hand, the dip in SDS concentration can be large.

Whether the droplet dissolution is diffusion or reaction limited can be tested by measuring the

droplet size as a function of time. If it is reaction limited, the number of oil molecules leaving

the droplet per unit time scales with the droplet area. This results in a shrinking rate that is

independent of droplet size. If it is diffusion limited, the rate should scale with size as a−1,

because depends on the curvature of the droplet. To test this, we measured the dissolution

rate of a 40 µm droplet in time. The results, shown in Figure 2.4, indicate that the rate

at which the droplets dissolve, decreases as a−1, as expected for a diffusion-limited process.

We conclude from this observation that the surface active SDS concentration near the droplet

surface is always close to the critical oily micelle concentration c∗ = 4 mM, which is lower than

the bulk concentration in our experiments.
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dissolution limited process.

2.2.4 Surface tension gradients

Droplets that are exposed to a surfactant concentration gradient along their surface, move in

that gradient toward the higher surfactant concentration driven by a force that is called the

Marangoni force [57]. This force originates from a front-back asymmetry in the surface tension

of the droplet due to the variation in surfactant concentration. That asymmetry results in a

higher Laplace pressure on one side of the droplet than the other and induces motion. The

speed of droplets driven by this Marangoni effect is given by the slope of their surface tension

with surfactant concentration. Using a pendant drop tensiometer we measured the surface

tension of DEP droplets in aqueous SDS solutions of various concentrations. As expected,

the surface tension decreased with increasing surfactant concentration, as shown in Figure 2.5.

The SDS concentration along the surface of DEP droplets was always higher than the critical

swollen micelle concentration c∗ = 4 mm, but typically approached this value, because the

dissolution process is diffusion limited. Therefore the relevant slope of the curve shown in

Figure 2.5 is between 4 and 10 mM.

2.2.5 Spontaneous autophoresis

The swimming begins when the droplets experience a velocity perturbation. These perturba-

tions could be thermal but in our experiments they were typically caused by fluid flows related

to placing the droplets into the sample well. This movement causes an advective flow around
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Figure 2.5: Surface tension of DEP droplet in aqueous SDS solutions. The surface tension
decreases with increasing SDS concentration.

the droplet, which builds up an SDS gradient along the surface of the particle. This in turn re-

sults in a front-back asymmetry in surface tension, which causes a Marangoni force that drives

the droplet to locally higher SDS concentration. Depending on the dissolution rate and surface

tension of the droplet, the speed caused by the Marangoni force is either smaller or larger than

the initial perturbation. We found that it is smaller below the c.m.c, so that the isotropic SDS

concentration profiles were stable to velocity perturbations. In that regime, droplet motion

was only observed when the symmetry of the solute gradient is broken by the presence of a

surface or another droplet, as discussed in more detail in chapters 4 and 5. Above the c.m.c.,

the dissolution rate increased (see Figure 2.1) and the speed caused by the Marangoni force

was larger than the initial velocity perturbation. This caused droplets to start swimming. The

observations that droplets only swim above the c.m.c. is in agreement with the prediction

that spontaneous autophoresis of isotropic particles only occurs beyond a critical dissolution

threshold [50, 55, 56, 64]. We discuss the instability that drives self-propulsion in more detail

in chapter 3.

2.2.6 Swimming speed

To check whether this predicted mechanism of dissolution-driven self-propulsion is plausible,

we estimate the expected range of swimming speeds and compare to measured values. The

phoretic velocity of a particle ~v in a molecular gradient ∇c is given by ~v = M∇c. The mobility

M of a liquid particle is, in principle, given by the sum of the diffusiophoretic force the and
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Marangoni force balanced with liquid drag [65]. In practice, the Marangoni forces dominate

for liquid droplets, particularly when the viscosity is comparable to that of the surrounding

liquid [50]:

M =
2

3

adγdc + 3ηiµ

(2ηo + 3ηi)
, (2.1)

where a is the droplet radius, ηo and ηi are the viscosities of the medium and droplet respec-

tively, and dγ
dc = −0.13 N m−1M−1 is the slope of the surface tension versus concentration

from Figure 2.5. In the system of DEP droplets dispersed in SDS solution, the Marangoni

forces dominate and we find that the mobility is M = 7.5 10−5 m2/M s for a 50 µm droplet

using ηi = 13.0 mPas and η0 = 0.89 mPa s. This means that droplets will acquire a speed of

75 µm s−1 in a gradient of 1 M/m.

We do not know the exact magnitude of the SDS gradient along the droplet surface since it

arises from advective flow, but we do know that it cannot be more than the difference between

the SDS concentration at the droplet surface and the bulk SDS concentration, divided by the

droplet diameter. In a diffusion-limited regime, the surface concentration is close to c∗ = 4 mM,

because any excess SDS molecules would immediately be incorporated into oily micelles. Then

if the bulk concentration is approximately 10 mM, the maximum gradient along the surface

of a 50 µm droplet is 120 M/m. This means the swimming speeds would be on the order of

9 103
µm s−1 if the dissolution happened effectively in a janus geometry, such that all surface

active SDS is advected to one side of the droplet and the other side is entirely depleted. In

practice, the solute gradient is always smaller than that. Michelin and coworkers numerically

calculated the swimming speeds of isotropic particles and found that the actual speed is on the

order of 1 − 10 % of the speed in the janus limit, depending on a Peclet number that relates

the advective and diffusive surfactant transport [64]. That means that the expected speeds are

90− 900 µm s−1, which agrees well with the measured speeds shown in Figure 2.6. In the next

section, we discuss in more detail how the speed and type of motility vary with experimental

parameters.
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Figure 2.6: Swimming speeds as a function of SDS concentration for various droplet sizes. The
speeds are calculated from the displacement between two consecutive frames with a framerate
of 16 fps. Each point is averaged over at least three trajectories. The speed as function of SDS
concentration initially increases, peaks and then decreases again.

2.3 Dynamics of swimming droplets

Now that we have discussed the origin of self-propulsion of dissolving DEP droplets, we look

into the single particle dynamics. Droplets of all tested sizes were self-propelled above the

threshold SDS concentration 8 mM, but the swimming speed and type of motion depended on

the experimental parameters [49, 52].

First, we investigated the dependence of the swimming speed on particle size and SDS con-

centration, as shown in Figure 2.6. The trend with SDS concentration is non-monotonic as

the speed initially increased to a maximum at 20 mM SDS and then decreased for all droplet

sizes. We speculate that at higher SDS concentrations the dissolution process became more

reaction limited, which decreased the magnitude of the SDS concentration profile around the

droplet and thus the speed. Note that these droplets were in the size range of tens of microns

and moved with hundreds of microns per second, so Brownian motion is negligible compared

to self-propulsion in all conditions.

The type of swimming motion the particles exhibited also varied with both size and SDS

concentration. Representative trajectories of swimming droplets during the first 4 seconds of

an experiment at various conditions are shown in Figure 2.7. For low SDS concentrations and

for small droplets, the trajectories were straight for the entire the field of view, whereas with

increasing size and fuel concentration the trajectories became more compact. The insets show
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enlarged trajectories at high SDS concentration and large droplet size to highlight that even

very compact trajectories still show motion of hunderds of microns over a timescale of 4 seconds

and could therefore not be due to Brownian motion. They also show that the type of motion

at high SDS concentration and large droplet size looks qualitatively different.

2.3.1 Mean squared displacements

We quantified the observed trends in swimming behavior by calculating the mean squared

displacement (MSD). The results are shown on a log-log scale in Figure 2.8. A quadratic

increase of the MSD with time indicates persistent motion, which leads to extended trajectories.

A linear increase indicates the direction of the steps in the particle’s trajectory are uncorrelated.

A sublinear increase with time suggests that the motion is somehow confined. We scaled the

MSD by the step size to highlight the scaling with time rather than the absolute values.

Figure 2.8a shows that at short times, the motion was persistent for all experimental conditions.

After some persistence time τ , there was a transition to a linear increase of the MSD. The

value of τ decreased with increasing SDS concentration. A similar trend was observed with

increasing droplet size, as shown in Figure 2.8b. The MSD of droplets of 120 µm and larger

did not transition to diffusive regime, but levels off at a constant value. This behavior is called

subdiffusive motion and indicates some sort of confinement.

The term subdiffusive may be misleading in this case, since the motion observed here is still

much faster than Brownian motion of passive particles of comparable size. The term only refers

to the sublinear scaling of the MSD with time.

The wide range of accessible types of motility distinguishes isotropic swimmers from janus

swimmers. Janus swimmers always display persistent motion on short timescales with a di-

rection set by their geometry. The stochastic component to their behavior is caused by their

rotational diffusion, which reorients the swimming direction. Isotropic swimmers, on the other

hand, have no built-in back-front asymmetry, so all changes to their swimming direction are

due to instabilities and random fluctuations in their surrounding concentration profile. To

what degree these fluctuations affect the motion is apparently tunable with experimental pa-

rameters. In the next section we quantify how the fuel concentration changes the frequency at

which these fluctuations change a droplet’s swimming direction. Then we discuss what causes

large particles to move subdiffusively.
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Figure 2.7: Representative droplet trajectories for droplets at varying SDS concentration and
initial diameter. The trajectories are extended for small droplets at low SDS concentrations
and become increasingly confined with larger sizes and SDS concentrations. Color indicates
time where blue is t = 0 s (the start of the measurement) and red is t = 4 s. The insets show
enlargements of compact trajectories. They highlight that compact tracks of large droplet sizes
are qualitatively different than compact tracks of smaller particles at high SDS concentration.
The persistence length of the trajectories decreases with both increasing SDS concentration and
size. For movies of swimming droplets, see Figures 2.24,2.25,2.26,2.27,2.28,2.29,2.30,2.31,2.32
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Figure 2.8: Mean squared displacement (MSD) of droplet motion as function of time interval
for various SDS concentrations (a) and sizes (b). The MSD was normalized by the step size
to highlight trends in the scaling with time. The step size is given by the droplet speeds in
Figure 2.6 divided by the framerate of 16 fps. For droplets of 120 µm for example, the step
size varied from dstep = 6 µm at 100 mM SDS to dstep = 60 µm at 20 mM SDS. For short
times the slope of all lines is 2, indicating persistent motion. At longer timescales the slope
decreases to 1 indicating random motion. Increasing the SDS concentration decreases the time
at which the motion transitions from persistent to random. For large droplets (above 120 µm)
the motion even becomes subdiffusive, with a slope smaller than 1.

2.4 Fuel concentration controls stochastic turning

2.4.1 Velocity correlation function

The degree of stochastic reorientation can be quantified using a persistence time τ . To measure

how τ depends on the SDS concentration, we plot the velocity correlation function C(δt), which

is given by [68]

C(δt) =

〈
~v(t) · ~v(t+ δt)

|~v(t)||~v(t+ δt)|

〉
t

. (2.2)

This function measures the correlation in swimming direction for each time step δt, averaged

over the observation time t. Note here that a time average and ensemble average may not be

the same for out-of-equilibrium systems.

Equation 2.2 is equivalent to C(δt) =
〈
cos(θ)

〉
where θ is the angle between the velocity at

times t and t+ δt. At short times, the particle direction has changed very little, so θ is small

(θ ≈ 0 and cos(θ) ≈ 1) so C(δt) ≈ 1. Over longer times, fluctuations cause the directions at

times t and t + δt to become uncorrelated. This means that all angles θ are equally likely so〈
cos(θ)

〉
≈ 0. The time scale on which this randomization of the swimming direction occurs

is characterized by the persistence time τ . We measure τ by fitting an exponential decay
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C(δt) = exp[−δt/τ ] to the data in Figure 2.9a. The values of the persistence time we, are

plotted in Figure 2.9b and show that τ decreases with SDS concentration for 30 µm droplets.

Moreover, τ in all experimental conditions much smaller than the rotational diffusion time,

which is on the order of hours for these droplets.

2.4.2 Reversed trends between janus and isotropic swimmers

This decrease in persistence time with fuel concentration has a surprising consequence that

becomes evident when comparing the trajectories of isotropic swimmers with those of janus

swimmers, as shown in Figure 2.9c and d. The persistence length lp, which describes the degree

of compactness of the trajectory, is the product of particle speed v and the persistence time τ ,

lp = vτ . For janus particles the persistence length increases with fuel concentration because

the swimming speed increases and the persistence time stays constant [23]. Isotropic swimmers

show the opposite trend: the persistence length decreases with fuel concentration because, even

though the speed also varies, the dominant effect is a decrease in persistence time.

This reversed trend between janus swimmers and isotropic swimmers corroborates the idea

that it is not the orientation of the particle that determines its swimming direction, but the

polarization of the concentration gradient. For janus particles the timescale on which this

polarization changes is set by the rotational diffusion time, which reorients the particle and

thereby the asymmetry in the reaction rate. For isotropic swimmers, the direction of the solute

gradient that drives the motion apparently reorients much faster than rotational diffusion in a

way that depends on the rate of fuel consumption.

2.4.3 Speed and reorientation angle distributions

To further investigate how random fluctuations in fuel consumption influence the solute profile

polarization, we focus on the short timescale distributions of particle reorientation and speed.

To this end, we split the trajectories in blocks of three consecutive positions at time t − δt, t
and t+δt. We translate each block, such that the position at time t lies on the origin and rotate

such that the position t − dt lies on the negative x-axis. Then, we plot the particle positions

at time t + δt. The location of the individual points informs on the speed and reorientation

with respect to the previous step. This way, a position on the positive x-axis indicates straight

motion with a speed that is given by the distance to the origin. Particles that turn result in an

off-axis position. The distribution of points indicates the probability to move with a certain

speed in a certain direction. Figure 2.10 shows this distribution for 30 µm droplets for a time

step δt = 62.5 ms as function of SDS concentration. Color indicates the local point density.
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Figure 2.9: a) Velocity correlation function of droplet motion as function of time interval
for various SDS concentrations. Circles represent experimental points averaged over at least
5 trajectories and lines are exponential fits. The persistence time is the only fit parameter
and is presented in panel b). It shows that the persistence time decreased with increasing
SDS concentration. Error bars give 95 % confidence intervals of the fit. The persistence
time of the classical Howse janus swimmers is indicated by the purple dashed line. c & d)
Comparison between trajectories of janus swimmers and isotropic swimmers. Panel c) is copied
from Howse et al. [23] and shows trajectories of 1.62 µm janus swimmers with increasing
fuel concentration. d) Five representative trajectories for 30 µm swimming DEP droplets as
function of fuel concentration. Trajectory length is 2 s. The observed trend of persistence
length with fuel concentration is opposite to that of janus swimmers.
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Figure 2.10: Distributions of the instantaneous speed and reorientation angle as function of
SDS concentration. Each point represents the particle displacement from time t to time t+ δt
and is is obtained by translation of the trajectory such that the position at time t lies on the
origin and rotation such that the position at t− δt lies on the negative x-axis. In this way the
displayed position at time t + δt informs on the speed of the swimmer over the time interval
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interval is 1 frame, or 62.5 ms. Color qualitatively indicates the local density of points, where
red is highest density and blue lowest density.
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Figure 2.10 shows that the noise in both speed and reorientation angle increase together with

increasing SDS concentration, highlighting that the stochasticity in both parameters is due to

the same effect, namely the fluctuations in concentration polarization.

2.4.4 Microscopic mechanism

As the concentration of SDS increases, the dissolution process appears to move from diffusion-

to reaction-limited. This idea is supported by the appearance of a plateau in the dissolution

rate plateaus at large SDS concentrations (above 60 mM) as shown in Figure 2.1. When

the process is reaction limited, there is only a small dip in the overall SDS concentration

near the droplets, which means a fluctuation in the concentration is more likely to change its

polarization direction. In the diffusion limited regime at low SDS concentrations on the other

hand, the SDS concentration profile near the droplet has a larger magnitude, so that it is less

sensitive to random fluctuations. This is also consistent with the speed decrease at higher SDS

concentrations.

Next, we consider whether the random fluctuations in SDS concentration arise from thermal

fluctuations or from other causes, such as spatial heterogeneities in the advective flow or dis-

solution rate. If thermal fluctuations can build up concentration differences on the length

scale of the droplet that are of the same order of magnitude as the gradient that drives the

self-propulsion, that would cause the droplets to reorient. The magnitude of the SDS gradient

that drives self-propulsion is the swim speed v divided by the mobility M , so the difference

in SDS concentration between the front and back of a 50 µm droplet at 10 mM SDS, swim-

ming 500 µm s−1 is approximately 0.35 mM. The thermal variation between SDS concentration

near the front and back of the droplet can be calculated using that thermal fluctuations in

the amount of SDS scale with the square root of total amount of SDS in a given volume. We

choose the volume 50 × 50 × 50 µm enclosing the entire droplet and find that at 10mM SDS

the fluctuations in this volume are on the order of 3.7× 10−4 mM, which is a thousand times

smaller than the concentration difference that drives self-propulsion. At 100 mM SDS, the

speed decreases by a factor of 5 and the fluctuations increase by a factor of
√

10, which makes

the relative strength of thermal gradient only a hundred times smaller than the driving gradi-

ent. The trend is in agreement with experimental observations but fluctuations of 1 % seem

insufficient to explain the observed reorientations. This suggests that spatial heterogeneities in

flow and dissolution rate also play a role.
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Figure 2.11: Oscillatory motion is the cause of the subdiffusive behavior of large swimming
droplets. a-e) Representative velocity correlation functions for droplets of 30 µm, 60 µm ,
90 µm, 120 µm, and 180 µm, respectively. Circles represent experimental data and the lines
are fits with an exponentially decaying cosine. The two fit parameters, decay time τ and
oscillation frequency are shown in panel f). The persistence time decreased and oscillation
frequency increased as a function of size.

2.5 Particle size controls deterministic turning

Figure 2.7 shows that swimming behavior of the droplets changes as a function of droplet size.

Larger droplets tend to have more compact trajectories than smaller droplets, and the MSDs

of droplets of 120 µm and larger show plateaus at long times, indicating the droplets move

subdiffusively.
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2.5.1 Subdiffusive scaling is caused by oscillations

Figure 2.11 shows the velocity correlation functions of droplets of various sizes dispersed in

10 mM SDS. Each plot inclues at least three representative trajectories. They show that C(δt)

initially decays faster with particle size, reaches zero, and becomes negative. The decay to

zero points again to stochastic turning. The oscillations—and specifically negative values of

C(δt)—mean that the droplet has on average turned to move backwards after a time interval

δt. We call this average change of direction, deterministic turning to differentiate it from the

stochastic direction changes induced by high SDS concentrations.

The frequencies of the oscillations generally increased with particle size but had large a variation

at a given condition. For this reason, we display correlation functions of individual trajectories

rather than an ensemble average; Taking the average of oscillations at multiple frequencies

causes cancellation of the oscillations. This effect already occurs for the time average over a

single trajectory, but to a lesser extent.

From this analysis we learned that the reason for subdiffusive trajectories of large swimming

droplets is oscillatory motion. This is surprising for spherical swimmers and raises the questions

about the source of the oscillations. Helical and rotational swimming have been observed before

in at least two other systems. The first are janus swimmers that have a symmetry breaking

perpendicular to their swimming direction, which results in a torque acting on the particle

and thus causes rotation [29]. The second system consists of liquid crystal droplets that swim

in a manner similar to DEP droplets, but for the liquid crystal the researchers claimed that

the cause of the rotation was misalignment of the liquid crystal director and the swimming

direction [48, 49, 69]. Neither of these two effects can account for the rotational motion we

observe in swimming DEP droplets.

2.5.2 Confining effect in reorientation angle

To investigate in more detail the origin of the oscillatory behavior, we plot the distribution of

speeds and reorientation angles as function of a specific time step δt = 125 ms in Figure 2.12. At

this time step, the velocity correlation function is positive 30− 90 µm droplets, approximately

zero for 120 µm droplets and negative for 180 µm droplets C(125 ms)< 0. That means that

after 125 ms we expect smaller droplets to on average be moving forward and 180 µm droplets

to be moving backwards with respect to their swimming direction at t = 0. Indeed we see

that the velocities were predominantly in the forward direction for 30 − 90 µm droplets and

backwards for 180 µm droplets.
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Figure 2.12: Distributions of the instantaneous speeds and reorientation angles as function of
size after δt = 125 ms. Each point represents the particle displacement from time t to time
t + δt and is is obtained by translation of the trajectory such that the position at time t lies
on the origin and rotation such that the position at t − δt lies on the negative x-axis. In this
way the displayed position at time t + δt informs on the speed of the swimmer over the time
interval δt and the change of direction with respect to the previous timestep. Color indicates
local point density. Small particles tend to be moving in the same direction, whereas large
particle tend to have turned around after 125 ms.
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Figure 2.13: Distributions of the instantaneous speeds and reorientation angles as function of
various time intervals for a 120 µm droplet in 10 mM SDS. After a time interval of 62.5 ms the
average reorientation direction was small. After twice that time, the distribution of reorienta-
tion angles is mostly uniform and after three times that interval the particles had on average
turned 180 degrees.

The mostly uniform distribution of orientations at C(125 ms) is useful for gaining insight into

the oscillation mechanism, as there can be two reasons for a velocity correlation function to

be zero. One possibility is that the directions of motion are uncorrelated, so the values of

the individual dot products are random and the average is zero. We have seen this with the

random reorientation of droplets at high SDS concentrations. The second possibility is that the

velocity vectors are perpendicular to the initial velocity so all of the individual dot products

are zero and therefore the average is also zero. This is what one would expect for deterministic

turning. In this case doubling the time interval would cause the velocity vectors to again be

strongly correlated but have opposite directions, making the velocity correlation negative.

Surprisingly Figure 2.12 shows an almost flat distribution of reorientation angles for 120 µm

droplets, when C(δt) = 0. This seems inconsistent with oscillatory motion, but C(δt) has

negative values at larger time intervals, showing that there must be oscillations.

The answer lies in the reorientation distributions at different time intervals for an individual

droplet as shown in Figure 2.13. It shows that after a short timestep (62.5 ms), the direction

of motion is correlated and in the forward direction. After a 125 ms timestep, the correlation

is lost to a large extent and the droplets are moving in nearly random directions. Then, after

185.5 ms, the correlation increases again, this time in the backward direction. This is a strong

indication that the origin of the oscillations is not a centripetal force that causes the droplets

to systematically move in a circular path at a given frequency, but an effective confinement

potential that causes droplets to turn back onto themselves. The particles appear to move

away from the minimum of the effective potential in a random direction, but then are always

pulled back toward the minimum. This would explain the initial loss and then a recovery of

directional correlation.
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This observation in turn begs the question of what causes large, but not small, droplets to

experience an effective confining potential. Such a potential seems contradictory to the swim-

ming mechanism, discussed in section 2 of this chapter, which asserts that the droplets move

because they act as sinks of SDS which result in surface tension gradients and the droplets

move in that gradient. Given that mechanism, droplets are expected not to return to their

previous position as they leave behind them trails of SDS depletion, which we indeed see for

small droplets. Apparently, large droplets do tend to move back to positions they have previ-

ously explored, suggesting that they are somehow not depleted of SDS. We believe this is due

to the fluid flow perpendicular to the particle’s motion, which we discuss in the next section.

2.6 Fluid flow around swimming droplets

Classification of the hydrodynamics around self-propelled particles is useful for understanding

their behavior. For isotropic particles particularly important because the self-propulsion and,

by extension, any type of motility is entirely the consequence of hydrodynamic instabilities.

Also more generally for all swimmers, the fluid flow surrounding active particles affects the

inter-particle interactions and thus the collective behavior that many are trying to understand

and control.

The hydrodynamics of active matter has been studied extensively in theory and simulation [70–

73] and the experimental flow profiles of some active matter has already been mapped, most no-

tably for algea [74], bacterial swimmers [75] and swimming liquid crystal droplets [53, 59]. These

studies show that the dominant flow profile induced by the linear motion of most swimmers—

including janus swimmers and most bacteria—is a stresslet or force dipole, whereas the dom-

inant flow profile around an isotropic swimmer is a source dipole. This has ramifications for

their hydrodynamic interactions, because the force dipole has a longer range (1/r2) than a

source dipole (1/r3).

2.6.1 In-plane fluid flow around small drops

To visualize the flow profiles around swimming DEP droplets, they were placed in an aqueous

SDS solution containing a 0.01 wt% mass fraction of 1.6 ± 0.04 µm polystyrene (PS) spheres.

The surface of the spheres was covered with 360 kDA polyvinylpyrollidone (PVP) which ster-

ically stabilizes the particles with low surface charge. As a consequence, the particles are not

expected to experience any appreciable phoretic forces in SDS gradients surround the swim-

ming droplets, but to simply trace the fluid flow [33]. We mapped the fluid flow by recording
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Figure 2.14: The flow around small swimming droplets is source dipole. a) Images showing
the flow around a swimming droplets of 52 µm. The red arrow indicates droplet speed and
direction and has been magnified 3 times with respect to the flow speed. b) Average flow
profile around the swimming droplet. Average was obtained by rotating and translating the
flow profiles such that the droplet sits in the origin and the swimming orientation is in the
positive x̂-direction. The corresponding trajectory is shown in panel c. Scalebars are 100 µm.
The link to an example movie is shown in Figure 2.36
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videos of the tracer particle motion at 100 fps and using at Matlab implementation of Particle

Image Velocimitry (PIV) [76], to obtain the flow profiles.

We imaged the fluid flow using these tracer particles for a droplet of 52 µm, traversing a mostly

straight trajectory and a droplet of 240 µm with a mostly oscillating trajectory for comparison.

The results for the flow around the small droplet are shown in Figure 2.14. Panel (a) shows

flows that look mostly like a source dipole, as expected, but with a lot of noise.

We averaged the flow profiles around the droplets in order to reduce the noise that comes from

drift and Brownian motion of the tracer particles, but the details of the averaging process affect

the result. A simple averaging of all flow profiles leads to no information as the droplets are in

different positions in each frame. To address this, we translated the flow profiles such that in

each frame the droplet center sits on the origin. Averaging then results in a monopolar flow

profile of all flow going away from the droplet or into the droplet. This seems to be inconsistent

with incompressibility of the fluid, but is a result of the fact that we show a 2-dimensional slice

of otherwise three dimensional flow. We will discuss the role of the flow in the out-of-plane

direction later.

In order to look at the flow that is correlated with the particle motion, we averaged by not

only translating such that the profiles to overlap, but also rotating them such that the droplet

always moves in the positive x̂-direction. The result is that the flow that is correlated with

the swimming remains, whereas flow that is uncorrelated with the swimming is removed by

averaging. We then subtracted the translated but not rotated average to remove the monopolar

flow profile that results from flow in the third dimension. The resulting profile indeed looked

like a source dipole and is shown in panel Figure 2.14b. The corresponding droplet trajectory

is shown in Figure 2.14c.

2.6.2 In-plane fluid flow around large drops

Next we look at the flow around larger droplets that display oscillatory motion and compare

the observed flows with flows of smaller swimming drops. Flow profiles around the 240 µm

droplet have faster flows than around the smaller droplets (see Figure 2.16), which results in a

better signal-to-noise ratio. There is also more frame-to-frame variation in flow magnitude and

direction than in the flow profiles around smaller drops. In the frames at t = 0, 2.0, and 2.5 s the

flow seems to have mostly the source dipole symmetry, similar to that of the small droplet (see

Figure 2.15). But as the speed of the droplet largely varies in time, so does the magnitude of the

source dipole. At t = 0.5 s, the source dipole disappears completely and the resulting flow has

a force dipole or stresslet geometry that is expected for janus swimmers. After averaging, one
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Figure 2.15: a) Images showing the flow around a swimming droplets of 240 µm. The red
arrows indicate droplet speed and direction and has been magnified 3 times with respect to the
flow speeds. b) Average flow profile around the swimming droplet. The average was obtained
by rotating and translating the flow profiles such that the droplet sits in the origin and the
swimming orientation is in the positive x direction. The corresponding trajectory is shown in
panel c. Scalebars are 100 µm. The link to an example movie is shown in Figure 2.37.
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Figure 2.16: Flow magnitudes around a large and small swimming droplet as a function of
distance to particle center on a log-log scale. Circles represent the average in-plane flow speed
around a droplet with a 240 µm diameter and crosses around a droplet with a 52 µm diameter.
Distance to the center is in units of the droplet radius.

obtains a dipolar flow profile again, as shown in panel b. This suggests that the source dipole

is correlated with the direction of motion, but the force dipole is not because it disappeared

after averaging. Again the corresponding trajectory is displayed in panel c.

Note that the far-field velocity decay is faster than 1/r3 expected for a source dipole. This is

probably due to proximity of the droplets to the glass slide. Previous studies have shown that

swimming near a wall results in a faster decay of the flow velocity [75].

Although the variation in the dominant type of flow profile seems consistent with the fact

that the velocity of the droplets also varies, we have not found any correlation between speed,

direction change, and type flow profile, nor does the liquid flow immediately explain why the

droplets oscillate.

2.6.3 Fluid flow perpendicular to swimming direction

The flow profiles discussed in the previous sections are slices through a three dimensional

flow profile. Ideally, one would study the full fluid motion in three dimensions, but with flow

velocities of millmeters per second and flow profiles with length scales of hundreds of microns,

this is not feasible. In order to still get some insight in the three-dimensional flow, we studied
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Figure 2.17: Flow around dissolving droplets perpendicular to swimming direction. a) Flow
around droplet wetting the glass slide of diameter (measured at point of contact with glass)
130 µm in a 10 mM SDS solution as imaged using PIV and a tilted microscope. The flow
comes down from the top and out through the sides in a donut shape. Image is obtained from
averaging over 1000 frames in 20 s. b) Flow around a 60 µm droplet in 7 mM SDS. Image
is obtained from average over 500 frames in 25 s. c) Flow around a swimming droplet with a
diameter of 150 µm in 10 mM SDS. Image obtained from an average over 50 frames in 2.5 s.
d) Cartoon of the flow induced by SDS mediated droplet dissolution near a glass wall.
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the fluid flow perpendicular to the particle motion using a tilted microscope. We imaged the

flow around a 26 µm droplet in a 7 mM SDS bath—which is below the swimming threshold—as

well as a swimming 62 µm droplet and sessile droplet of 130 µm at 10 mM SDS. The results

are shown in Figure 2.17.

The side view of flow profiles of dissolving DEP droplets makes it evident that there is a strong

component of the fluid flow perpendicular to the motion that we think is induced by gravity.

DEP-filled micelles are heavier than water because the density of DEP is larger than that

of water. This causes oily micelles to be transported down and then away from the droplet

near the glass wall, whereas new surface active SDS is transported toward the droplet from

above. As a result, there is a donut-shaped flow profile around the droplet that replenishes the

SDS concentration at the position of the droplet and transports the oily micelles to locations

around the droplet. Moreover, the flow around larger droplets is faster than that around smaller

droplets. Note that the gravitational length of individual DEP filled micelles is lg ≈ 104 m so

the density difference only plays a role because oil transport occurs on the length scale of the

droplets.

2.6.4 Relation to oscillatory motion

In the previous section we saw that large droplets tend to move back to positions they previ-

ously explored, suggesting that those positions were somehow not depleted of SDS. We then

claimed that this was caused by the fluid flow around the droplet. The observation of a donut-

shaped flow profile perpendicular to the swimming directions provides a mechanism through

which the SDS concentration at the previous position of a droplet can be higher than the SDS

concentration in the surroundings. It supplies fresh surfactant solution to the droplets current

position and transports swollen micelles to the surroundings. We think that is the origin of

the effective confining potential that causes large droplets to move subdiffusively.

Moreover, the observation that the fluid flow speed increases with particle size explains why

larger droplets tend to stay in the same region whereas smaller droplets tend to move away

from their current position. For small droplets the dissolution dominates and the replenishing

flow from above does not renew the SDS concentration fast, so droplets move in a straight line

to maximize their access to surfactant. For larger droplets on the other hand, the replenishing

flow causes the SDS concentration in the previous location of the droplet to be higher than the

surroundings, so that the droplet oscillates a bit around its local position, but on average stays

in the same region.
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2.7 Collective behavior of swimming droplets

Particle activity has been shown to affect collective dynamics. For example, active particles

tend cluster under conditions where their passive counterparts do not. It is therefore not sur-

prising that changing the motility of oil droplets from persistent to oscillatory or to stochastic

also affects their collective dynamics. In this section we describe a selection of four different

collective behaviors that we encountered for DEP droplets in SDS solution. This is by no

means an exhaustive study, because the parameter space is large and a detailed exploration of

it is beyond the scope of this work. Rather, we show the four types of collective behavior dis-

played by droplets in three distinct regimes of individual droplet dynamics: persistent straight,

oscillatory and stochastic.

The discussion of the collective motion will only be descriptive because to thoroughly under-

stand the collective behavior, one first needs to understand the interactions between particles.

However, it is still worthwhile to discuss these three cases here because the collective behavior

can be explained by—or at least seems consistent with—our expectations due to the depletion

of SDS around the droplets, that is also responsible for their self-propulsion.

2.7.1 Straight and repulsive

We first look at the dynamics of 30 µm droplets in 20 mM SDS at an area fraction of ap-

proximately 10−2%. Under these conditions the trajectories of individual particles were mostly

straight. We observed that at higher droplet volume fractions the droplets collided with and

repelled each other. The droplets also turned when upon collision with the trail of SDS deple-

tion left by another droplet. The details of this repulsion will be discussed in detail in chapter

4, but it can already be intuitively understood that the same depletion of SDS near the droplet

that drives the self-propulsion also drives particles away from each other.

Increasing the droplet concentration further caused this repulsive interactions to prohibit self-

propulsion altogether. Above approximately 5 % area fraction the droplets only moved briefly

to maximize their inter-particle distance and then came to a complete stop, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.18b. This is because the droplets no longer experience an SDS gradient. The sample well

is 0.5 cm deep, so that even at area fractions of 10 % the total DEP concentration in the bath

is less than 5 mM (the molecular volume of DEP is vm,DEP = 2 × 102m3/mol) and that the

droplets should completely dissolve over time, albeit much slower, even for only 10 mM SDS,

see Figure 2.2. Therefore the arrest of motion is not a consequence of overal fuel depletion

in the sample, but instead comes from the fact that other droplets are decreasing the surface
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Figure 2.18: Collective dynamics of droplets with long persistence times. a) Swimming 40 µm
droplets at 20 mM SDS. Trajectories are mostly straight and curve when droplets collide with
each other or with old trajectories of other droplets, decreasing the effective persistence time.
b) Droplets under the same conditions as in panel a) but at higher volume fraction. The
droplets only swim briefly, then the system arrests as the droplets maximize their interparticle
distance. The radial distribution function g(r) is shown in the inset.

active SDS concentration on all sides and no asymmetry can build up.

2.7.2 Oscillation and aggregation

While 30 µm droplets travel in straight lines, 100 µm droplets individually oscillate. At higher

area fractions, these larger droplets seem to attract one another, as shown in Figure 2.19. The

average area fraction of the droplets is approximately 10% and the SDS concentration is 10 mM.

Under these conditions the droplets collected into clusters over time. The incorporated droplets

remained dynamic and the clusters frequently reorganized, as droplets were continually joining

and leaving. After a couple of minutes the droplet size decreased due to micellar solubilization

and they entered a regime where the droplet oscillations are less pronounced. At that point,

the clusters also fell apart.

It is not a coincidence that oscillations of individual droplets and attractions between droplets

go hand in hand and are increasingly observed for larger droplets. For the individual droplets

dynamics we saw that there is a competition between the local depletion of SDS by dissolution,

which causes drops to move away from their current position, and a surfactant flow from above

the droplet that refreshes the surfactant solution. For large droplets, the flow replenishes the

surface active SDS quickly enough to cause subdiffusive motion. For smaller droplets, linear

motion is the dominant way in which droplets access fresh surfactant.

A similar competition takes place for multiple particles. First, the particles interact through
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Figure 2.19: Collective dynamics of oscillating droplets. The images are from a movie of 100 µm
droplets at 10 mM SDS. The red arrows indicate particle velocities. The particles cluster over
time, indicating an effective attractive interaction. The link to an example movie is shown in
Figure 2.33.
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overlapping solute gradients. This effect dominates for small particles that induce weak flows.

Second, fluid flow advects self-propelled particles and two swimmers can exert hydrodynamic

forces on each other. This interaction dominates for particles with faster flows. The hydro-

dynamic interaction is interesting in that it is repulsive or attractive depending on whether

the particles approach or move away from each other [72]. This effect probably causes larger

droplets to aggregate into clusters and also explains why droplets on the outside of a cluster

tend to leave and then reattach to the cluster.

2.7.3 Rotating pair

A remarkable example of collective particle dynamics at these conditions (10 mM SDS and

100 µm droplets) is the formation of pairs of rotating droplets at low area fractions. When

two 104 ± 6 µm droplets meet in a 10 mM SDS solution, they systematically attract each

other and start revolving around each other as shown in Figure 2.20a and b. The rotational

motion can continue for up to 30 seconds. Typically by then the droplets have shrunk to a

size below range at which these rotations are observed and the cluster breaks apart. From the

time evolution of the x and y positions of 4 separate pairs of rotating droplets, we find that

the typical frequency is 2.5 ± 0.6 revolutions per second. The rotations are also evident from

oscillations in the velocity correlation function in Figure 2.20d. The rotations occur both in

the clockwise and counterclockwise direction as shown in the reorientation angle distribution

in Figure 2.20e.

2.7.4 Swarming

The last type of collective dynamics we observed is that of 90 µm droplets in 30 mM SDS. At

lower SDS concentrations these droplets cluster, but at 30 mM SDS, where the individual par-

ticle dynamics become increasingly stochastic, the drops instead form a swarm (see Figure 2.21.

The individual particles move quickly in directions that are uncorrelated between droplets. The

particles do not move away from each other over time and the swarm hardly moves away from

its original position. The collective dynamics of the droplets go from well-organized clusters at

lower SDS concentrations to more chaotic and dynamic clusters at higher SDS concentrations.

This is in line with our previous observations of individual particle dynamics, where particles

moved in increasingly complicated trajectories with increasing SDS concentration.
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Figure 2.20: Rotating pairs of droplets. a) Images from a movie of droplets that rotate around
each other. b) The trajectory of one of the two droplets in the pair shown in panel a. c)
Time evolution of x and y position of one of the droplets in the rotating pair. d) Average
velocity correlation function for 4 pairs of rotating droplets e) Average distribution in step
sizes and reorientation angles for 4 pairs of rotating droplets. The trajectories were rotated
and translated each frame such that the previous step lies on the negative x-axis and the
previous position is on the origin. Color indicates local point density. The link to an example
movie is shown in Figure 2.34.
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t = 0 s t = 0.8 s t = 1.4 s t = 2.4 s

t = 3.3 s t = 5.2 s t = 6.1 s t = 7.2 s

100 μm

Figure 2.21: Swarming cluster of droplets. The images show 90 µm droplets at 30 mM SDS.
The red arrows indicate individual droplet speeds with a scale of 620 µm s−1 per centimeter.
The link to an example movie is shown in Figure 2.35.

2.8 Summary and conclusions

In summary, we have studied a model system of isotropic swimmers that consists of dissolving

oil droplets. The dissolution process is driven by oily micelle formation that locally decreases

the surface active SDS concentration near the droplet surface. A swimming instability—that we

have not yet discussed in detail in this chapter but that will be treated in the next chapter—

causes a front-back asymmetry in the SDS concentration that results in a surface tension

gradient along the droplet surface, which in turn sets the droplet in motion through Marangoni

forces.

The single particle dynamics can be tuned through the experimental parameters of SDS concen-

tration and droplet size. Increasing the SDS concentration causes more noise in the swimming

direction. This decreases the persistence time, and thereby the persistence length of the par-

ticle’s trajectory. Increasing the droplet size caused droplets to oscillate, making their overall

motion subdiffusive.

We investigated in more detail the origin of the decreased persistence time with SDS con-

centration. A larger fuel concentration simultaneously increases noise in the particle’s speed

and turning angle. This points to fluctuations in the polarization of the surfactant concen-

tration gradient that drives the motion. We speculate that at higher SDS concentrations the

orientation of the polarization is more susceptible to random changes because dissolution is

increasingly reaction limited, resulting in a smaller gradient.

We also studied the droplet oscillations at larger droplet sizes and saw that they were due to
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some effective confining potential. We speculate that this potential is the consequence of flow

perpendicular to the droplet’s swimming direction that supplies surface active surfactant to

the droplet’s current position and moves oily micelles to the surrounding areas. This causes

droplets to on average stay close to their original position.

Finally, we briefly described four cases of collective droplet dynamics and saw that different

single-particle dynamics go hand in hand with different collective behaviors.

2.9 Materials and Methods

Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), Diethylphthatlate (DEP)(99%), Styrene, Polyvinyl Pyrroli-

done (PVP) 360 kDA and Azobisisobutyronitril (AIBN) were used as obtained from Sigma

Aldrich.

2.9.1 Surface tension measurements

The surface tension of DEP droplets in aqueous SDS solutions of various concentrations was

measured using an Attension pendant drop tensiometer equipped with a DMK 21Au04 Imaging

source camera. The densities of pure DEP and DEP-saturated SDS solutions were used as

inputs to calculate the surface tension from the droplet shape and were measured using a

DMA 4500M Anton Paar density meter.

2.9.2 Solubility measurements

The solubility of DEP in aqueous SDS solutions of various concentrations was measured by

gravimetric analysis. We mixed 40 ml of SDS solution at a known concentration with 2 ml

of pure DEP, shook, and left it to equilibrate overnight. The undissolved DEP sank to the

bottom. Next, we took 5 ml of the DEP-saturated SDS solution from the container and dried

it under a heat lamp at approximately 50 oC. We measured the mass of the dried sample which

informed on the amount of DEP and SDS in 5 ml solution. Knowing the SDS concentration,

we calculated the dissolved DEP concentration. This method relies on the high boiling point

of DEP (295 oC) compared to water, so that none of the oil evaporates but all the water does
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2.9.3 Video microscopy

Droplets were produced in a custom-built glass microfluidic setup with a coaxial co-flow ge-

ometry. A detailed description of the device construction and operation based on previous

literature [77–79] is given in Appendix A. The dynamics of swimming droplets as well as their

size change were observed on an Olympos microscope equipped with 4× and 10× Thorlabs

objectives. We used a circular glass sample well with a diameter of 1 cm and a height of 5 mm.

The sample well was first filled with SDS solution and droplets were added to the well directly

from the microfluidic device to minimize the time between sample preparation and recording.

This is important because the droplets shrink and leave trails of oil behind them as they swim.

The movies were recorded using a Thorlabs camera operating at 16 frames per second.

To study collective dynamics we used area fraction to describe the droplet concentrations

because the system is effectively confined to the glass surface at the bottom of the sample well

(droplet density ρ = 1.12 103 g/L). We measured the area fraction by counting the number

of droplets in the sample well by scanning over the entire sample well at the beginning of an

experiment.

2.9.4 Particle tracking analysis

Videos of droplet dynamics were analyzed using a Matlab implementation of the Crocker and

Grier tracking algorithm [80]. Trajectories were further analyzed to obtain MSDs and velocity

correlation functions. For studies of the dynamics of the individual droplet dynamics, only

dilute trajectories were used and footage after a particle’s first collision was discarded. Droplets

are also no longer analyzed after they have shrunk by more than 10% of their original size in

order to minimize any history effects in studies of the dynamics.

2.9.5 Flow imaging

PVP-stabililized polystyrene tracer particles were produced using the dispersion polymerization

method described by Paine and coworkers [81] using AIBN as initiator. Tracer particle motion

was imaged through a 10× objective (NA = 0.25) with a depth of focus of approximately

8.5 µm. So the flow

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was performed using a matlab implementation by Thielicke

and Stamhuis [76]. Images were used without pre-processing. The correlation matrix was solved

in frequency space using a three-step refinement approach with square interrogation areas with

side lengths of 256 pixels in the first step, 128 pixels in the second step, and 64 pixels in the
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third step. The maximum allowed particle displacement was 50 % of the interrogation area

side length. The largest mesh size is picked such that it is larger than the largest flow feature

and the smallest mesh size such that it is on the order of the smallest flow feature. All velocity

vectors more than five standard deviations from the mean were discarded.
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Appendix A: monodisperse droplet production using inexpen-

sive microfluidics

The ability to produce monodisperse droplets of a controllable size is essential for studying

the size effects of self-propelled droplets. Here we describe a low-cost and simple microfluidic

setup that can nonetheless be used to produce emulsions of a tunable size, range from 50 µm

to 250 µm with polydispersities under 5 %. We provide a detailed, step wise description of the

device construction below. Then we explain how to operate the device and show results that

indicate the regime of applicability of this setup. The style of microfluidic device described

here is referred to in the literature as the coaxial co-flow geometry. The design of the setup is

based on earlier studies by Choi and coworkers [77] and Haasse and Brujic [78].

The technique described here was used to produce monodisperse supraparticles that showed

lasing and is incorporated in the supplementary information of a paper on this topic by Mon-

tenarella et al. [82]

Device construction

An overview of the device design is provided in Figure 2.22. The numbers in the figure refer to

the relevant steps in the directions below. A 1 mm 76 x 25 mm thick Menzel glass microscope

slide was used with an 18 mm hole in the middle to fit over a microscope objective. This

is useful for studying the droplet formation in situ using an inverted microscope, but is not

required for operation. The microfluidic design can be built using various sizes of capillaries.

The choice of capillary size largely determines the size of the droplets that come out. Fine

control of droplet size is obtained by flow control.

Step 1: Choose a square capillary (VitroCom) to use as an outer capillary based on the sizes

indicated in the first column in Table 1. Using a scoring tile (Molex 1x1 inch cleaving stone),

cut the capillary to a final length of 25 mm. Place it on the middle of the microscope slide

across the hole and use Norland Optical Adhesive 68 to fix the capillary to the glass. First

place the capillary on the slide and then glue the capillary on both sides along the edges where

the capillary meets the slide. Make sure that the glue is not between the capillary and the slide

so the capillary remains level with the glass slide. Place the glue close to the hole in the glass

slide and use a small amount to avoid covering a large part of the capillary. Using too much

glue may interfere with visualizing droplet formation through the square capillary or attaching

parts to the ends of the capillary. Use a UV lamp to cure the glue and fix the capillary to the

slide.
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Step 2: Take two capillaries for the dispersed phase inlet and emulsion outlet based on the

values from columns 2 and 3 in Table 1. In order to taper the inlet capillary, which is the

smallest of the two capillaries, fix vertically to a clamp stand hanging down. Attach a small

weight to the bottom, such as a hair clip, with tissue between the weight and the capillary to

avoid breaking the capillary. The weight ensures the capillary hangs vertically. Quickly heat

the middle of the capillary by moving a crème brûlée burner arcoss it sideways. Moving the

burner too slowly will cause the capillary to melt, break and fall. This typically leads to a

bent taper. Moving the burner too quickly will not melt the capillary at all and no taper is

obtained. Moving the burner just fast enough (the capillary is in the flame for approximately

one second) causes the capillary to melt slightly, drop but not break so that the middle has

narrowed to roughly 10 to 20 µm.

Take the tapered capillary and insert one half, non-tapered side first, into the square capillary

glued to the microscope slide. Slide it all the way through so that the tapered side sits in the

middle of the square capillary. The backwards insertion prevents breaking the fragile tapered

end. Then carefully insert the untapered capillary from the other side and slide it in just far

enough that it overlaps with the tapered capillary. This last part is usually easiest to do under

a microscope and may take some fidgeting to get the capillaries into each other. Glue the

capillaries to the microscope slide with Norland optical adhesive once they are in place. Use

again a small amount across the capillary and place it approximately 1 cm from the end of the

square capillary, midway the end of the glass slide and end of the square capillary

Step 3: The openings between the square capillary and the round inserted capillaries are going

to be inlet and flush outlet. For tubes to connect to the opening between the capillaries, use

a blunt needle tip (Techsil TS21 Green with a polypropylene Luer Lock, and stainless steel

needle with inner diameter 0.51 mm). The hubs have gauge size 23 and length 1.27 cm which

results in a large open space which ends up as unwanted extra volume in the device, so cut off

approximately 5 mm from plastic bottom using a razorblade. Then make a small triangular

incision on two sides of the remainder of the plastic part, opposite each other. These incisions

will be placed over the capillaries, so make them approximately the same size. Then place

the entire needle on the opening between the two capillaries. Take 2-component epoxy glue

(Scotchweld DP100NS) and mix some on a petri dish. Wait for the glue to become slightly

viscous. Then apply it generously to the side of the needle, fixing it to the microscope slide.

The viscosity of the glue needs to be large enough that it does not seep into the capillaries as

this would clog the device and make it useless. Repeat this step for the other opening, so that

two needles stick out of the device now.

Step 4: Take two new needle heads and remove the metal part from the plastic part by bending
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Device label Outer capillary Emulsion outlet Dispersed phase inlet

1 200 µm square 50 µm square 50 µm round
2 500 µm square 100 µm square 50 µm round in 200 µm square*
3 500 µm square 200 µm square 100 µm round
3 500 µm square 200 µm square 200 µm round

Table 1: Table of four different types of device designs that can be used to make droplets from
50 µm to 250 µm. The displayed capillary sizes are inner diameters for round capillaries and
inner edge lengths for square capillaries. * To ensure that the 50 µm capillary is positioned
in the middle of the outer capillary and aligned with the outlet capillary, it is encased in
a 100 µm square capillary. This is done by putting the round tapered capillary through a
halved square capillary (final length is 25mm), non-tapered end first. Adding a tiny amount
of uv-glue to the ends of the square capillary fixes the two together. The dot of glue must not
be not wider than the square capillary or the combination may no longer fit inside the outer
capillary.

them with pliers. Then bend the metal part in a right angle and slide one part over the glass

capillaries sticking out of the device. Cut the glass capillaries with a scoring tile to a short

enough length such that the metal fits over them while still laying on the microscope slide.

The bending ensures that when pulling on the needles to attach and remove tubing during

operation, the needles do not detach from the glass capillaries. Glue the bent needles in place

with 2-component glue. These will be the dispersed phase inlet and emulsion outlet.

Operation

Two inlet flows are needed to operate the device. These can be syringe pumps, cheaper and

more reliable is using pressurized bottles of the dispersed and continuous phases. For aqueous

solutions, air pressure of 1 to 10 psi (6.9 × 103 to 6.9 × 104 Pa) for the dispersed phase flow

and 1-50 psi (6.9× 103 to 3.5× 105 Pa) for the continuous phase flow are ideal, but of course

the choice depends on the viscosity of the solutions used. One millimeter tubing fits onto the

needles described in the device building section, and the same needles can be screwed onto

pressurized bottles or syringes to drive the flow. The entire setup can also be made using wider

tubing and needles also, as long as one is consistent. It is handy to fill a number of syringe

heads with glue from the plastic end to use as plugs.

Attach a small (approximately 3 cm) piece of tubing to the flush outlet and to the emulsion

outlet. Then close the emulsion outlet with a plug. Turn on the continuous phase flow and

attach the 1mm tubing coming out of the pressurized valves to the continuous phase inlet. Make

sure you hold the device with inlet pointing downward as you connect the tube to minimize

the chance of introducing dust into the device. Flush approximately 0.5 ml of the continuous

phase through the device to make sure there is no dust. If you are working with a precious
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Figure 2.22: Microfluidic chip design. Transparent shapes represent glass capillaries. Gray
tubes represent metal needles from syringe heads. Green shapes represent plastic syringe
heads. The numbers indicate the order in which to add parts and correspond to step sizes in
the design setup section. The inset shows an image of a finished device.
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liquid, this step can be replaced with water or ethanol.

Next, connect the dispersed phase tubing in a similar manner as the continuous phase tubing

and open the flush site. Now tune the pressure valves such that droplets come out of the nozzle

in the dripping regime to minimize polydispersity. Wait a few minutes for the pressures to

relax and flows to stabilize and start collecting the emulsion.

Results

Rough size control is achieved by picking the right capillary sizes. As a rule of thumb, the

largest droplet one can make is approximately the size of the outer capillary. Finetuning of the

droplet size is done by varying the ratio dispersed phase flow rate with the continuous phase

flow rate. Typically, a larger continuous flow rate results in smaller droplets [79]. The dispersed

phase flow rate may need to be tuned to avoid entering the jetting regime, which gives smaller

droplets but with larger polydispersity. The onset of the jetting regime is what limits the lower

size range of droplets. Figure 2.23 shows the droplets obtained using the four device setups

described in Table 1. We obtain a continuous range of sizes from 220 µm to 50 µm by varying

the microfluidic setup and outer flow rate. The polydispersity is between 1 and 5 % and is

smaller for smaller droplets. The output volume of this type of device is determined by the

flow rate of the dispersed phase, which can be up to approximately 1 ml/h.

Smaller droplets with sizes as small as 10 microns can be achieved by inverting the dispersed

phase and outlet flow. This leads to a geometry referred to as flow-focusing and gives droplet

sizes on the order of the tapered capillary diameter. These droplets often have a higher poly-

dispersity and require more fine-tuning of the flow rates.

Since the setup is made mostly of glass, factors that limit which oils and solvents can be used

are the tubing, glue, and needle heads. Ethanol, most oils, and chloroform are compatible with

the materials described here. Check the compatibility of these three materials if you want to

use any other liquids. Corrosive liquids are not recommended since they will cause the needles

to corrode and clog the capillaries.

A major advantage of this setup over commercially available setups and microfluidics devices

based on lithography is that the cost is less than 400 dollars for all required materials to build

multiple devices. Additionally, if a device breaks or gets clogged, you can easily build a new

one in approximately half a day.
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Figure 2.23: Droplet size control. a) Droplet sizes from 50 µm to 220 µm can be achieved with
four microfluidic designs given in Table 1. Purple corresponds to design 1, blue to 2, red to 3
and black to 4. The flow rate of dispersed phase is 0.7 ml/h for all devices except 1, where the
dispersed flow rate is 0.1 ml/h. The flow rate of the continuous phase is varied to change droplet
size and displayed on the x-axis. Error bars represent droplet polydispersity. b) Droplet size
can be finely controlled by varying the continuous phase flow rate. The histograms represent
droplet size distributions at four different flow rates in a device of type 3 and correspond to red
points in panel a. c-f) Micrographs of droplets produced using device of type 3. The images
correspond to histograms in panel b.
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Appendix B: QR codes to supplementary movies

Figure 2.24: Movie of 30 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 10 mm SDS solution.

Figure 2.25: Movie of 60 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 10 mm SDS solution.

Figure 2.26: Movie of 90 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 10 mm SDS solution.
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Figure 2.27: Movie of 120 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 10 mm SDS solution.

Figure 2.28: Movie of 180 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 10 mm SDS solution.

Figure 2.29: Movie of 30 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 40 mm SDS solution.

Figure 2.30: Movie of 90 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 40 mm SDS solution.

Figure 2.31: Movie of 30 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 60 mm SDS solution.
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Figure 2.32: Movie of 90 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 60 mm SDS solution.

Figure 2.33: Movie of a dense suspension of 100 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 10 mm SDS
solution that are clustering.

Figure 2.34: Movie of two 100 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 10 mm SDS solution that
rotate around each other.

Figure 2.35: Movie of a dynamic cluster of 90 µm DEP droplets swimming in a 30 mm SDS
solution.
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Figure 2.36: Movie of the flow profile around a 40 µm droplet that moves in a mostly persistent
manner.

Figure 2.37: Movie of the flow profile around a 130 µm droplet that moves in an oscillatory
manner.
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Chapter 3

Coasting at low Reynolds Numbers:

dynamics of isotropic particles below the

swimming threshold

We theoretically explored the behavior of isotropic particles at low Reynolds num-

ber, that possess both a surface activity that locally modifies the solute concen-

tration and a mobility that causes them to move in gradients of the solutes they

consume or produce. It was previously observed that such particles self-propel

beyond a threshold rate of solute production or consumption due to a coupling

between advective solute transport and phoretic forces. Here, we provide a sim-

plified model, based on the Lotka-Volterra equations, that describes this coupling.

The model predicts that microscopic, low Reynolds, surface-active particles move

faster than expected based on their Stokes drag, when acted on by external forces,

even below the self-propulsion threshold. Additionally, the model predicts that

the particles coast after the external force is removed as if they were governed by

inertia, even though they have a low Reynolds number.
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3.1 Introduction

Particles in the size range of nanometers to tens of microns that are dispersed in a liquid have

overdamped dynamics, which means that viscous forces dominate over inertial forces. This is

characterized by a Reynolds number much smaller than one. When an external force is applied

to such a particle, it reaches a steady-state velocity almost immediately on the experimental

timescale; the momentum relaxation time of micron-sized particles, for example, is on the order

of 10−7 to 10−8 seconds [13, 83]. When the force is removed, the particle stops moving on the

same short timescale.

As Purcell described in 1977 [1], this time independence of particle motion poses a challenge

for designing swimming objects on the micron scale. A simple one-hinge back and forth motion

that works for scallops at high Reynolds number relies on the object coasting due to inertia.

This no longer works for microscopic particles, because their inertial forces are dominated by

viscous forces so they do not coast. Micro-organisms typically solve this issue using flexible

flagella that have a different shape moving backwards and forwards [19, 84] or move in a helical

manner [17, 18] such that there is a net displacement of liquid after one cycle. This enables

the microbe to swim despite its low Reynolds number.

Such multi-hinge [85, 86] or flexible [87] objects are difficult to produce and not a convenient—

albeit in principle possible [88]—way to transport manmade microscopic objects [89]. Rather,

producing particles that react with a dissolved species has proven to be a successful route

to self-propulsion [21, 90, 91]. These particles are often anisotropic such that the reaction

rate is larger on one side of the particle than on the other [23, 25, 26]. This results in an

anisotropic solute gradient, which will—like the non-reciprocal motion of flagella or cillia—

lead to a displacement of liquid along the particle surface, causing the particle to move in a

particular direction [71]. For these micro-engines, the fluid flow along the particle surface is

due to phoretic forces, so they are often called autophoretic swimmers.

Surface reactions can influence the dynamics of not only anisotropic particles where the re-

activity is spatially heterogeneous, but also of spherical particles with an isotropic surface

activity [48, 51, 52, 59, 63]. Such isotropic particles produce spherically symmetric solute

profiles, so the net phoretic force acting on the particle is zero. However, when the parti-

cle moves, advection perturbs the profile and builds up a solute gradient across the droplet.

This now-anisotropic solute gradient causes a net phoretic force to act on the particle in the

same way it does for anisotropic particles [53]. It was first predicted [55, 64] and later shown

experimentally using a system of dissolving oil droplets [50] that this coupling between ad-

vection and phoretic forces could lead to self-propulsion beyond a threshold Peclet number,
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that quantifies the ratio between advective and diffusive solute transport. This observation is

described in detail in Chapter 1 and raises the question of whether the coupling between solute

advection and phoretic forces also affects the dynamics of these particles below the threshold

for self-propulsion.

The way in which the coupling between advective solute transport and phoretic forces lead to

self-propulsion of spherical particles was investigated comprehensively by Michelin et al. and

Schmitt et al. [54, 55]. To gain a more intuitive understanding of the onset of self-propulsion

for spherical particles, we provide a phenomenological prescription, in which we considers only

the back-front asymmetry in the solute concentration and the forces acting on the particle

parallel to its motion. With this model we find the same scaling of the critical Peclet number

that marks the onset of self-propulsion that was found in by Michelin et al. and Schmitt et

al. [54, 55]. The simplicity of the model then enables us to study the particle dynamics near the

static steady-state, where we find that non-swimming particles near the swimming threshold

move faster than expected based on their Stokes drag when subjected to an external force and

that they coast, or in other words: they have an increased relaxation time after the external

force is removed.

In this chapter, we first introduce the model to describe the coupling between solute transport

and phoretic forces that consists of two coupled differential equations, analogous to the sim-

plest for of the Lotka-Volterra equations [92]. Using this model, we reproduce the finding from

earlier studies that there exists a threshold dissolution rate beyond which the particles self-

propel, or swim. Then we investigate the particle dynamics close to but below the swimming

onset and show that in this regime, low Reynolds number particles move coast as if they were

high Reynolds particles and move faster under an external force than their passive counter-

parts. Finally, we attempt to test these predictions using the experimental system of dissolving

droplets described in chapter 2, but do not obtain conclusive results. This remains for future

work. The increased speed of droplets in an external force and close to the swimming onset

affect the interpretation of experiments shown in chapter 4.

3.2 Coupled solute gradient and fluid flow

We first explore theoretically the behavior of spherical particles, dispersed in a liquid, that

possess a surface activity and a mobility. The surface activity causes particles to locally change

the surrounding solute concentration. This may be due to catalytic activity, dissolution, or ion

exchange processes. The mobility drives particle motion in external gradients of the solutes

they produce or consume. It could be due to diffusiophoresis [36] or electrostatic interactions
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with the solute [93] for solid particles, or Marangoni stresses for liquid particles [94].

3.2.1 Peclet number

A particle that has surface activity by being a solute source or sink creates a local perturbation

in the background solute concentration. For spherical particles, this perturbation is spherically

symmetric so that the phoretic forces acting on the particle cancel and the average net force is

zero. However, when the particle is displaced with respect to the surrounding fluid, the solute

it is advected, distorting the symmetric concentration profile. For linear motion, this distortion

gives rise to a linear perturbation to the concentration profile that leads to a net phoretic force

acting on the particle. Whether this force acts in the same direction as the particle velocity or

the opposite direction depends on whether the particle produces or consumes solute, which is

characterized by the activity A, and whether it experiences a force up or down the gradient,

characterized by the sign of phoretic mobility M .

The effect of surface activity on particle dynamics thus depends on the product of A and

M . Specifically, it depends on the sign of the Peclet number defined as Pe = MAa/D2,

where a is the particle radius and D the solute diffusion coefficient. We will show later that

this Peclet number represents the ratio of advective and diffusive solute transport along the

particle surface. We choose A such that positive A indicates a solute source and negative A

a solute sink, and M such that positive M indicates a tendency to move down concentration

gradients (i.e. toward lower solute concentrations). When A and M have the same sign,

the Peclet number is positive and the interplay between advective flow and phoretic mobility

enhances the particle motion, such that it moves faster than expected based on its Stokes drag

in an external force. This is the case for a solute source that tends to move to lower solute

concentration or solute sinks that move to higher concentrations. When the particle moves

from its original position, a phoretic force builds up that points in the same direction as the

displacement. On the other hand, when A and M have opposite signs and the Peclet number

is negative, the displacement is attenuated. This is schematically shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Coupled differential equations

We start our analysis by constructing two phenomenological differential equations to capture

the interplay between solute gradients and motion in the limit of low particle speed. The first

describes the build-up of a back-front asymmetry in the solute concentration due to flow and

the second describes the motion of the particle in the solute gradient.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing that indicates how the interplay between solute advection and
phoretic forces can either enhance or attenuate the motion of surface active particles. a-c)
Speed of a surface active particle in an external force is enhanced when the Peclet number is
positive and attenuated when the Peclet number is negative. d-f) The momentum relaxation
time of a surface active particle is increased when the Peclet number is positive and decreased
when the Peclet number is negative.
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To describe the formation of a solute gradient in time we assume a steady-state, diffusion-

limited concentration profile around a spherically symmetric particle that has a rate of solute

production (or consumption) A = −D ∂c(r)
∂r |r=a where D is the diffusion coefficient of the

solute, a is the particle radius, and r is the radial distance to the particle center. The surface

concentration is then given by c(a) = c∞ + aA
D with c∞ is the background concentration.

In the limit of small particle velocity, the advective flux that perturbs the profile is proportional

to the flow around the particle, from the front to the back, and the difference in solute concen-

tration between the area near the particle surface and the surroundings, jadv = CpU(c(a)−c∞).

Here U is the particle velocity and Cp is a proportionality constant. This flux builds up a con-

centration difference ∆c between the front and the back of the particle that is counteracted by

a diffusive flux jdif ≈ −D∆c
a , which relaxes the gradient. The rate at which the concentration

difference between the front and the back of the particle changes, scales with the total flux

across the particle mid-plane divided by the particle radius ∂∆c
∂t ≈

jadv+jdif
a . Next we define

a coarse-grained solute gradient G as the difference in solute concentration between the back

and the front of the particle divided by the particle size, G = ∆c
a , so that

∂G

∂t
= Cp

AU

aD
− DG

a2
. (3.1)

A particle in a solute gradient experiences two forces: a phoretic force and a drag force. The

phoretic force is given by Fp = µG, where µ is the phoretic susceptibility, and at low Reynolds

number the drag force is Fd = UCdrag with Cdrag = m/τm. Here m is the particle mass and

τm the momentum relaxation time. It follows then from Newton’s second law, Fnet = mdU/dt,

that the speed changes as
∂U

∂t
=

µ

m
G− U

τm
(3.2)

Note that the steady-state solution of Equation 3.2 is U = MG with M = µ/Cdrag, which is

the phoretic speed of a particle in an external solute gradient.

3.3 The static and locomotive steady-state

Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are a pair of coupled differential equations analogous to the simplest

form of the Lotka-Voltera equations. In this section we look for their steady-state solutions,

which will turn out to be a static and a self-propelled state.
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3.3.1 Stable and unstable static state

The system of coupled differential equations has a steady-state solution when both the speed

and gradient are constant in time, so Ġ = 0 and U̇ = 0. This gives the condition for a steady-

state U = U
CpMAa
D2 , which yields that either U = 0 or

CpMAa
D2 = 1. This means that the only

fixed point of the system is the (trivial) static state of no solute gradient across the particle

and no motion, except in the situation that
CpMAa
D2 = 1, where U can have any value. We will

later see this situation corresponds to the transition from a static to a self-propelled state.

The dynamics of the system of coupled differential Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are graphically rep-

resented in a phase plane, shown in Figure 3.2, that indicates the stable solutions of both

individual differential equations as lines, called nullclines. The steady-state solutions, or fixed

points, are represented as intersections between the nullclines. Indeed, it shows that the only

intersection occurs at U = 0 and G = 0. The color indicates the rate with which the system

evolves U̇ + Ġ, where blue is slow and red is fast. The black arrows indicate in which direc-

tion the system evolves. Both the color and arrows are calculated by numerically evaluating

Equations 3.1 and 3.2.

The fixed point at U = 0 can either be stable or unstable, which means that the dynamics

either evolve toward or away from that state, respectively. The phase plane representation,

shown in Figure 3.2 can give a qualitative idea of these dynamics, by considering the evolution

of a system with any arbitrary initial speed U0 and gradient G0. . Because the dashed nullcline

in Figure 3.2 represents Ġ = 0, the system has to evolve horizontally across it, whereas it can

only move vertically across the continuous nullcline that represents U̇ = 0. Following these

rules, we find that the system evolves toward the static state of U = 0 and G = 0, when
CpMAa
D2 < 1 and the dashed line lies above the continuous line and that it evolves away from

the static state when
CpMAa
D2 > 1.

The transition from a stable to an unstable fixed point at the origin therefore occurs when

both the nullclines have equal values and their derivatives are equal. This gives Cp
MAa
D2 = 1.

If this set of parameters is smaller than 1, the static state is stable and the speed and gradient

will decrease to zero. Above the crossover point on the other hand, the stationary point is

unstable and the speed and gradient will increase indefinitely. This spontaneously increasing

speed corresponds to a locomotive or self-propelled state. In practice, the speed would not

grow indefinitely but rather reach a stationary self-propulsion speed, which is not predicted by

this simplified model, because we assume that the gradient increases linearly with flow velocity.

That assumption is only valid at low velocity and therefore breaks in the case of self-propulsion.

Despite not predicting a self-propulsion speed, this simple set of equations still predicts the
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Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of equations (3.1) and (3.2). The continuous line is the
nullcline that corresponds to U̇ = 0 and the dashed line corresponds to Ġ = 0. Panel a)
indicates a stable static state, with Pe = 0.5Pecr. In that case the speed and gradient decay to
zero, independent of initial condition. Panel b) indicates conditions for which self-propulsion
occurs, with Pe = 2Pecr. In that case, the stationary state is unstable and any minute
perturbation from zero speed or gradient grows. The black arrows are streamlines, indicating
the direction in which the speed and gradient evolve given any initial conditions. The color
shows the magnitude of the vector Ġ+ U̇ , indicating how fast the system involves in a certain
direction. Red is a large magnitude, blue a small magnitude. The information on dynamics is
obtained by numerically solving the differential equations.
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requirements for the onset of self-propulsion of isotropic particles. This finding is in agreement

with a detailed analysis of the three-dimensional problem examined by Michelin et al. [64],

who found that self-propulsion occurs for Pe ≥ 4 where they defined the Peclet number as

Pe = MAa
D2 . Our findings are identical if Cp = 1/4. Using that agreement, we can rewrite the

criterion for self-propulsion as Cp
MAa
D2 = Pe/Pecr, with Pecr = 4 is the Peclet number above

which self-propulsion occurs. Both our analysis and the work by Michelin et al. assume freely

suspended particles and in the comparison with experiments there is likely a discrepancy due

to the presence of the wall.

3.3.2 Self-propelled state

To find a steady-state at non-zero speed that corresponds to self-propulsion, we need to take a

small excursion away from the model given by Equations 3.1 and 3.2 by adding a term to both

that corrects for effects at higher velocity. We add one term to Equation 3.1 to account for

the fact that the advective transport does not linearly increase with speed at high velocities,

but plateaus, and we add another term to Equation 3.2 to account for drag at higher Reynolds

number.

The correction to the advective term in Equation 3.1 comes from the fact that the solute

advection cannot transport more material than is produced by the activity of the particle, so

jadv ≤ A. This gives the condition that Equation 3.1 is valid only for
CpUa
D � 1. To capture

this effect qualitatively, we introduce a phenomenological advection term

jadv = A
CpUa
D

1 +
(CpUa

D

)2 (3.3)

so that jadv is an odd function of U and the scaling with speed is correct in the high and low

speed limit:

jadv =

{
CpUAa
D at

CpUa
D � 1

A at
CpUa
D � 1

. (3.4)

The odd scaling is a requirement because a negative gradient should indeed give a negative

speed in the model as we defined it.

Also, the drag force acting on a particle is only linear with speed at low speeds. Beyond that

condition a quadratic correction term comes in as

Fdrag = −6πηaU − βU2 (3.5)

with the prefactor β = 9/4πρa2 [95]. Here ρ is the density difference between the particle and
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the surrounding liquid. These two corrections result in the condition for steady-state

Cp
UAa

D2

( 1

1 +
CpUa
D

)
=
CD
µ
U +

β

µ
U2 (3.6)

which gives that U = 0 below the swimming threshold and U equals a finite value that scales

with the Peclet number above it. The value of U depends on whether the correction term

to advection or to the finite Reynolds number is more important. In the first case U =
D
Cpa

(
Pe
Pecr

− 1
)

and in the latter case U = CD
β

(
Pe
Pecr

− 1
)

. For particles dispersed in aqueous

solutions with molecular diffusion coefficients, the finite Reynolds number correction is typically

10−5 smaller than the advection correction.

The transition from a stable to an unstable state still occurs in the limit of low speed, so that

the conditions for the transition are not affected by the addition of these two extra terms and

is still Pecr = Cp
MAa
D2 .

The phase planes corresponding to the coupled differential equations including the higher ve-

locity corrections are shown in Figure 3.3 with steady state-speed. This simple model predicts a

linear increase of the speed with the Peclet number. The Peclet number in experimental studies

into droplet swimming in surfactant solution is varied with surfactant concentration because

larger surfactant concentration leads to a faster dissolution rate and thereby a larger activity

A. The experiments show that the speed indeed increases linearly with fuel concentration at

low fuel concentrations, but then plateaus [50, 53] and even decreases in some cases [52].

An assessment of whether the order of magnitude of the speed is in agreement with experimental

findings, is complicated by the fact that the Peclet number is not known for most systems

because dissolution rates and surface tension variations with surfactant concentration are often

not reported. We can estimate the Peclet number of the swimming droplets described in

Chapter 1, because with increasing surfactant concentration the system crosses the critical

Peclet number (at around 9 mM SDS). Using that observation and the assumption that the

Peclet number scales linearly with surfactant concentration, we found that in the range 1 <

Pe < 10, the observed speeds increase from 500 µm s−1 to 1000 µm s−1, which is an order

of magnitude larger than predicted. This mismatch is not surprising given that we use a

phenomenological term for the advection. The reported velocities for other swimming droplet

systems do lie in the range of 10 µm s−1 to 100 µm s−1 [50, 52, 53], but we have currently no

means of estimating their Peclet numbers, so it is not clear whether this is in agreement with

our model. Moreover, the swimming speeds in all experiments were measured near a glass

slide, which we expect to result in a mismatch with the model.
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Figure 3.3: Swimming instability using corrections for higher velocities. a) Speed and gradient
nullclines below the critical Peclet number. b) Speed and gradient nullclines above the critical
Peclet number. All input parameters except A were chosen to be one for simplicity. A = 0.5
in panel a) and A = 2 in panel b). c) Speed bifurcation where the stable steady-state is given
by the continuous line and the unstable steady-state by the dashed line. Here D = 10−10 m2/s
and a = 30 µm, which are physically realistic values for the droplets described in Chapter 1.

3.4 Dynamics toward stationary state

It is evident that the dynamics of particles are affected by their surface activity above the

critical Peclet number that marks the onset of self-propulsion. However, here we focus on the

implications on the dynamics below the self-propulsion onset. To this end we consider the

response of the system to a small perturbation from the stationary state.

3.4.1 Reduced variables

Before going into detail about the system dynamics near the static state, it is useful to move

to reduced variables for clarity. To this end we scale all length scales by the particle radius and

timescales by the momentum relaxation time so that u = U τm
a , g = G a2

Aτm
, τ = t

τm
, ξ = D τm

a2

and ν = µAτ
3
m

a3m
. Using these rescaled variables the set of coupled differential equations becomes

(
ġ

u̇

)
=

(
−ξ Cp

ξ

ν −1

)(
g

u

)
(3.7)
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3.4.2 Dynamic solutions near the static steady-state

We assume that near the stationary point the speed and gradient magnitude decay exponen-

tially to their steady-state values as u(τ) ∝ exp[λτ ]. This results in the eigenvalue equation

λ

(
g

u

)
=

(
−ξ Cp

ξ

ν −1

)(
g

u

)
(3.8)

The equation holds for all u and g if det(M− λI) = 0, where M =

(
−ξ Cp

ξ

ν −1

)
and I is the

identity matrix. Solving for λ gives the following two eigenvalues to the system

λ1 = −1

2

(
(1 + ξ) +

√
(1− ξ)2 +

4νCp
ξ

)
, (3.9)

λ2 = −1

2

(
(1 + ξ)−

√
(1− ξ)2 +

4νCp
ξ

)
, (3.10)

where λ1 and λ2 have units of inverse time, so they indicate the timescale of relaxation of their

respective modes. λ1 is always negative so the corresponding mode always decays, but λ2 can

be either positive or negative so the corresponding modes can either grow or diminish. The

growing mode corresponds to the spontaneous onset of self-propulsion. The crossover point is

at λ2 = 0, which gives the same condition for self-propulsion as obtained before:
Cpν
ξ2

= 1.

We are looking to find the rate at which the speed and gradient decay after a small pertur-

bation below this crossover point. To this end we can find the eigenvector that correspond to

eigenvalues λ1 and λ2. The general solution is a linear superposition of the two modes:(
g

u

)
= α

(
A

B

)
exp[λ1t] + β

(
A

B

)
exp[λ2t] (3.11)

Plugging the eigenvalues λi back into equation 3.11 we find(
A

B

)
=

(
1
ν

λi+1

)
(3.12)

The relative strength of the two different modes α and β is determined by the initial conditions

g(t = 0) = g0 and u(t = 0) = u0. We find that

α =
(λ1 + 1)(λ2 + 1)

λ2 − λ1

(
u0

ν
− u0

λ2 + 1

)
(3.13)
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β =
(λ1 + 1)(λ2 + 1)

λ1 − λ2

(
u0

ν
− g0

λ1 + 1

)
(3.14)

The expressions for the time dependent decay of the gradient and speed after an initial per-

turbation then become

g(τ) =
(λ1 + 1)(λ2 + 1)

λ2 − λ1

(
u0

ν
− g0

λ2 + 1

)
exp[λ1τ ]

+
(λ1 + 1)(λ2 + 1)

λ1 − λ2

(
u0

ν
− g0

λ1 + 1

)
exp[λ2τ ]

(3.15)

u(τ) =
λ2 + 1

λ2 − λ1

(
u0 −

νg0

λ2 + 1

)
exp[λ1τ ]

+
λ1 + 1

λ1 − λ2

(
u0 −

νg0

λ1 + 1

)
exp[λ2τ ]

(3.16)

3.4.3 Colloidal limit

Next, we interpret this result and simplify the equations by considering the limit of colloidal

particles surrounded by molecular gradients. To this end, we first give a physical interpretation

for the non-dimensionalized diffusion coefficient, ξ. It turns out that ξ is the ratio between

two timescales: the time it takes a particle to come to a stop in solution due to liquid drag in

absence of a solute gradient, and the time for the gradient around the particle to decay due to

molecular diffusion in absence of liquid flow. So ξ = τm/τD.

It is interesting to note that both the gradient relaxation time and the momentum relaxation

time scale with the particle radius squared, so that the ratio τm/τD = 2ρD
9η is independent of

particle size but only depends on the ratio of particle density with viscosity and the molecular

diffusion coefficient.

For a typical micron sized colloidal particle dispersed in water the momentum relaxation time

is τm ≈ 10−8 s [13]. If the solute is of molecular size, the gradient relaxation time around this

colloid is τD ≈ 10 ms so that ξ � 1. In this limit we find through a Taylor expansion that

λ1 = −(1 + ξPe/Pecr) +O(ξ2) and λ2 = −(1−Pe/Pecr)ξ +O(ξ2). Note that both λ1 and λ2

are always negative under the critical self-propulsion threshold, where Pe < Pecr. Using these

simplifications, we can rewrite equations 3.15 and 3.16 as

g(τ) ≈ Pe

Pecr
ξ

(
g0 −

u0

ν

)
exp[−τ ]

+

(
g0 +

Pe

Pecr

ξu0

ν

)
exp[−(1− Pe

Pecr
)ξτ ]

(3.17)
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Figure 3.4: a) Time evolution of U depends on the initial back-front asymmetry of the molecular
gradient. The orange, red, purple, blue and black lines represent g0 = 0, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 1
times u0/ν respectively. If the initial gradient is self-consistent with the intial speed (black line),
only the slow decay mode exists. In the other cases the speed first displays a fast mode to match
the gradient followed by a slow decay that depends on the Peclet number. b) Time evolution of
U with Peclet numbers 0.01 (black), 0.1 (blue), 0.3 (purple), 0.5 (red) and 0.9 (orange) after an
initial velocity perturbation of 5 µm s−1, assuming that at the time of observation, the gradient
has already relaxed to match the particle velocity. Particle size was chosen 50 µm and the
diffusion coefficient 10−10m2/s to match relevant experimental conditions.

u(τ) ≈
(
u0 − µg0

)
exp[−τ ]

+

(
Pe

Pecr
ξu0 + νg0

)
exp[−(1− Pe

Pecr
)ξτ ]

(3.18)

Both equations have two modes, one that decays fast with −τ (keep in mind here that τ was

non-dimensionalized by as τ = t/τm) and a slower mode that decays depending on the Peclet

number. The prefactor to the slow mode is always positive, which means that it always decays

the speed and gradient toward zero. The prefactor to the fast mode can be either negative or

positive depending on the ratio between the initial speed and gradient.

The interpretation of the fast mode is that it reduces the speed such that it matches the

corresponding gradient and vice versa. The slower timescale corresponds to the coupled slow

down of the particle with the decay of the gradient. For example, when a particle has an

initial gradient and an initial speed but the speed is much larger than can be sustained by the

solute gradient, the speed decays on the momentum relaxation timescale. Due to advection the

gradient initially grows. Both of these relaxations are described by the fast mode. After that,

the speed and gradient decay simultaneously toward zero. The rate at which this happens is

given by the slow mode and depends on the Peclet number. The rate of the slow mode goes

to zero when the Peclet number equals the critical Peclet number. The two decays at different

timescales can be observed in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 that show the time evolution the speed after

an initial perturbation.
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The decay of the first mode typically occurs on the momentum relaxation timescale of the

particle, which is on the order of microseconds to nanoseconds, which is too fast to be observed

experimentally. The decay of the second mode, on the other hand, occurs on the gradient

relaxation timescale, which is typically on the order of seconds for particle sizes on the order

of tens of microns, so that it is experimentally accessible.

Considering an experiment where the particle has been given an initial velocity u0 for a long

enough time that the a matching gradient g0 has developed, we can neglect the fast decay term

of Equation (3.15) and the predicted coasting speed of the particle becomes

U(t) = U0 exp[−αt] (3.19)

with the decay rate α = (1 − Pe/Pecr)D/a
2. Here D represents the molecular diffusion

coefficient and t and U the time and speed, not subject to unit rescaling.

3.4.4 Oscillations at negative Peclet number

Another interesting limit to consider is when ξ ≈ 1, so the momentum relaxation and gradient

relaxation timescales are on similar orders of magnitude and can compete. In that regime

and when their Peclet number is negative, particles relax to zero speed through a damped

oscillation, because the phoretic forces are opposite the direction of motion. For particles

with short momentum relaxation time, this doesn’t affect the motion since the speed decay

is already very fast on experimental timescales. But when the momentum relaxation time is

on a comparable order as the gradient relaxation time, inertial coasting and a phoretic force

opposing the motion can lead to a damped oscillation.

Specifically, the oscillations occur when the relaxation rates λ have an imaginary component,

which results in the requirement
Pe

Pecr
< −(1− ξ)2

4ξ
(3.20)

One can show that below that threshold value of the Peclet number the speed u and gradient

g are given by

u(τ) =

(
u0 cos[pτ ]−

(
1− ξ

2p
U0 −

ν

p
g0

)
sin[pt]

)
exp[−1

2
(1− ξ)τ ] (3.21)

g(τ) =

(
g0 cos[pτ ]−

(
((1 + ξ)2 + p2)

2p

U0

ν
− 1 + ξ

4p
g0

)
sin[pt]

)
exp[−1

2
(1− ξ)τ ] (3.22)

where f = p
2π = 1

2

√∣∣(1− ξ)2 + 4ξ Pe
Pecr

∣∣ is the oscillation frequency.
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Figure 3.5: Particles with negative Peclet number reach the static point through a damped
oscillation when ξ is close to 1. Panels a, b and c show the phase planes below, just above and
far above the threshold for oscillations respectively. The corresponding decay of the speed is
shown in panels d, e and f. Note that even though panel b is above the oscillation threshold,
the magnitude is too small to be experimentally observed. Only at much higher Peclet numbers
do the oscillations become noticeable. The parameters used to produce the plots were ξ = 0.8,
Cp = 1 and µ=1.
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The experimental set of parameters for which oscillations are predicted is narrow and worthy

of some discussion. Equation 3.20 shows that the condition depends both on the timescale

ratio ξ and the Peclet number. The closer ξ is to 1 the broader the range of Peclet numbers

that lead to oscillations. At ξ = 1 every particle with a negative peclet number undergoes

a damped oscillation after it has been given an initial velocity. However, experimentally it

is very tricky to approach ξ = 1. For particles dispersed in water ξ is on the order of 10−4.

For aerosols, the typical viscosities and diffusion coefficients are such that ξ is on the order of

104. To be in the ideal ξ regime, the fluid viscosity needs to be around 10−1 to 10−2 mPa s,

which is an uncommon viscosity range. The consequence is that instead Peclet numbers of

several hundreds are required. This is not unattainable and has been reported for isotropic

swimmers [50], but it is unusual and as a result the regime of oscillations is rather exotic and

not expected to occur in a typical experiment in aqueous solutions.

3.5 Surface active particles in an external force

So far we have discussed the dynamics of surface active particles after an initial perturbation.

Next, we consider such a particle experiencing a constant force, like gravity. We find that the

sedimentation speed depends on the Peclet number. We can easily consider this situation by

adding an external force Fext to the force balance that gave rise to Equation 3.2. We then

obtain
∂U

∂t
=

µ

m
G− U

τm
+
Fext
m

. (3.23)

With a constant external force, the static point at zero speed no longer exists and is replaced

by a static point with a constant speed

U =
1

1− Pe
Pecr

Fext
CD

(3.24)

For a sedimenting particle, where Fext is due to gravity, equation 3.24 tells us that the sed-

imentation speed of a surface active particle is not determined exclusively by the drag force,

but is modified by a term that relates to the Peclet number of the particle. Note that this

autophoretic modification can mean a velocity enhancement for particles with a positive Peclet

number and a decrease for particles with a negative Peclet number. The stability of the stable

point is unchanged compared to the situation without an external force, so the critical Peclet

number is still given by Pecr =
CpMAa
D2 .
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3.6 The colloidal half-pipe experiment

3.6.1 Experimental system

We set out to test the theoretical predictions that the speed of surface active particles relaxes

slower than expected based on their Reynolds number and that such particles sediment faster

than their passive counterparts. To this end, we employ a system of oil droplets, dispersed

in an aqueous surfactant solution, that dissolve in the surrounding medium in a way that

requires surfactant. The details of the surfactant mediated dissolution are discussed in chapter

2. Here it suffices to say that the droplets expel oil that acts as a surfactant sink, and that

the droplets experience a force in self-induced surfactant gradients, which pushes them toward

higher surfactant concentrations. In the framework of this chapter, the values of M and A for

these particles are negative, while Pe is positive.

Droplets of the oil diethyl phthalate (DEP) with sizes varying from 25 µm to 35 µm in diameter

were prepared by mixing 20 µL oil with 1 ml DEP saturated 10 mM SDS solution and shaking.

Then 0.5 µL of the resulting emulsion was diluted in 100 µL of an aqueous solutions with various

SDS concentrations. We compared three conditions: passive droplets in 10 mm DEP-saturated

SDS solution, dissolving drops in 7 mM SDS solution, which is just below the swimming

threshold of about 9 mM SDS, and swimming droplets in 10 mm SDS solution, which is above

the critical Peclet number.

The momentum relaxation time of the droplets is 50 µs compared to a gradient relaxation time

of 25 second. This means ξ = 2×10−6, which is much smaller than 1, so the droplets are in the

colloidal limit described before. The droplets, despite not being within the colloidal size range

of nanometers up to microns, still have low Reynolds numbers (on the order of Re = 10−3)

even when they sediment at a speed of millimeters per second.

3.6.2 Results

To see if the droplets coast after obtaining an initial speed, we placed them from the top into a

1 mm wide semicylindrical glass container with a 5 mm inner diameter filled with SDS solution.

The droplets initially sedimented until they reached the floor of the container and then followed

a trajectory along the curved floor to the center of the well. We looked at the sedimentation

velocities using a tilted Nikon LV100Pol microscope equipped with a 2× objective, imaging a

plane parallel to gravity.

We observed that the passive droplets in a DEP-saturated 10 mm SDS solution slowly slide
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between trajectories of droplets with various Peclet numbers in a half-
pipe. The velocity parallel to gravity is shown to the right of the trajectories. a) Trajectory of
a 26 µm droplet in DEP-saturated surfactant solution. The droplet slowly sedimented toward
the bottom of the container. c) Trajectory of a 32 µm surface active droplet below the critical
Peclet number. On a flat surface, droplets under the same conditions do not self-propel. In the
half-pipe setup however it has enhanced sedimentation speed and moves back and forth 2 times
before coming to a stop in the center of the well. e) Trajectory of a 31 µm swimming droplet
in the half-pipe setup. The speed of the droplet does not seem to correlate to the position on
the halfpipe. Note that the y-axis of panel b) is in micrometer per second and that the axes
of panels d) and f) are in millimeter per second. The link to an example movie is shown in
Figure 3.7.
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along the wall with decreasing velocity until they reach the bottom of the well. A representative

trajectory is shown in Figure 3.6a and the corresponding component of the velocity parallel to

gravity in Figure 3.6b. This is the expected behavior for low Reynolds number particles.

For droplets in 7 mM SDS, we observed two distinct populations: most droplets sedimented

to the bottom similar to the passive case, but some droplets sped up, showing an enhanced

sedimentation rate. These droplets coasted after passing the center of the well to traverse a

back-and-forth trajectory until they eventually came to a stop in the center of the well. Within

the probed range, there seemed to be no correlation between droplet size and whether or not

coasting was observed. Some droplets bounced away from the glass wall, suggesting they were

self-propelled in some capacity. The trajectory of a coasting droplet is shown in Figure 3.6c and

the corresponding speed in panel d. The negative z-velocities show that the droplet moves up,

against gravity after passing the center of the well. Note also that the speed of these droplets

is an order of magnitude larger than in the passive regime.

Droplets in the 10 mm SDS solution were all self-propelled and did not all sediment directly to

the glass wall, but turned sometimes. They also moved up and down the slope, bounced and

sometimes swam up to a millimeter away from the bottom of the container against gravity. A

representative trajectory is shown in Figure 3.6e. It needs to be noted here that the experiments

were performed in an as dilute as possible environment, but in the trajectory of the swimming

droplet includes several collisions with others nonetheless. Note also that the speed of the

swimming droplets is on the same order of magnitude as the coasting droplets, but does not

decay to zero like the coasting droplet, suggesting their behaviors are qualitatively different.

These experiments provide some evidence supporting the prediction that low Reynolds number

particles near but below the swimming threshold can coast. However, the observations that in

a 7 mM SDS solution the sedimentation speed was enhanced more than an order of magnitude

whereas we predicted only a factor of 2 to 3, and that some droplets jumped away from the

glass, suggest that the droplets may in fact be self-propelled even though no swimming is

observed in a flat sample well under these conditions. More controlled experiments, using for

example a microfluidics setup, can hopefully elucidate if the observed coasting is indeed an

example of the phenomena predicted before.

It should be noted here that the sedimentation of particles near an inclined glass wall is typically

faster than sedimentation in free solution due to a hydrodynamic effect called the Boycott

effect [96, 97]. The reason for the enhanced sedimentation is that the particles sediment first

onto the inclined plane, forming a layer of high particle concentration near the plane. This

high particle concentration layer can flow down and the low particle density layer can flow

up, due to a hydrodynamic instability related to the density difference between the two layers.
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While this effect can increase the effective sedimentation velocity by an order of magnitude

at high enough particle concentrations, in the dilute limit the effect is relatively small and

the correction to the sedimentation speed f(cpart) depends on particle volume fraction cpart as

f(cpart) = 1− c1/3
part [96]. Because we looked at individual droplets, we expect the contribution

of the Boycott effect to the sedimentation speed to be small and it should be equal for active

and passive particles. The liquid drag on the droplets is however still increased significantly

due to the presence of the wall.

3.7 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we have discussed the dynamics of isotropic particles with a surface activity and

a surface mobility. It was shown previously that such particles undergo a swimming instability

beyond a critical Peclet number. This instability is due to the coupling between solute advection

and phoretic forces acting on the particle that can either enhance or attenuate the motion. We

discussed a simple one-dimensional model based on the Lotka-Volterra equations that describes

this coupling. The model reproduced the critical Peclet number that that was found in previous

studies.

Using this model we looked into effects of the coupling between solute advection and phoretic

forces below the swimming instability. We predict that particles with positive Peclet number

coast after they have been given an initial velocity. This coasting resembles inertial coasting for

high Reynolds number particles, but occurs at low Reynolds number, just below the swimming

threshold. Experimental proof of this effect is still missing, but we think that the coasting

effect should be measurable using a controlled setup based on microfluidics.

Moreover, we found that in a narrow range of parameters, particles with a negative Peclet

number can relax to the static point after an initial velocity through damped oscillations. The

model also shows that in presence of an external force, the motion of surface active particles

is enhanced when the Peclet number is positive and attenuated when the Peclet number is

negative.
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Appendix A: QR codes to supplementary movies

Figure 3.7: Movie of a DEP droplet of 32 µm in 7 mm SDS solution moving along the wall of
a semi-cylindrical glass container.
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Chapter 4

Solute-mediated interactions between active

Droplets

Surface active particles develop concentration profiles around them by dissolution,

adsorption, or catalytic activity. The resulting solute gradients can change the sur-

face energy of the particles, possibly driving both their self-propulsion and govern-

ing their interactions. Here we uncover a regime in which solute-gradients mediate

interactions between slowly dissolving droplets without causing autophoresis. This

decoupling allows us to directly measure the steady-state force due to overlap of

concentration profiles, which scales with interparticle distance r as F ∝ 1/r2. Our

results show that the droplets interact over ranges of tens of microns with forces

on the order of piconewtons. We find that a theoretical model captures the depen-

dencies of the interactions on droplet size and solute concentration, using a single

free parameter.
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4.1 Introduction

Surface active particles build up concentration gradients in their surroundings and locally

alter the composition of the solvent, they are dispersed in. This process can occur if the

particles dissolve, if they adsorb other species from the solution, or if their surfaces catalyze

chemical reactions. Examples include heterogeneous catalysts [46, 98], droplets undergoing

Ostwald ripening, silica particles dissolving in a strong base, ion-exchange resin particles [99]

and microbes that are consuming nutrients or excreting signaling proteins [100, 101]. These

concentration profiles can affect the behavior of the dispersed particles, for instance if their

surface tension couples to the solute concentration [36, 63, 98, 102, 103]. The most studied

examples are autophoretic swimmers, whose asymmetric concentration profiles cause the par-

ticles to swim [20, 21, 73, 90], giving rise to dynamic patterns [27, 45, 46, 59]. Despite the large

interest in active particles, the propulsion mechanism of many of these model systems is not

well understood [24], and their mutual interactions even less so.

In the case of particles that are self-propelled by chemical gradients, the overlap of concentration

profiles around two or more particles results in mutual interactions [33, 72, 98, 102]. These

interactions are coupled to the self-propulsion mechanism and have therefore not been measured

independently. Here, we uncover a regime in which surface active droplets do not swim, but

do exude spherically symmetric concentration profiles. This system allows us to measure the

gradient-mediated interactions between pairs of droplets in the absence of autophoresis. We

then develop a theoretical model based on steady-state diffusion profiles for the functional

form of the droplet-droplet interaction. With this we fit the data as a function of droplet size

and solute concentration to elucidate the underlying microscopic process. This ‘static’ case

improves our understanding of the threshold concentration above which the droplets begin to

swim.

4.2 Experimental system

The experimental model system we employ is described in detail in chapter 2 and consists

of droplets of di-ethyl phthalate (DEP) oil dispersed in an aqueous solution of the surfactant

sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS). The DEP droplets slowly dissolve in the medium, giving rise

to local concentration gradients. DEP is only marginally soluble in water (0.2 mg/mL). Above

a threshold SDS concentration of 4 mM, surfactant molecules and DEP molecules from the

droplet co-assemble to form oily micelles, causing the droplets to shrink at a rate that depends

on the SDS concentration. This process, schematically depicted in Figure 4.1a, depletes the
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Figure 4.1: Droplet interactions due to surfactant gradients. a) Schematic overview of DEP
droplet dissolution into swollen SDS micelles, giving rise to radial concentration gradients of
SDS monomer (blue line) and micelles (green line) surrounding the droplet surface, compared
to the bulk concentration (dashed line). b) Two oil droplets swimming in given initial directions
repel one another as a result of their concentration gradients. Circles map their trajectories
over time.

surfactant molecules near the surface and results in a radially symmetric concentration profile of

SDS. The surface tension between water and DEP decreases with SDS monomer concentration,

which causes droplets to move towards higher SDS concentrations in the bulk, due to the

Marangoni effect [57]. The mechanism underlying this effect is that the surface tension of a

droplet in a surfactant concentration gradient is higher on one side of the droplet than the

other, with a corresponding imbalance in adsorbed surfactant concentration. The imbalance

drives a surface flow that homogenizes the adsorbed surfactant, which advects the surrounding

liquid and thereby drives droplet motion.

Initially, the dissolution leads to an isotropic concentration profile and no net force acts on

the particle. Above a given dissolution rate, however, the isotropic state becomes unstable

and any fluctuation (mechanical or thermal) gives rise to self-sustained motion in a random

direction [50, 64, 104]. This instability is discussed in detail in chapter 3.

The self-propelled droplets repel one another, as shown in the examples in Figure 4.1b and

chapter 2. In order to measure the effective interparticle repulsion due to the overlap of their

solute profiles, here we focus on the regime of SDS concentrations in which the droplets are

surrounded by a symmetric concentration profile and do not swim. Experimentally, this regime

exists between 5 mm SDS, below which the droplets are insoluble, and 8 mm SDS, above which

the droplets swim.
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Figure 4.2: Solute-mediated droplet interactions. a) Frames of a movie showing two oil droplets,
dispersed in a 7 mM SDS solution, moving away from each other due to the solute-mediated
repulsion after they have been brought into contact using optical tweezers. The link to an
example movie is shown in Figure 4.12. b) Schematic drawing shows how overlapping SDS
concentration profiles lead to droplet interactions. Dashed lines show how the unperturbed
solute profile would look in absence of a neighboring droplet. The continuous lines show the
solute concentration in presence of a neighboring droplet. The red triangle represents the
gradient causing the motion. Grey lines surrounding the particle are iso-concentration lines.
c) Measurements of interdroplet separation as a function of time allow us to determine their
size-dependent velocity U as a function of separation in d).
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4.3 Interaction measurements

4.3.1 Dynamic measurement of interaction between two droplets

In this regime, we measured the interaction strength between dissolving droplets using optical

tweezers [105, 106]. Two holographically projected optical traps were used to bring two droplets

close together and then released to allow the particles to move under the influence of the

interaction force. Figure 4.2a shows a typical time sequence as the particles move apart during

one such cycle. In Figure 4.2b, we give a schematic overview of the overlapping concentration

profiles that induce an effective interaction. The time trace of the center-to-center separation,

r(t), is plotted in Figure 4.2c. The derivative of this trajectory yields the relative separation

speed, U(r), examples of which are plotted in Figure 4.2d as a function of droplet size with a

surfactant concentration of 7 mm. We also recorded data at 6 and 8 mm to cover the whole

range of surfactant concentrations between passive and swimming droplets. In all experiments,

the droplets range in diameter between 15 µm and 45 µm, and therefore exhibit negligible

Brownian motion. They move with maximum speeds below 40 µm s−1, and thus still have a

low Reynolds number. Their relative speed is therefore directly proportional to their effective

interaction force.

The larger the droplets, the stronger the repulsive interaction, as shown by the data in Fig-

ure 4.2d. In all cases, the range of the interaction exceeds 50 µm, which is much longer than

that expected for electrostatic interactions in water. The Debye-Hückel screening length is less

than 10 nm at the ionic strengths of our experiments. The fact that experiments performed at

SDS concentrations below 5 mm show no repulsion confirms that the repulsion is concomitant

with the formation of DEP-swollen micelles of SDS. As the SDS concentration is increased, the

DEP dissolves faster into the micelles, creating a steeper gradient, which results in an increased

interaction strength.

4.3.2 Balancing solute-mediated forces with gravity

The velocity caused by solute gradients is of the same order of magnitude as the sedimentation

velocity under gravity. This allows for an alternative measurement of the strength of a solute-

mediated interaction by balancing it with gravity. The top panel of Figure 4.3a shows images

of dissolving droplets through a tilted microscope. The top feature is an image of the actual

droplet and the bottom feature is an optical reflection in the glass slide. The droplet height

is then half the distance between the droplet and its mirror image. Figure 4.3a shows that

particles with a diameter over 30 µm make contact with the glass slide because gravity is
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larger than the solute-mediated interaction strength. For smaller particles, however, the two

forces are comparable, resulting in an equilibrium hovering height above the glass cover slide

at which the two oppositely directed forces cancel out. The lower panel in Figure 4.3a shows

the same set of experiments performed using confocal microscopy in reflection mode.

The schematic drawing in Figure 4.3b explains how the solute-mediated interaction that causes

repulsion between two droplets is also responsible for the hovering of a single droplet above a

glass surface. The SDS concentration around the droplet is lower near the glass slide, because

no influx of SDS molecules is possible through the glass. This exclusion of SDS monomers

also occurs between two dissolving droplets, as shown in Figure 4.2b, resulting in similar

solute-mediated interaction speeds. Figure 4.3c shows the equilibrium height of droplets of

various SDS concentrations and sizes, highlighting the trend that smaller droplets at higher

SDS concentrations hover at higher altitude.

The deformed droplet shapes shown in Figure 4.3 are a consequence internal reflections in the

particle that occur when imaging transparent particles with a refractive index that is higher

than that of the medium using the reflectance mode of a confocal microscope. The distorted

images raise the question if the height and size of the droplets can still be accurately measured.

To check this, we compare experimental confocal images of DEP droplets, in Figure 4.4a with

ray tracing simulations of particles with the refractive index of DEP (n25
D = 1.50) in water

(n25
D = 1.33) of various size and height with 104 beams for each simulation, with confocal

detection, performed by Gerhard Blab. The results are shown in Figure 4.4b. The observed

patterns are qualitatively similar to the ones observed in the confocal experiments and show

that the height of the droplet can be estimated from the image directly with a reasonable

accuracy. The droplet height used as input in the ray tracing simulations is based on the

average of the measured heights in the experiments at an SDS concentration of 7 mm in

Figure 4.3c, causing a mismatch in height for the smaller droplets where the variation in height

between experiments is large.

To make sure that also the droplet size is accurately determined from the confocal images, we

calibrated the size measurements by imaging a shrinking DEP droplet in a 7 mM SDS solution,

alternating between reflection mode (λ = 488 nm) and bright field microscopy on an inverted

Leica SP2 confocal microscope equipped with a Leica 40x/1.25 confocal oil immersion objective

and comparing the particle sizes found using the two techniques. The particle size in confocal

images was determined by enhancing a z-projection to full contrast as shown in Figure 4.4c

and measuring the width of the lower half sphere. We find that the size determined through

confocal microscopy is in agreement with the data from bright field microscopy in Figure 4.4d,

as shown in Figure 4.4e.
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Figure 4.3: Hovering due to solute-mediated interactions. a) Top panel shows a dissolving
DEP droplet through a tilted bright-field microscope. The top feature is the real droplet and
the lower feature the optical image on the glass slide. Bottom panel shows xz projections of
the same droplets imaged in reflection mode on a confocal microscope. b) Schematic drawing
shows how a solute cloud around a particle can lift it from the glass surface against gravity.
c) Measured droplet hovering heights are plotted as a function of their size. Error bars come
from repeated measurements.
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Figure 4.4: Elongated shape of droplets in confocal images are the consequence of beam re-
flections in a droplet. a) Experimental confocal images using DEP droplets in 7 mM SDS
solution. b) Ray tracing simulations show similar patterns as observed experimentally. c and
d) The same DEP droplet imaged using reflection mode in confocal and brightfield microscopy.
e) Comparison between sizes obtained from droplet measurements in confocal and brightfield.
The line has a slope close to 1, showing that measuring the top of the bowl part of the image
in confocal gives a reasonable estimate of actual droplet size.
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4.4 Model of solute-mediate interactions

Next, we present a theoretical model for the functional form of the interaction strength between

two droplets. The relative speed of a droplet with respect to the surrounding fluid due to the

concentration profile of its neighbor is assumed to have the form

U = M∇cs, (4.1)

where ∇cs is the average concentration gradient across the droplet and M is the particle

mobility. For droplets, phoretic forces are negligible compared to Marangoni forces and the

mobility is given by [30, 50, 57, 103]

M =
a∂γ∂c

(2ηo + 3ηi)
, (4.2)

where a is the droplet radius, ∂γ∂c is the slope of the surface tension versus the SDS concentration

c, and ηo and ηi are the viscosities of the continuous and dispersed phases, respectively. This

mobility results from matching the drag on a liquid particle with the derivative of surface energy

with respect to position, which corresponds to a force. The surface energy scales with particle

size squared through surface area and the drag is linear in size, which gives the linear scaling

of mobility with a. Indeed larger visosities increase the drag and thus decrease the mobility,

whereas a steeper change of the surface tension with variations in solute concentration ∂γ
∂c results

in a stronger driving force and thus a higher mobility. Equation 4.2 is based on the assumption

that the Marangoni force on the droplet is much larger than phoretic effects, which is valid

when the viscosities inside and outside the droplet are comparable. The gradient in which

the droplet moves ∇cs depends on the SDS concentration profile ce generated by its neighbor,

where the subscript ‘s’ stands for solute gradient across the droplet, close to the surface of the

moving droplet and ‘e’ stands for the external gradient imposed on it by a nearby droplet.

4.4.1 Boundary condition on the surface

To find ce, we consider the dissolution process of a single DEP droplet in an aqueous SDS

solution. We assume that all oil transport from the droplet into the aqueous phase is mediated

by SDS. This decreases locally the concentration of surface active SDS molecules, that are

not part of the stable oil-swollen micelles. As a consequence a steady-state diffusion profile

of surface active SDS develops after an initial transient state. We assume the steady-state is

reached faster than the timescale on which the droplets move. The shape of the spherically
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symmetric concentration profile ce(r) = C1 +C2/r then follows directly from Fick’s law, where

C1 and C2 are integration constants. It follows from the limit r →∞ that C1 = c∞ is the bulk

SDS concentration and C2 follows from the boundary condition on the surface. To find C2, we

use that the oil flux over the droplet surface jreact (in units of molecules m−2s−1) equals the

diffusive flux of oil jdiff in the form of swollen micelles away from the surface. So for the oil

transport:

jreact = k(c(a)− c∗)No

Ns
, (4.3)

jdiff = −NoDm
∂cm
∂r

∣∣∣
r=a

. (4.4)

where c∗ is a threshold concentration, which is similar to the critical micelle concentration,

but applies to DEP-swollen micelles of SDS. For these micelles, we measured that c∗ = 4 mm.

The value k is a velocity at which oil molecules move through the oil water interface and sets

the rate of swollen micelle assembly, No is the number of oil molecules and Ns the number of

surfactant molecules in a swollen micelle, Dm is the diffusion constant of swollen micelles and

cm is the swollen micelle concentration.

For steady-state surfactant transport, the diffusive transport of surfactant monomers toward

the droplet jdiff,in equals the outward surfactant flux in the form of oily micelles jdiff,out:

jdiff,out = −NsDm
∂cm
∂r

∣∣∣
r=a

, (4.5)

jdiff,in = −D∂c

∂r

∣∣∣
r=a

. (4.6)

Here D is the diffusion coefficient of SDS monomers. Combining these equations we find the

boundary condition for SDS at the droplet surface

k(c(a)− c∗) = −D∂c

∂r

∣∣∣
r=a

. (4.7)

This equation corresponds to the general boundary condition c(a) + l ∂c∂r |r=a = constant. The

quantity l = D/k is a length obtained by dividing the diffusion coefficient D by the dissolution

speed k, i.e. the speed at which oil moves across the droplet surface. This length scale l is

indicative of whether the dissolution rate of DEP is diffusion or reaction-limited. The limit

l/a � 1 corresponds to a constant surface SDS concentration, consistent with a diffusion-

limited assembly of DEP swollen micelles. The opposite limit, l/a � 1, indicates a constant

dissolution rate, which is indicative of a reaction-limited assembly process. Using Equation
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(4.7) we find that the integration constant C2 is

C2 = −a(c∞ − c∗)
1 + l

a

, (4.8)

so that the concentration profile of SDS around a single diffusion drop is given by:

c(r) = c∞ −
(c∞ − c∗)

1 + l
a

a

r
, (4.9)

and the slope of the profile generated by the neighboring droplet is

∇ce =
(c∞ − c∗)

1 + l
a

a

r2
, (4.10)

The surface gradient ∇cs in Equation 4.1 follows the same scaling with distance as the external

gradient induced by a neighboring particle ∇ce and the speed U of the interacting droplets in

Fig. 4.2 follows the 1/r2 scaling in Equation (4.10). To also compare the magnitude of the

interaction, however, we need to correct the external gradient ∇ce for two effects. First, the

moving droplet is also dissolving, locally removing SDS from the external profile, as shown in

Figure 4.5a. Second, advection around the moving droplet transports solute from the front

to the back of the particle. These effects need to be quantified to capture the dependence

of the interaction strength on droplet size and SDS concentration. Before we look into those

corrections, we first distinguish between diffusion and reaction limited dissolution.

4.4.2 Reaction versus diffusion limited dissolution

We now consider the two limiting cases: a constant surface concentration ( la � 1), equivalent to

a constant surface charge in electrostatics, and a constant surface expulsion ( la � 1), equivalent

to a constant potential in electrostatics.

The regime of constant surface concentration corresponds to a diffusion limited surface process.

In this case the formation rate of oily micelles is much faster than the diffusion of SDS monomers

to the surface and the concentration at the surface will equal the critical SDS concentration

below which no assembly occurs. All SDS monomers beyond that concentration are instantly

absorbed into swollen micelles. The concentration profile in this regime simplifies to

c(r) = c∞ − (c∞ − c∗)
a

r
. (4.11)

In that regime the surface concentration c(a) = c∗ and the dissolution rate A = −D (c∞−c∗)
a .
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Note that in the case of dissolving DEP droplets, the surface dissolution is negative because

surface active surfactant molecules are consumed at the surface rather than produced.

Alternatively, the surface process can be reaction-limited, so the assembly of swollen micelles

at the surface is slower than the diffusive flux of monomers. Here the concentration profile is

given by

c(r) = c∞ −
(c∞ − c∗)

l

a2

r
. (4.12)

Then the surface concentration simplifies to c(a) = c∞ − a
l (c∞ − c

∗) and the dissolution rate

simplifies to A = −D ∂c
∂r |r=a = −k(c∞ − c∗).

Plotting the rate of the dissolution rate A ∝ da/dt as a function of particle size a, as shown

in Figure 4 in chapter 2, reveals a scaling with the droplet curvature 1/a. This result lends

support to a diffusion-limited mechanism for the dissolution of DEP into swollen micelles of

SDS.

4.4.3 Active particle in an external gradient

The SDS consumption of one droplet modifies the external SDS gradient of a neighboring

droplet ∇ce to yield a gradient across that particle ∇cs. To take that effect into account, we

consider a single dissolving DEP droplet in a linear external SDS gradient Gext with an angle

dependent SDS concentration c(r, θ). The steady-state diffusion profile is such that

1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂

∂r

)
+

1

r2 sin(θ)

∂

∂r

(
sin(θ)

∂c(r, θ)

∂θ

)
= 0. (4.13)

Next, we expand c(r, θ) in Legendre polynomials Pn(θ) to decouple the angular and radial

components of the concentration gradient

c(r, θ) =
∞∑
n=0

cn(r)Pn(θ) = c0(r) + cos(θ)c1(r) + ... (4.14)

We neglect all higher order terms and use Equation (4.14) in the diffusion equation (4.13).

Because ∂c(r,θ)
∂t = 0, we find

c(r, θ) = C1 −
C2

r
+ cos(θ)

(
C3r +

C4

r2

)
, (4.15)

where C1, C2, C3, and C4 are all representing integration constants. To find C1 and C3 we

consider the limit of r → ∞ and use that the gradient is linear with shape Gextx on top of a

background concentration c∞ so that the external concentration profile in polar coordinates is
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Figure 4.5: a) Schematic drawing of the effect of surface activity on an external gradient in
the diffusion limited regime. The solid black line represents an unperturbed external gradient
in which the active particle is positioned. Due to the activity of the particle the concentration
profile is modified as shown by the solid red line. The difference in concentration between the
back and the front of the droplet, indicated by the dashed black and red lines, is modified due
to the dissolution of the active particle. b) and c) show the solute concentration profiles for a
diffusion-limited and a reaction-limited dissolution, respectively, in an external gradient. These
profiles are calculated with Equation (4.18) with Gext = 0.1 mM/µm, c∗ = 1 mm, a = 10 µm,
c∞ = 5 mm, l/a = 10−3 in b) and l/a = 103 in c). Color map indicates increasing SDS
concentration from 2 mm (blue) to 8 mm (red). The black lines are iso-concentration lines.

clin(r, θ) = Gextr cos(θ) + c∞. We find C1 = c∞ and C3 = Gext. Near the droplet, the flux

across the droplet surface and the diffusive flux away from the droplet have to be equal, leading

to a similar boundary condition as in the previous section:

k(c(a, θ)− c∗) = D
∂c(r, θ)

∂r

∣∣∣
r=a

. (4.16)

Combining Equations (4.15) with (4.16) gives

c∞ − c∗ +
C2

a
+ cos(θ)

(
Gexta+

C4

a2

)
= l
(
− C2

a2
+ cos(θ)

(
Gext −

2C4

a3

))
. (4.17)

This has to be true for all values of θ so we find C2 = −a(c∞ − c∗)/(1 + l/a) and C4 =

−a3Gext(1 − l/a)/(1 + 2l/a). The concentration profile c(r, θ) of a dissolving droplet in an

external gradient of SDS is then

c(r, θ) = c∞ −
(c∞ − c∗)
1 + l/a

1

r
+Gext cos(θ)

(
r − a3 1− l/a

1 + 2l/a

1

r2

)
. (4.18)

Taking the derivative of equation (4.18) with respect to the radial distance r gives the relation
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between the gradient across the droplet ∇cs and the external gradient Gext:

∇cs =
3l/a

1 + 2l/a
Gext ≈

3l

a
∇ce. (4.19)

In the second step of Equation (4.19), we assume that the external gradient due to the dis-

solution of a neighboring droplet ∇ce is approximately linear across the droplet and that the

process is diffusion-limited (l/a � 1). Then, the surface gradient is diminished, as shown in

Figure 4.5b. On the other hand, in the reaction-limited case (l/a � 1) the surface gradient

is enhanced compared to the external gradient, as shown in Figure 4.5c. This highlights the

importance of distinguishing between the two microscopic mechanisms.

It is interesting to note that neither an exclusively diffusion limited process (l = 0) nor a purely

reaction limited process (l → ∞) leads to solute-mediated interactions or self-propulsion. In

the reaction limited regime, this is because the reaction is so slow compared to diffusion that

no concentration profile builds up and the solute concentration is equal to the background

concentration everywhere, so a droplet does not change the environment around its neighbor.

In the diffusion limited case, the diffusion profile is large, but cannot create a gradient across

the neighboring droplet, because that droplet is also dissolving at such a high rate that the

solute concentration equals the threshold concentration c∗ everywhere along its surface. Only

with a mixed boundary condition are self-propulsion and solute-mediated interactions possible.

4.4.4 Hydrodynamic correction

The other modification to the external gradient comes from the same effect that drives self-

propulsion of a single particle, which is discussed in detail in chapter 3. As an active particle

moves, advection causes accumulation of the solute at the back of the particle, resulting in a

self-induced concentration difference between the front and the back of the droplet ∆ce. This

concentration difference over the particle diameter can be seen as an average gradient ∇ce,auto
that drives the particle motion. This process is schematically depicted in Figure 4.6. In the

limit of low particle speed U , the advective flux jadv is linear with the flow velocity so that

jadv = CpU(cs− c∞), where Cp is a dimensionless proportionality constant. The buildup of an

external gradient due to advection is counteracted by a diffusive flux jdiff = D∇ce. In steady

state, these fluxes balance to give a motion-induced gradient ∇ce,auto for a given droplet speed

U :

∇ce,auto = Cp
U(cs − c∞)

D
. (4.20)
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Figure 4.6: Coupling between the advective flow and the solute gradient leads to self-propulsion.
a) Schematic drawing of the flow around a moving particle, which transports solute from the
front to the back, resulting in an external gradient. b) The autophoresis loop depicts the
coupling between the solute profile and the flow from panel a), which can lead to self-sustained
motion.

Next, we deduce the criterion for self-propulsion in the absence of an external gradient where

the gradient driving the motion is only the self-induced gradient, i.e. ∇ce = ∇ce,auto. The

gradient across droplet ∇cs depends on ∇ce, as shown in Equation (4.19). Therefore, from

Equation (4.1) we find the requirement for self-sustained droplet motion

U∗ = M
∇cs
∇ce

Cp
U∗(cs − c∞)

D
. (4.21)

We find that either U∗ = 0 in the static case or at M(∇cs)/(∇ce)Cp(cs − c∞)/D = 1, U∗ is

a constant that corresponds to the self-propulsion speed. We can write this requirement for

self-propulsion in terms of the Peclet number, as defined by Michelin et al. [64]. Using the

definition of the SDS dissolution rate A = −D dc
dr |r=a, we obtain M ∇cs

∇ce
Aa
D2 = 1/Cp. The left

hand side of this equation is similar to the Peclet number, such that the critical Peclet number

for autophoresis in the absence of an external gradient is Pecr = 1/Cp.

Even below this self-propulsion threshold, the speed at which two particles move away from

each other is enhanced by the coupling between the advective flow and the solute gradient.

The total gradient around a particle is then the sum of the externally imposed gradient ∇ce
and the self-induced gradient ∇ce,auto(U), such that the droplet speed is given by

U = M
∇cs
∇ce

(∇ce +∇ce,auto(U)). (4.22)

Solving for U gives the self-sustained swimming speed of a droplet in the gradient of its neighbor
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in terms of the above-described Peclet number

U(r) = M
∇cs
∇ce

1

1− Pe
Pecr

∇ce. (4.23)

Here the term 1
1− Pe

Pecr

is the autophoretic enhancement correction.

4.5 Comparison with experiments

In the limit of l/a� 1 and given that the Peclet number Pe ∝ c∞−c∗ and that Pecr ∝ ccr−c∗,
we can rewrite equation (4.23) in terms of experimentally accessible parameters so that we can

compare with the data presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3:

U(r) =
2aK

(2ηo + 3ηi)

(c∞ − c∗)
(ccr − c∞)

l(ccr − c∗)
r2

. (4.24)

Here ccr = 9 mm is the threshold SDS concentration where self-propulsion is observed to

occur. Using Equation (4.24), we scale all the data shown in Figure 4.7a onto the mastercurve

in Figure 4.7b. The log-log plot reveals a consistency with the predicted power law scaling

with distance as ∝ 1/r2 (black line) and the collapse of the data indicates that the scaling of

droplet speed with size a and SDS concentration c∞ are well captured by Equation (4.24).

Using the fact that ∂γ
∂c = 0.13 Nm−1M−1 for SDS concentrations between 5 mm and 10 mm—

we obtained this value from surface tension measurements shown in Figure 5 of chapter 2—we

find that l = 14 ± 3 nm, in agreement with the earlier observation that l/a � 1 and that

the dissolution process is diffusion-limited. This length scale coincides with the size of an oily

micelle, to within an order of magnitude. The obtained value for the fit parameter can be

related to the critical Peclet number Pecr at which self-propulsion occurs. When l/a � 1,

Pecr is found by evaluating Equation (4.24) at the SDS concentration at which self-propulsion

begins to occur

Pecr ≈
2K(ccr − c∗)l
(2ηo + 3ηi)D

. (4.25)

Using the diffusion coefficient of oily micelles D ≈ 10−10 m2 s−1 [66], we find Pecr ≈ 5, which

is in good agreement with the theoretically predicted value of Pecr = 4 in [64]. This connection

between the onset of autophoretic motion and solute-mediated interactions highlights that both

phenomena are due to the same effect. It is therefore not expected that autophoretic swimmers

without solute-mediated interactions exist, which has ramifications for the interpretation of

activity induced clustering and pattern formation.
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Figure 4.7: Scaling of active interactions a) Log-log representation of the speed with which
droplets move away from each other as a function of interparticle distance. Color represents
the initial droplet size and symbols represent SDS concentration. The data from all hovering
experiments at various SDS concentrations are indicated in black . b) Data shown in a),
normalized using Eq. 4.24. The black line is a fit with a fixed slope of -2.
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4.5.1 Wall corrections

The measurements of solute-mediated interaction strength based on droplets moving away

from each other were performed on droplets near a glass wall. There are two distinct ways in

which the wall affects the magnitude of the interaction. Because the two effects are similar in

magnitude and counteract each other, we have not considered them in our analysis. In this

section we will justify that.

The first way in which the wall affects the interaction strength is through the mobility given

by Equation 4.2. This mobility assumes Stokes drag on liquid particles in bulk, but actually

the drag is larger near a wall. For solid particles moving parallel to the wall the correction is

given by [107]

Cdrag,wall = Cdrag,bulk

[
1− 9

16

a

a+ h
+

1

8

( a

a+ h

)3
− 45

256

( a

a+ h

)4
− 1

16

( a

a+ h

)5]−1
. (4.26)

Using the experimental observations from Figure 4.3 that droplet height varies between ap-

proximately 1 µm when the radius is 15 µm and 10 µm when the radius is 5 µm, the magnitude

of this correction is in between 1.3 and 2.5.

The other way in which proximity of the droplets to the wall complicates the solute mediated

interaction is due to the impermeability of the wall to SDS. As the droplets consume SDS

while dissolving, the region between the droplets and the wall is depleted of SDS. This effect

increases the SDS gradient around the droplets and thus the speed with which they move away

from each other. One can take this effect into account by considering the presence of a virtual

droplet on the other side of the glass wall, that also consumes SDS monomers, similar to the

concept of an image charge in electrostatics. The effect is schematically shown in Figure 4.8.

To find the correction due to this effect, we first consider the total SDS concentration at a

distance r away from particle P, due to expulsion of both particle P and its image PI .

c(r) = c∞ −
a(c∞ − c∗)

1 + l
a

(1

r
+

1√
(2a+ 2h)2 + r2

)
. (4.27)

That gives rise to a solute gradient

∇ce(r) =
a(c∞ − c∗)

1 + l
a

( 1

r2
+

r√
(2a+ 2h)2 + r23/2

)
. (4.28)

Equation 4.28 gives a slightly different scaling with r than we found in the bulk situation, but

the difference is small compared to the noise in the experimental data, as shown in Figure 4.9.

Moreover, in the limit of small droplet heights and large separations the droplet velocity scales
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Figure 4.8: Cartoon indicating how the proximity to a wall enhances the solute mediated
interaction between droplets. The arrows indicate the speed of particle Q due to gradient
exuded by particle P and its image PI .
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Figure 4.9: Wall effects of active interactions a) Log-log representation of the speed with which
droplets move away from each other as a function of interparticle distance, scaled using Equa-
tion 4.24. Color represents the initial droplet size and symbols represent SDS concentration.
The data from the hovering experiment are indicated in black. The lines represent predictions
based on Equation 4.28 which includes the hydrodynamic effect of the wall and image repulsion.
The grayscale lines represent various droplet heights.

with inter-particle distance as r−2 again, like in the bulk situation, but with an enhancement

by a factor of 2 compared to the bulk situation. So it turns out that this image charge like

effect does not change the range of the interaction significantly, but only affects the magnitude

by at most a factor of 2.

The effect of SDS depletion near the wall turns out to enhance the magnitude of solute-mediated

interactions by approximately the same amount as the drag due to the wall attenuates it. For

this reason, we did not take these corrections into account when fitting the experimental data.

It is however good to be aware that the wall does influence the interaction and that the value

we found for the fit parameter l may be slightly affected by an imbalance between the two

discussed wall effects.
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Figure 4.10: Memory effect displayed by swimming DEP droplets interacting through solute
gradients. Time is indicated in grayscale and the circles represent droplet size. Droplets are
only physically close if they are near each other and have the same shade of grey. The imaged
droplets move straight until they approach the trail of another droplet, where they change
direction. The link to an example movie is shown in Figure 4.13.

4.5.2 Trail repulsion

An interesting consequence of the fact that swimming DEP droplets remove SDS from solution

as they dissolve and move is that they leave behind them regions depleted of SDS. These

depleted regions take time to disappear, characterized by a typical relaxation time of the

concentration inhomogeneity [108]. As a result, we see a memory effect, in which moving

droplets can be repelled by the SDS-depleted trails of particles that had previously been at

that location. Figure 4.10 shows three examples of the resulting memory effect. The images

show droplets that are never physically close, but collide with trajectories of other droplets.This

trail repulsion illustrates that the droplets do not interact with each other directly, but they

rather interact with the solute clouds formed by each other. In the next chapter we will

investigate a remarkable consequence of the ”indirectness” of this type of interaction.

4.6 Summary and conclusion

In conclusion, we developed an experimental model system of dissolving droplets to directly

measure solute mediated interactions. From a combination of tweezer experiments and balanc-
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ing solute mediated interactions with sedimentation, we measured the range of the interaction

as well as the scaling with SDS concentration and droplet size. A theoretical model based

on first principles predicts these dependencies and connects the interaction strength with the

self-propulsion threshold. This connection suggests that all reactive and dissolving particles,

and in particular autophoretic swimmers, are subject to solute-mediated interactions. Whether

the interaction is attractive or repulsive depends on whether the particle produces or consumes

solute and whether it moves up or down the solute gradient. The interaction strength depends

on the rate at which the reaction or dissolution process occurs and the sensitivity of the par-

ticles to the surrounding gradient, but the functional form, given by equation (4.23) is general

for isotropic particles in a steady state.

4.7 Materials and Methods

4.7.1 Microfluidics

Droplets for optical tweezer experiments were prepared using a glass microfluidic device [77, 78]

with a round tapered inner capillary with inner diameter 30 µm in a square outer capillary

with inner edge length 50 µm. Capillaries were supplied by VitroCom. The inner capillary has

a tip with a diameter of approximately 5 µm. Appendix A of chapter 2 and the supplementary

materials of Montanarella et al.[82] give a detailed description of this type of microfluidic device

and explains how to construct them.

A 10 mM SDS (Supplier: Sigma Aldrich) solution saturated with DEP (Supplier: Sigma

Aldrich) was flowed through a Merck Millipore hydrophilic PTFE membrane filter with pore

size 0.45 µm and consecutively through the outer capillary. Pure DEP was pushed through a

Merck Millipore hydrophobic PVDF membrane filter with pore size 0.45 µm and consecutively

through the inner capillary using a pressure of 10 psi, using a pressure gauge. Nitrogen was

used as the pressurizing gas. Droplet size was adjusted by varying pressure of the external flow:

approximately 20 psi for 30 µm droplets. Size was determined by imaging the droplets using

an Olympus microscope equipped with a Thorlabs camera. Droplets were collected in a glass

container and stored no more than one week. Droplets for height measurements were prepared

by shaking a mixture of 50 µL DEP and 1 mL of a DEP saturated 10 mm SDS solution.
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4.7.2 Dynamic measurements with optical tweezers

2 µL of the emulsion obtained from the microfluidic device was dispersed in a 500 µL bath of

SDS solution of various SDS concentrations. Using an optical tweezer setup [106] containing

an IPG photonics YLR-10 laser emitting at 1064 nm and a HoloEye PLUTO special light

modulator, two droplets were collected from the cluster in the center of the sample, pushed

next to each other and dragged to an environment with no droplets in an area with a diameter

of at least 10 droplet diameters. There the droplets were released and the motion was recorded

using a brightfield microscopy setup, containing a NECTI 324AII Camera and a Nikon 100x

oil immersion objective (NA = 1.45). After a time interval of approximately 30 seconds, the

droplets were pushed together and moved to a new, clean environment and released again.

Since the droplets shrink over time, this yielded data for various droplet sizes.

4.7.3 Solute force measurements under gravity

2 µl of emulsion obtained from mechanical agitation was dispersed in a 1 mL bath of SDS

solution of various SDS concentrations. For the tilted bright field microscopy images, the

sample container was a home built container from Menzel Glazer #1glass slides with a small

piece of mirror on the bottom. Droplets of various sizes were imaged in the vicinity of no other

droplets. A similar sample was put on an inverted Leica SP8 confocal microscope equipped

with a 40x/1.25 Leica confocal oil immersion objective, where the z-stacks were recorded in

reflection mode (wavelength λ = 488 nm). In order to correct for elongation in the z dimension

due to the refractive index mismatch between glass and water the method by Besseling et

al. [109] was used. Using a Menzel Glazer #1.5 coverslip for imaging an aqueous sample with

n25
D = 1.33 while using a 40x/1.25 immersion oil objective with n25

D = 1.52, we found and used

a correction factor for the z-scaling of 0.846.
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Appendix A: QR codes to supplementary movies

Figure 4.11: Movie of two active droplets colliding and repelling each other due to solute-
mediated interactions related to their self-propulsion.

Figure 4.12: Example movie of two DEP droplets in 7 mm SDS solution moving away from
each other after being brought in close proximity with optical tweezers.

Figure 4.13: Movie of an active DEP droplet colliding with the trail left behind by an other
swimming droplet.
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Chapter 5

Chemotactic predator-prey interactions

driven by inter-droplet oil exchange

We studied an experimental system of two types of oil droplets, dispersed in wa-

ter, that undergo compositional ripening. The oil exchange process between the

droplets caused local gradients in surfactant concentration that lead to effective

interactions between the droplets with a range of tens of microns. The dynamics

resulting from these interactions resemble the chemotactic response of microor-

ganisms to chemical signals and are unique as a self-assembly tool in that they

are non-reciprocal. That is, droplets of type 1 are attracted by droplets of type

2, whereas droplets of type 2 are repelled by droplets of type 1. In the system

we studied, this lead to a predator-prey type behavior where one type of droplet

chases after the other when two droplets interacted. Interactions between more

than two particles lead to the formation of clusters that translated or rotated de-

pending on their geometry. We measured the effective two-particle interactions

and found that taking pairwise additive sums of these forces can explain the ma-

jority of the observed cluster dynamics. These findings suggest that chemotactic

interactions can be a useful new tool to direct particle dynamics.
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5.1 Introduction

Chemotaxis is the process through which microorganisms sense concentration gradients of dis-

solved species, such as toxins, signaling peptides or nutrients and move up or down these gra-

dients in response. This process helps bacteria move to locations rich in food, but also directs

white blood cells to open wounds and moves embryonic cells to their designated location [110].

Some of these functionalities that we associate with living systems can be reproduced by inan-

imate droplets that derive their motion from chemical reactions or dissolution [111]. Such

droplets can divide[112–114], propel themselves [48, 50–53, 59, 63] and move in response to

external stimuli [115–117].

In living cells, complex pathways involving signaling peptides and receptor proteins are re-

sponsible for coupling of external cues to motion through the action of motor proteins, but for

droplets this coupling comes from free energy minimization, rendering them useful as model

systems. In this analogy, surface active solutes, typically surfactants, take the role of signaling

peptides; small variations in their concentration can act as chemical signals that drive the mo-

tion of droplets in specific directions. Surface tension changes replace the protein machinery

that senses variations in signaling molecules and couples to the action of motor proteins.

Microorganisms not only respond to large scale external gradients that direct their motion,

but also communicate between each other through chemotaxis [100, 101], allowing dynamic

self-organisation [118]. A notable example is given by white blood cells that chase bacteria in

our blood [119]. Both the white blood cell and the bacterium involved in this pursuit sense

each other through chemical signalling, causing them to flee and pursue respectively. We call

this a predator-prey interaction, or chase.

In the previous chapter, we discussed a system of dissolving droplets that locally decrease the

free surfactant concentration around them, resulting in a repulsive interaction. That interaction

resembles the chemotactic communication between bacteria and neutrophil (a type of white

blood cell) in that in both cases particles move in response to solute gradients produced by

their neighbor.

The involvement of the continuous phase and the out-of-equilibrium nature of solute-mediated

particle-particle interactions have the remarkable consequence that these interactions can be

non-reciprocal [98]. That means that particle 1 can attract particle 2 whereas particle 2 repels

particle 1, resulting in predator-prey type behavior. At first sight this seems to break Newtons

third law, actio = - reactio, but that only appears to be the case because we observe the motion

of the particle but not the solvent. When the flow of the solvent is considered as well, the force
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balances are conserved action-reaction pairs.

The ability to design and control such predator-prey interactions could be a useful tool in

self-organization [98, 120, 121], but thus far only two instances of non-reciprocal interactions

between small particles have been realized experimentally, as far as we know. The first system

consists of millimeter sized, sessile droplets that partially wet the glass slides they are deposited

on and communicate through vapor [102]. The second realization consists of two oppositely

charged ion exchange resins [122]. The ion exchange process causes diffusion-potentials that

drive electro-osmotic flows which in turn move the particles. The general requirements for

predator-prey interactions and concomitant design rules have not been explored.

Here we study a set of experimental system of two types of oil droplets dispersed in an aqueous

surfactant solution that display solute-mediated or chemotactic interactions driven by dissolu-

tion and oil exchange in a way that leads to predator-prey behavior. Upon interaction, these

droplets formed clusters that translated and rotated depending on their geometry. We mea-

sured how the interaction strength depends on oil composition and surfactant concentration and

compared our findings with a theoretical model that predicts the two particle dynamics. We

found that summing over two-particle interactions qualitatively explains most of the observed

multi-particle behavior, including translational and rotational motion, aggregation and disas-

sembly, internal reorganizations, and turning. This is the first step toward the development of

design rules for binary emulsions with controllable dynamic functions.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we discuss the theoretical model

describing predator-prey interactions. Then we introduce two experimental systems of chasing

oil droplets that both rely on oil exchange but differ in chemical composition. We analyze the

trajectories of two-particle encounters to measure the interaction strength and use that value

to place the system in a theoretical state diagram. Next, we describe the overall motion and

internal reorganizations of small clusters in terms of geometrical sums of the pair interactions.

Finally, we speculate on how the mechanism behind the oil exchange between droplets may be

driving their predator-prey interactions and the resulting dynamics.

5.2 Theoretical background

5.2.1 Solute-mediated interactions

To model solute-mediated interactions between two non-identical droplets, we first briefly re-

iterate the analysis from chapter 4. We consider two particles separated by a distance ~r that

produce or consume solute at a rate α. In steady-state, the particles are surrounded by ra-
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dially symmetric diffusion profiles of the form c(r) = c∞ + αR
Dr , where c∞ is the bulk solute

concentration, R is the particle radius and D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute. The sign

of the activity α indicates whether a particle is a sink or source for solute, see Figure 5.1a.

Upon approach, the particles sense the diffusion profiles of their neighbors and can move in

response depending on their mobility µ [33, 116]. The sign of the mobility indicates whether a

particle moves up or down a concentration gradient, see Figure 5.1A. For droplets, the mobility

µ = 2
3

RK
2ηc+3ηd

is dominated by Marangoni forces and scales with the slope of the surface tension

with solute concentration K. It depends on the viscosities of both the droplet and continuous

phase, ηd and ηc respectively [30, 57, 103].

Because we investigate the interaction between two chemically distinct particles we label them

with subscripts 1 and 2. The speed of particle 1 in the laboratory frame due to solute production

of neighboring particle 2 is U2→1 = µ1∇′c2. The solute gradient ∇′c2, that drives the motion, is

the slope of the diffusion profile by particle 2 (∇c = α2R2
D

~r
|~r|3 ), multiplied by a factor correcting

for the surface activity of particle 1 ( 3l/R1

1+2l/R1
) and a factor correcting for the fluid flow around

particle 1 ( 1
1−Pe1 ). Combining these terms, we find for the speed of particle 1 in the gradient

of particle 2: [123]

~U2→1(~r) = µ1
1

1− Pe1

3l/R1

1 + 2l/R1

α2R2
2

D

~r

|~r|3
, (5.1)

where the length scale l indicates whether the surface process responsible for creating a solute

gradient is reaction or diffusion limited and Pe1 = 3l/R1

1+2l/R1

µ1α1R1

4D2 is a Peclet number, that

compares the diffusion of the solute with the particle speed. The Peclet number is defined

relative to a critical Peclet number Pecr, such that Pecr = 1. Above critical Peclet number

a hydrodynamic instability causes the droplets to self-propel [55, 64] and Equation (5.1) is no

longer valid, as discussed in detail in chapter 3.

To simplify Equation (5.1) we now define a scaled mobility M and activity A as:

Mi = µi
3l/Ri

1 + 2l/Ri
(5.2)

Ai = αi
Ri

2

D
, (5.3)

where i can be 1 or 2, so that equation (5.1) reduces to

~U2→1 =
M1A2

1− Pe1

~r

|~r|3
. (5.4)

and the Peclet number becomes Pe1 = M1A1
4R1D

.
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Figure 5.1: a) Cartoon indicating how a particle with positive or negative activity perturbs the
background solute concentration and how a particle with positive or negative mobility moves
in an external solute gradient. Blue and red indicate positive and negative mobility/activity
respectively. b) Table of all possible interactions between pairs of particles with any combi-
nation of activity and mobility, as follows from equation (5.1). The particles labeled with an
asterisk have a positive Peclet number and are therefore susceptible to self-propulsion.

5.2.2 Non-reciprocal interactions

From Equation (5.4) it is evident that the sign of the interaction is determined by the product

M1A2. When that product is positive, particle 1 is repelled by particle 2 and when it is negative,

particle 1 is attracted. The speed of particle 2 in the gradient exuded by particle 1 scales with

a different product, namely M2A1. These products do not necessarily have equal sign, so that

particle 2 may be repelled by particle 1 even if particle 1 is attracted by particle 2. This can

lead to a chase-like interactions [98, 102].

The particles we studied are typically microscopic and dispersed in aqueous solutions so that

they have a low Reynolds number. As a consequence, a force acting on these particles is one-

to-one related to a speed through the drag coefficient CD. Vice versa, one could think of the

speed due to chemotactic interactions in terms of interparticle forces that we call chemotactic
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or phoretic forces,

~F2→1 =
1

CD

M1A2

1− Pe1

~r

|~r|3
. (5.5)

keeping in mind that these are not conventional body forces, but effective forces that are a

consequence of solute-mediated interactions.

It turns out there exist some analogies between the equations that describe chemotactic in-

teractions and the equations that describe unscreened electrostatics and it may be insightful

to point these out. First, in both cases, the particles produce a field, be it an electric field

~E ∝ q ~r
|~r|3 or a concentration field ∇c = A ~r

|~r|3 that decays with distance as r−2. Second, a

particle exposed to this field experiences a force that scales linearly with the field strength:

Fel,2→1 ∝ q1
~E2 and Fch,2→1 ∝M1∇c2.

The key difference between the electrostatics and solute-mediated forces is that in electrostatics

the sign of the charge q determines both the sign of the field it exudes and the sign of the force it

experiences in an external field. In solute-mediated interactions on the other hand the ”charge”

responsible for creating the field is the activity, which can be different from the ”charge”

responsible for response to the field, which is the mobility. This decoupling is a consequence

of the out-of-equilibrium nature of solute-mediated interactions and allows interactions to be

non-reciprocal, so that partilcle 1 attracts particle 2 but particle 2 repels particle 1.

5.2.3 Limit of low interaction strength

To identify what combinations of mobilities and activities lead to attractions, repulsions or

chases, we first consider the limit of low Peclet number, where both the activity and mobility

are small. In this limit, the interactions are weak but straightforward to predict, because

they are independent of Peclet number. We also consider the situation that |M1| = |M2| and

|A1| = |A2|, so that the entire two-particle behavior is set by only the signs of M1, M2, A1

and A2. Figure 5.1b tabulates the type of interaction between all four types of particles with

different signs of activity and mobility, based on Equation (5.4).

The top left quadrant of the table in Figure 5.1b represents particles that have positive Peclet

numbers, where both mobility and activity have the same sign. The behavior of these particles

is qualitatively similar to electrostatic interactions: two particles of the same type repel and

two particles of opposite types attract. The lower right quadrant contains interactions between

particles with a negative Peclet number, whose activity and mobility have opposite signs. In this

quadrant, particles of the same type attract and opposites repel, unlike electrostatics. Chase

like interactions occur in the off-diagonal quadrants, that describe the interaction between a

particle with a positive Peclet number and a particle with a negative Peclet number.
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Figure 5.2: State diagrams of the solute-mediated interactions between two particles as function
of the ratio of their activities a = A2/A1 and mobilities m = M2/M1. a-c) Diagrams of the
interaction between a droplet 1 with a positive Peclet number and any other droplet 2. The
four quadrants of the graph indicate different signs of mobility and activity of particle 2. d-f)
Diagrams of the interaction between a droplet 1 with a negative Peclet number and any other
particle 2. The black line indicates transition from a successful to an unsuccessful chase and
the red line indicates where either of the particles becomes self-propelled independent of the
neighbor.

5.2.4 Behavior diagram

We thus far only considered the sign of the mobility and activity, but varying magnitude of

these values can also lead to qualitatively different interactions. One can imagine that the

signs are such that particle 2 chases particle 1, but particle 1 moves away faster than particle

2 approaches. This does not lead to self-sustained motion of the pair of particles (successful

chase) but rather looks like an asymmetric repulsion. We call this a “failed chase”.

To investigate the role of the magnitudes of the activity and mobility, we write the speeds in

terms of the ratios of mobilities m = M2/M1 and the ratio of activities a = A2/A1. Then the
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speeds with which particle 1 and 2 move in each others gradients are

~U2→1 = M1A1
a

1− Pe1

~r

|~r|3
. (5.6)

~U1→2 = M1A1
m

1− Pe1ma

~r

|~r|3
. (5.7)

We now choose particle 1 of type i as indicated in Figure 5.1, such that M1A1 > 0 and Pe1 < 1.

Then we can separate all types of pair interactions between particle 1 and any other particle

in a plot of m versus a by three transitions. First, the transition between attraction and

repulsion (or a successful and a failed chase) occurs when the speeds have opposite sign but

equal magnitude ~U1→2 + ~U2→1 = 0. Combining this condition with equations (5.6) and (5.7)

gives:

m =
−a

1− Pe1 − Pe1a2
. (5.8)

On this line the particles do not move with respect to each other. If this sum is positive, the

particles move away, and if it is negative, they move toward each other.

Second, the transition between which particle chases occurs when both droplets move equally

fast, which is given by ~U1→2 − ~U2→1 = 0:

m =
a

1− Pe1 + Pe1a2
. (5.9)

On this line the particles move symmetrically and the center does not move. If this sum is

positive particle 2 chases particle 1 and vice versa.

The third transition occurs if Pe2 = 1, beyond which particle 2 will become self-propelled due

to the hydrodynamic instability discussed in chapter 3:

m =
1

Pe1a
. (5.10)

Note that particle 1 is not self-propelled by choice of Pe1 < 1. Note also that the Peclet

numbers of particle 1 and 2 are related through

Pe2

Pe1
= ma. (5.11)

Figure 5.2a-c show the solute-mediated interactions between particle 1 with a positive Peclet

number with any other type of particles. Figure 5.2d-f show the interactions between a particle

1 with a negative peclet number and any particle 2. The magnitude of the Peclet number

Pe1 increases from left to right. The black lines indicate transitions between attraction and
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repulsion or failed and successful chases (Equation (5.8)) and the blue dashed line indicates

a transition between a 1 chase 2 interaction and vice versa (Equation (5.9)). Symmetric at-

tractions and repulsions only occur exactly on the blue line. At first sight, it seems like this

is a very rare situation, but note that interactions between two particles of the same type are

always located on this line, more specifically in the point a = 1, m = 1. Interestingly, the

activity and mobility scale differently with droplet size (mobility is linear in droplet size and

activity is inversely proportional to or independent of droplet size, depending on whether the

surface process is reaction or diffusion limited). As a consequence two droplets of the same

material but different size will always be off the diagonals in Figure 5.2 and have an asymmetric

solute-mediated interaction.

The behavior of a system residing on the black line is a chase where the inter-particle interaction

is exactly zero, so neither repulsive nor attractive. This situation is experimentally almost

impossible to realize as it would require the mobilities and activities to match up exactly. It

would lead to two particles chasing each other, separated by a finite distance that does not

change and is given by the initial positions.

Figures 5.2a and d show interactions in the limit of low Peclet number. The points where a

and m are 1 and −1 correspond to the table in Figure 5.1b. At higher Peclet numbers the

self-propulsion region becomes larger and the transitions shift off diagonal. The reason is the

autophoretic correction factor 1
1−Pe11 that enhances the speed of particles with a positive Peclet

number and attenuates the speed of particles with a negative Peclet number.

Beyond the red lines in Figures 5.2b,c,e and f, particle 2 undergoes a self-propulsion instability.

In Figures 5.2b and c, the onset of self-propulsion will not affect any of the inter-particle

interactions as the self-propulsion regime is entirely encompassed by a failed-chase regime

where the self-propelled particle is the prey. In Figures 5.2e and f on the other hand, the

onset of self-propulsion is likely to change the behavior of the system. In these panels, it is the

predator particle that swims. One could speculate that when the self-propulsion speed is slow

compared to the interaction speed, the chase will still be successful. Then the predator particle

might swim circles around the prey particle, while being stuck to it. When the self-propulsion

speed is large, the tendency of the predator to move away from its own position will win from

the attraction by the prey particle and the chase will be unsuccessful.

In the next section we show examples of systems that display the predator-prey type interaction

in experiments, but first we rewrite the speed due to chemotactic interactions in Equation 5.4

as

~U2→1 = C12
~r

|~r|3
, (5.12)
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with C12 = M1A2
1−Pe1 the interaction parameter that sets the magnitude of the the chemotactic

force particle 2 exerts on particle 1. Then the four possible chemotactic forces in a two par-

ticle system are given by the interaction parameters C11, C12, C21 and C22 that are related

through C22 = C21C12/C11. Because of this relation, measuring three out of four of interaction

parameters suffices to place the system in the state diagram shown in Figure 5.1.

5.3 Experiments on chasing droplets

In this section we discuss two distinct binary systems of oil droplets in water that display

solute-mediated interactions. The systems have in common that they simultaneously dissolve

in a surrounding surfactant medium and undergo compositional ripening. We speculate that

the surfactant mediated dissolution causes the droplets to act as surfactant sinks. The compo-

sitional ripening causes one droplet to act as a sink and the other as a source. If the ripening

is faster than dissolution, the activities are such that chasing can occur.

5.3.1 Pentane octane perfluorohexane system

The first system we discuss consists of two types of emulsion droplets dispersed in an aqueous

surfactant solution, where one type of droplets is a single emulsion composed of a mixture of

pentane and perfluorohexane (PFH). The second type of droplet is a double emulsion composed

of a PFH rich phase in the center of the droplet, surrounded by a layer rich in octane. Both

of these droplets are suspended in a 0.5 %w/w solution of Triton X-100 surfactant (7.7 mm,

c.m.c. = 0.22 mm). The droplets used in these experiments were produced using microfluidics

and have a diameter of 35 µm. They were monodisperse at the start of the experiment, but

the droplet size changed over time due to dissolution and oil exchange. The rate at which these

processes occurred depended on the local environment, so that the polydispersity increased

over time. In the size range of several tens of microns, droplets in water have a self-diffusion

time of more than 30 minutes, so Brownian motion is negligible.

In this system it appeared that the single emulsions mutually attracted, the double emulsions

mutually repelled and double emulsions chased the single emulsions. Instances of the attraction

and chasing are shown in Figure 5.3. The repulsion between the double emulsion droplets was

not captured in a time series, because they were never at close proximity, which is consistent

with the idea that they mutually repel.

We also observed mass transport between the two types of droplets. Over time, the single

emulsion droplets shrunk in size, whereas the double emulsion droplets expanded, indicating
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Figure 5.3: a) Example of attraction between an isolated pair of single emulsions with a cartoon
indicating how the speed of attraction depends on droplet mobility and activity. The subscript
p indicates the property of a single emulsion. b) Example of the pre-chase between a double
and single emulsion with a cartoon indicating how the speed of both the double and the single
emulsion depends on the mobility of the droplet and the activity of the other droplet. The
subscript o indicates the property of a double emulsion. c) Example of a double emulsion
chasing a single emulsion with a cartoon indicating how the chase speed depends on activity
of the double emulsion and mobility of the single emulsion.

that material is transferred from the single to the double emulsion. Moreover, the double

emulsions became buoyant after growing about 10 % in radius. PHF is heavier than water, but

pentane is lighter, so this indicates that either the pentane is being transported from single

emulsions to double emulsions, or PFH is leaving the double emulsion droplets. Likely both

transport mechanisms occur simultaneously and likely there is also transport of octane from

the double emulsions to the single emulsions. We speculate that this oil transport drives the

chemotactic interactions between the droplets, but the exact mechanism through which the

two are related remains unclear. We will discuss this further in Section 5.5

Figure 5.3 shows time series of two-particle encounters in a mixed system of both droplets.

Panel a) shows attraction between two single emulsion droplets, panel b) shows the asymmetric

attraction between a double and single emulsion droplet leading up to a chase (prechase) and

panel c) shows a double emulsion droplet chasing a single emulsion droplet. Repulsion between

two double emulsion droplets was not observed directly because there were no isolated pairs of

double emulsion droplets observed in the system.

From these two-particle encounters we measured the interaction parameters, by plotting the

droplet speeds as a function of r−2 expecting the data to form a straight line with slope
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C12 = M1A2
1−Pe1 , according to equation (5.12). The results are shown in Figure 5.4a. The attraction

was fairly weak with respect to drift and thermal noise, so that the error bar is large. The fit

does not go through the origin, which is probably due to drift. From the attraction between

single emulsions we obtained Cpp = (−5.0± 0.5)× 103
µm3s−1 is half the slope of the graph in

Figure 5.4a. The subscript p indicates properties pertaining to the pentane-PFH droplet.

From the approach speed of a double emulsion in a prechase we found Cop = (−2.9 ± 0.2) ×
104

µm3s−1 (Figure 5.4b). The subscript o indicates properties pertaining to octane-PFH

droplets. The escape of a single emulsion in a prechase should give Cpo, except the noise was

too high to extract any sensible value. We can still get this value from the steady-state speed

of a double-single emulsion pair, if we assume that this speed is limited by the escape speed

of the pentane-PFH droplet. This is a reasonable assumption since from the prechase shown

in Figure 5.3c, we learned that the escape of a single emulsion is slower than the chase of a

double emulsion. We found Cpo = (9.9± 1.3)× 103
µm3s−1 by multiplying the speed shown in

Figure 5.4d by the squared interparticle distance, which at contact equals the particle diameter

35 µm. The value Cpp could not be obtained this way, because no repulsions between double

emulsion were observed.

From the the slope Cpp in Figure 5.4a we estimated that the Peclet number of the single

emulsions was around Pep = −0.43 ± 0.06 using that the droplet radius was approximately

17 µm and the diffusion constant of pentane is approximately 5×102
µm2s−1. This value means

that the right behavior diagram to describe this system is similar to Figure 5.2f. For a given

Peclet number, we estimated the ratio of activities a by dividing the values Cpp and Cpo and

found a ≈ −0.83± 0.14 for Pe = −0.43. The position and error depend on the Peclet number,

as is indicated in Figure 5.5. Similarly, we calculated m using that m =
Cpo/Cpp

1−Pep+Cop/CppPepa

and found m = 1.23± 0.15 for Peclet number of Pe = −0.43. Finally, we obtained the Peclet

number of the octane-PFH droplets or predator particles by multiplying Pep, a and m (see

Equation 5.11) and found that Peo = 0.38 ± 0.1. This is below the critical Peclet number

where self-propulsion occurs, in agreement with the observation that individual droplets did

not swim.

Using these values we display the position of the octane-pentane-PHF system in the state

diagram, as shown in Figure 5.5. Keep in mind here that the state-diagram has three axes:

a, m and Pep. We display two-dimensional slices through this diagram for a given Pep, but

because of the error bar on the Peclet number, also the position of the relevant slice through

the state diagram is subject to uncertainty. We display the state diagram corresponding to the

expected Peclet number Pep in continuous lines and the state diagrams that correspond with

the 95 % confidence interval (±2 times the standard deviation) in dashed lines. The position
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Figure 5.4: Speed distance curves of the pair interactions displayed in Figure 5.3. a) The
speed of two single emulsions as function of inverse squared particle separation. This scaling
should give a straight line with slope Cpp. b) The speed of a double emulsion approaching a
single emulsion as a function of inverse squared particle separation. This representation should
give a straight line with slope Cop. c) The speed with with a single emulsion escapes from
an approaching double emulsion as a function of inverse squared particle separation. This
representation should give a straight line with slope Cpo. The speed of the single emulsion is
however smaller than the noise, so no information can be extracted from this graph. In panels
a, b and c black circles and diamonds represent two independent measurements of droplet pairs.
c) Histogram of steady-state swimming speeds of a double-single emulsion pair. Data come
from repeated measurements in time for three chasing pairs in two independent experiments.
Swimspeed gives the value Cpo using that the prey particle moves slower than the predator and
thus dictates the swimspeed of the pair and that the interparticle distance r = Rp +Ro.
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Figure 5.5: Position of the pentane-octane-PFH system in the 2-particle phase diagram. The
lines represent the state diagrams corresponding to the average Peclet number of PFH pentane
droplets Pep and the 95% confidence interval. The continuous lines come from the average
Peclet number. The dotted lines represent the average plus or minus two times the standard
deviation. For the blue line that represents symmetric attraction and repulsion, the average is
displayed in dark-blue and the average plus or minus two standard deviations in light blue. The
position of the black circles indicates the average m and a values for three values of the Peclet
number. The size of the circle indicates the 95% confidence interval. Particle p represents
pentane-PFH droplets and o represents octane-PFH droplets. With the given mobility ratio m
and activity ratio a we find that octane-PFH droplets indeed chase pentane-PFH droplets and
octane-PFH droplets are not self-propelled, consistent with our observations.

of the black circle indicates the average position of the system in this state diagram and the

size of the circle the 95 % confidence interval. It shows that the entire range lies in the same

area in the diagram, namely where a successful chase occurs.

In this section we showed that pentane-PFH droplets and octane-PHF droplets exchanged oils

in a way that resulted in local changes in the surfactant concentration thereby gave rise to

effective interactions between the droplets. In this specific system, this interaction manifested

itself as a successful chase. This raises the question whether the observed dynamics are unique

to the choice of oils or if the behavior is generic for systems that undergo compositional ripening.

And if other oils also result in chasing, then how does the choice of specific chemicals affect

the dynamics?

To address these questions, we performed a set of experiments on various binary emulsions of
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Table 5.1: Combinations of fluoro- and bromocarbon oils that lead to chasing behavior.

Perfluorohexane Methoxyfluorobutane nonafluorbutyl ether
(PFH) (MFB) (NFB)

Bromo hexane
No chasing No chasing No chasing

(BH)
Bromo octane

No chasing Chasing Chasing
(BO)

Bromo decane
Bromo decane self propels

(BD)

bromocarbon oils and fluorocarbon oils. The reason for the somewhat unorthodox choice of

fluorinated and brominated oils is that they are heavier than water, greatly simplifying the

experimental study. Table 5.1 shows the different combinations of oils we tried and for which

we observed chasing. The mutual miscibility of the oils varies from a low miscibility between

bromodecane (BD) and perfluorohexane (PFH) to full misicibility between nonafluorbutyl ether

(NFB) and bromohexane (BH). The solubilities of these fluorocarbon and bromocarbon oils in

water is small (2.1 mg L−1 for bromooctane and 0.38 mg L−1 for perfluorohexane)

5.3.2 Bromooctane fluorocarbon systems

We focused on the interactions between bromooctane (BO) droplets and the three different

types of fluorocarbon oils show in Table 5.1. Going from PFH which is poorly miscible with

BO to NFB which is completely miscible, we saw a transition from no chase (possibly a failed

chase) to a successful chase. In this section we quantify interaction strength of the two systems

that showed successful chases and relate our findings to the oil miscibility.

Trajectories of bromooctane and fluorocarbon systems

Figure 5.6 shows typical trajectories of binary systems of BO with each of the fluorocarbon

droplets. The slightly smaller droplets are bromo-octane. They can also be distinguished from

the fluorocarbon droplets because they have a larger refractive index difference with water:

n25
D = 1.45 compared to n25

D = 1.24 for PHF, n25
D = 1.30 for MFB and n25

D = 1.42 for NFB.

As a consequence the bromocarbon droplets look darker than the fluorocarbon droplets. Their

tracks have been labeled red. The fluorocarbon trajectories were labeled blue.

We discuss four observations from Figure 5.6. First, it shows that bromocarbon droplets

mutually repelled and chased after the fluorocarbon droplets. Fluorocarbon drops did not

show distinct mutual attraction like the pentane-PFH drops in the previous system.
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Figure 5.6: Typical trajectories of binary emulsions of Bromo-octane and three fluorocarbons
with increasing mutual miscibility. Scale bars are 500 µm. Bromocarbon droplets act as
predator particles and we found them to chase after fluorocarbon droplets. Their trajectories
are displayed in red. Fluorocarbon droplets acted as prey particles and were seen to flee from
the bromocarbon droplets. Their trajectories are displayed in blue.
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Second, there was an increase in interaction strength going from PFH to NFB, consistent with

the idea that increasing the mutual miscibility also increases the oil exchange rate that drives

the chemotactic interactions.

Third, Figure 5.6 reveals a clear drift present in all three systems. Note that all droplets of

one type tended to move in the same direction with the same velocity, but droplets of the

other type did not necessarily move in the same direction. This suggest that the motion is not

classical drift from liquid flow, but rather a phoretic drift due to large scale chemical gradients

in the system, to which the droplets responded differently due to their different mobility. We

speculate these gradients were a result of the way these experiments are set up: We placed a

drop of pure BO emulsion on one side of the sample container and a drop of pure fluorocarbon

emulsion on the other side. Then we mixed by pipetting the liquid up and down in different

places. Probably the spatial separation of clusters of the two types of droplets led to the

formation of large scale molecular gradients that are not completely removed by the mixing.

In future experiments this issue could be removed by premixing the emulsions in a different

container and adding the binary system to the observation chamber, but for now we just note

that this drift is present, which has consequences for the interaction strength measurements

that we will discuss next. Note also that the phoretic drift in different directions provides an

experimentally easy way to bring two droplets of different types in contact. The particles were

50 µm to 70 µm after all, so that Brownian motion is negligible.

Last, the BO+NFB and BO+MFB exhibited spiral trajectories that we did not observe in the

pentane-octane-PFH system. In the section on cluster dynamics we will speculate further what

caused these. First however, we set out to quantify the pair interactions between the BO and

fluorocarbon droplets.

Quantifying the BO NFB interaction

We investigated a system of BO droplets of 50 µm in diameter and NFB droplets with diameters

of 70 µm dispersed in Triton x-100 surfactant solution of 0.5 %w/w, in which the BO drops

chased the NFB drops. To obtain the interaction parameters Cbn and Cbn, we measured

the approach and escape velocities of the BO and NFB droplets along the line that connects

their centers. The subscript n here indicates a property of nonafluorobutyl ether and b of

bromooctane.

The measured speeds were offset by the component of the drift velocity parallel to the interac-

tion velocity, which could be as much as 3 µm s−1 or 30 % of the interaction speed. Because the

drift velocity varied and orientation of the droplet pairs with respect to the drift was random,
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this offset varied between separate experiments. To still average over multiple particle pairs

we subtracted the velocity at a fixed distance of 130 µm. Figure 5.7a shows the results for BO

NFB prechases. We found that Cbn = −(7.8 ± 0.4)104 µm3/s. The escape speed of the NFB

drops is shown in Figure 5.7b from which we learned that Cbn = (2.3 ± 0.4)104 µm3/s.

Figures 5.7c and d show linear combinations of the speeds Ub→n and Un→b. Figures 5.7c shows

the repulsion of the NFB droplet by the BO droplet subtracted by the attraction of the BO

droplet by the NFB droplet. The attraction was stronger than the repulsion, so this gives

a net attraction, consistent with the observation that the droplets approached each other.

Figures 5.7d shows the average of Ub→n and Un→b which represents the velocity of the center

of mass. It shows that as the droplets approached each other, the center of mass moved faster.

The positive sign indicates that the pair moved in the direction of the NFB droplet.

To place the NFB BO system in the state diagram, we need to know the Peclet number of

either of the droplets and the ratio of activities a and mobilities m. To calculate these we

measured three out of the four interaction constants C11, C22, C12 and C21. The first two we

found from instances of a prechase, as shown in Figure 5.7, like we did for the pentane PFH

emulsion. For this system however, the attraction between the prey droplets is weaker than

in the PFH-pentane system, so that we cannot obtain Cnn from the speed with wich two prey

particles approached each other. Instead, we estimated the repulsion between two BO droplets

from which we can calculate the Peclet number of the BO droplet Peb and this way find the

location of this system in the state diagram.

We used clusters where two BO droplets chase a single NFB drop to estimate the repulsion

between two BO drops. In such geometry there exists an effective attraction between the two

BO droplets that originates from the fact that they both chase the same NFB droplet. This

effective attraction is balanced by the chemotactic repulsion between two BO droplets. If the

repulsion is weak enough, the BO droplets will move toward each other until they touch. If the

repulsion is strong however, it can balance the effective attraction from chasing the same prey

to give a steady interparticle distance. This distance rbb follows from balancing the component

of the speed of the predator perpendicular to the motion of the chaser with the speed as

consequence of the predator-predator repulsion (see Equation 5.12):

Cbb
r2
bb

=
Cnbsin(α)

r2
nb

, (5.13)

where rnp is the distance between the predator and prey and rbb the distance between two

predator droplets as indicated in Figure 5.8. BO droplets were very close to each other when

chasing an NFB prey, but did not quite touch, as shown in Figure 5.8a. Spacing between BO
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Figure 5.7: Interaction speed of BO and NFB droplets in two-particle encounters. a) The
approach speed of BO droplets versus the inverse squared interparticle separation. The slope
gives the value Cbn. b) Escape speed of NFB droplets versus the inverse squared interparticle
distance. The slope gives the value Cnb c) The time derivative of the interparticle distance or
relative speed Urel = Un→b−Ub→n versus interparticle distance. A negative Urel indicates that
the effective interactions between the two types of droplets is attractive. d) The time derivative
of the center of mass displacement of the droplet pair Usum = 1

2(Un→b + Ub→n) The data are
obtained from between 3 and 5 separate encounters and binned by interparticle distance in
1 µm bins. The error bars represent standard deviation in each bin.
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Figure 5.8: Spacing between predator droplets when two predators chase a single prey. a)
Two BO droplets chasing an NFB droplet. The BO droplets almost but not quite touch. b-d)
Two BO drops chasing an MFB drop. The spacing between two BO droplets is much larger
in than in the same cluster with an NB drop. e) Three BO droplets chasing an MFB droplet.
f) Histogram of the speed of a chasing pair of an BO and NFB droplet. g) Histogram of the
speed of a chasing pair of a BO and MFB droplet. The scale bars are 50 µm.
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drops chasing MFB drops in panels b-d were much larger and in that system even three BO

drops can chase a single fluorocarbon and still be separated as shown in panel e. Note that

the Debye screening length in this aqueous surfactant solution is on the order of 10 nm and

that the observed interdroplet distances were on the order of microns so that the contribution

of electrostatic interactions are negligible.

By measuring the spacing and the angle between the predators and the swimming direction

we estimated that Cbb = (3.7 ± 0.2) × 104
µm3s−1 from which we calculated that the Peclet

number of the BO drops is Peb = 0.35 ± 0.2, below the critical self-propulsion threshold. This

is mostly consistent with our observations, although the experiment typically contained a few

impurities in the form of BO droplets smaller than 10 µm, for which we did observe swimming.

Using the measured interaction parameters we placed the system in a state diagram in Fig-

ure 5.9. This time we chose the slice through the three dimensional parameter space based

on the (postive) Peclet number of the predator particle, so we found that the state diagram

looks similar to that in Figure 5.2f. This time we also chose the activity ratio as the activity

of the prey divided by the activity of the predator a = AN/AB and similarly m = MN/MB.

Note that this is opposite to our choices in the pentane-PHF system where we picked the slice

through the state diagram based on the Peclet number of the prey particle and the activity

and mobility were defined inversely. The reason for this difference is that we could measure

the Peclet number of the prey in that system, and we could only measure the Peclet number

of the predator in this system.

With these definitions we found a ≈ −2.1 and m ≈ 3.1. Figure 5.9 shows the position of the

system in the state diagram, where the continuous lines represent the expected position and

the dashed lines the 95 % confidence interval.

Quantifying the BO MFB interactions

We performed the analysis that we described in the previous section also on the BO MFB

system and found that Cbm = (4.2 ± 0.3) × 104
µm3s−1 as shown in Figure 5.10a, Cmb =

(3.0 ± 0.2)× 104
µm3s−1 as shown in Figure 5.10b and Cbb = (3.2 ± 0.5)× 104

µm3s−1. From

these values we calculated that Peb = 0.31 ± 0.6, a ≈ −1.3 and m ≈ 2.9. The position of the

BO MFB system in the state diagram is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.9: Position of the BO NFB system in the state diagram. The lines represent the
state diagrams corresponding to the average Peclet number of BO droplets PeB and the 95%
confidence interval. The continuous lines come from the average Peclet number. The dotted
lines represent the average plus or minus two times the standard deviation. For the blue line
that indicates symmetric attraction and repulsion, the average is displayed in dark-blue and
the average plus or minus two standard deviations in light blue. The position of the black areas
show the average m and a values for three values of the Peclet number. The size of the areas
displays the 95% confidence interval. With the given mobility ratio m and activity ratio a we
find that system lies in the region in the phase diagram that predicts that BO droplets chase
NFB droplets, consistent with our observations.
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Figure 5.10: Interaction speed of the BO and MFB droplets in two-particle encounters. a) The
approach speed of BO droplets versus the inverse squared interparticle separation. The slope
gives the value Cbm. b) Escape speed of MFB droplets versus the inverse squared interparticle
distance. The slope gives the value Cmb. c) The time derivative of the interparticle distance or
relative speed Urel = UM→B − UB→M versus interparticle distance. A negative Urel indicates
that the effective interactions between the two types of droplets is attractive. d) The time
derivative of the center of mass displacement of the droplet pair Usum = 1

2(Um→b + Ub→m)
The data are obtained from between 3 and 5 separate encounters and binned by interparticle
distance in 1 µm bins. The error bars represent standard deviation in each bin.
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Figure 5.11: Position of the BO MFB system in the state diagram. The lines represent the state
diagrams corresponding to the average Peclet number of the BO droplets PeB and the 95%
confidence interval. The continuous lines come from the average Peclet number. The dotted
lines represent the average plus or minus two times the standard deviation. For the blue line
that indicates symmetric attraction and repulsion, the average is displayed in dark-blue and
the average plus or minus two standard deviations in light blue. The position of the black areas
indicates the average m and a values for three values of the Peclet number. The size of the
areas displays the 95% confidence interval. With the given mobility ratio m and activity ratio
a we find that particle 2 indeed chases particle 1 and particle 2 is not self-propelled, consistent
with our observations
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Comparison of two fluorocarbons systems

When we compare the position of the BO MFB in Figure 5.9 and the BO NFB system in

Figure 5.11 we find that neither the Peclet number of bromooctane nor the ratio of the mobilities

m changed significantly. Only the ratio of the activities changed such that MFB droplets had

a smaller activity than NFB with respect to BO. Keep in mind here that the activity is a

measure for the rate of solute production, so this result suggests that the MFB exchanged less

oil with BO than NFB. That is in agreement with the fact that the miscibility of NFB and BO

is larger than that of MFB and BO.

It is noteworthy that the activity of the bromooctane droplets remained more or less unchanged.

Apparently the Peclet number of bromooctane did not depend strongly on the other type of oil

present in the system. This suggest that the main oil transport that occurs on the bromocarbon

droplet is dissolution into the continuous phase.

When we extrapolate the trend that decreasing the solubility of the fluorocarbon into the

bromocarbon leads to a smaller a-value, we expect the PFH BO system to move into the failed

chase regime, which is in agreement with the observations shown in Figure 5.6.

The speed of chasing pairs of an MFB drop chased by a BO droplet was smaller than the speed

of NFB BO chasing pairs by about a factor of 2 as shown in Figures 5.8f and g. We learn

two things from that observation. First, it explains why the spacing between two BO droplets

chasing a single MFB droplet was larger than that between two BO droplets chasing an NFB

droplet. At first sight, that might suggest that the BO repulsion is larger in the first case than

in the latter. We found however that the Peclet numbers of the BO droplets were similar in the

two experiments. Rather, the effective attraction that comes from the fact that both droplets

chase the same prey particle increases with chasing speed, as described by Equation 5.13. So

these observations are consistent with each other.

Second, we suggested in the section on the pentane-octane-PFH system that the chase speed

could be used to estimate the interaction parameter C12 where particle 1 is the prey and 2 the

predator. When we calculated this parameter based on the speed histograms shown here, we

found Cmb = (−2.8 ±0.9)×104
µm3s−1 in agreement with the value we found by analyzing the

trajectories of the prechase but Cnb = −(6.6 ± 1.4)104
µm3s−1 which is almost 3 times larger

than the value we found from analyzing the trajectories of a prechase. This means that the

assumption that the chasing speed is governed only by the escape speed of the prey particle is

not necessarily true and the error in both a and m could be larger than displayed in Figure 5.5.
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Surfactant variation

In the previous section we discussed the role of the mutual oil miscibility on the interaction

strength of chasing droplets. Next, we investigate the role of the oil solubility in the continuous

phase which is governed by the surfactant concentration. We measured the interaction strength

between BO and NFB droplets in aqueous solutions containing 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 %w/w Triton

X-100 surfactant. Chasing occurred in the experiments with 0.5 and 0.2 % surfactant but not

0.1 %. We measured the interaction parameters Cbn and Cnb for all surfactant concentrations

by analysing the approach and escape trajectories as described in the previous section. In

the experiment with 0.1 % surfactant we measured the interaction parameters by analyzing

trajectories of particles that drifted close by one another without yielding a chasing pair. The

results are shown in Figure 5.12a and b.

We found that the escape speed of the NFB droplets remained largely unchanged as a function

of surfactant concentration, whereas the approach speed of the BO droplet decreased (Fig-

ure 5.12c. Indeed the approach speed at 0.1 %w/w was basically zero, resulting in a failed

chase. Because we observed no instances of two predators chasing a single prey in the lower

surfactant concentration experiments, we could not measure Cbb and pinpoint the positions in

the state diagram that correspond to these conditions. Without that information the decrease

of Cbn could either be due to a decrease in activity of the fluorocarbon droplets or a decrease

in the mobility of bromocarbon droplets or a combination of both. Because we cannot distin-

guish between these scenarios, we indicated the shift of the position in the state diagram in

the two extreme cases in Figure 5.12d. The horizontal arrow corresponds to a change in the

fluorocarbon activity and the endpoint of the arrow corresponds to the 0.1 %w/w surfactant

concentration measurement. The vertical line corresponds to a change in bromocarbon mobil-

ity and extends far outside the graph to m ≈ 10. Note that in both cases the Peclet number

of the bromooctane droplet would also decrease so that the shape of the state diagram shifts

similarly to the shift from Figure 5.2a to Figure 5.2c. The positions of the various surfactant

concentrations in the state diagram are qualitatively in agreement wtih out observations that

the droplets successfully chased at high surfactant concentration and showed a failed chase at

low surfactant concentration.
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Figure 5.12: Effect of surfactant concentration on chemotactic interactions. a) The escape
speed of NFB droplets as function of inverse squared interparticle distance. b) The approach
speed of BO droplets as function of inverse squared interparticle distance. c) The interaction
paramters Cbn and Cnb as a function of surfactant concentration. d) Approximate shift of
the system position in the state diagram as function of surfactant concentration. The vertical
arrow represents the scenario that the change in interaction strength is due to a decrease of
BO mobility and the horizontal arrow represents the scenario that the change in interaction
strength is due to an increase in NFB activity.
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5.4 Cluster dynamics

Now that we have some understanding of the two-particle interactions between predator and

prey type droplets that lead to chasing, we move on to investigate the dynamics of small

clusters. Specifically we address the question to what extent the cluster behavior can be

explained in terms of geometrical sums of individual chemotactic forces. We use an array

of observed dynamics including translational and rotational motion, internal reorganization,

aggregation and disassembly, and turning as case studies.

5.4.1 Three particle dynamics

First, we consider a cluster of two predator droplets chasing one prey (we call this AB2), as

shown in Figure 5.13a. We assumed before that the speed of this cluster is given by the escape

speed of the prey particle at contact, like in the situation of a two-particle chase, but also found

that this assumption does not hold quantitatively.

Here we test if at least qualitatively the idea that the forces on the prey particle determine

the speed of the chasing pair is correct. In an AB2 geometry as shown in Figure 5.13a the

chemotactic force of the predator particles acting on the prey can be split in components

acting perpendicular to the direction of motion, that cancel each other out, and parallel to

the direction motion, that add up (see Figure 5.13c and d). The latter scale with the cosine

of the angle α between the direction of motion and the line connecting the centers of the

predator and prey particle. The speed of a triangular cluster of one predator particle chasing

two prey droplets (A2B) as shown in Figure 5.13b comes from a similar balance of forces. This

geometrical argument predicts that when all droplets have the same size and touch, an A2B

cluster moves with half the speed of an AB2 cluster.

Figure 5.13e shows the speed of predator-prey pairs (AB) in diamonds as function of r−2cos(α).

These are the same data displayed in Figure 5.4d, where the angle α = 0 by definition and the

interparticle distance r is the sum of the particle radii, so the spread along the x-axis of the two

droplet chase data comes from size polydispersity. The circles in the same graph represent three

particle chases with geometries as shown in Figure 5.13 a and b. Here the interparticle distance r

is also given by the droplet radii, but the angle α can vary with distance between the predator or

prey particles. Figure 5.13e shows that there was a linear correlation between the the swimming

speed and component of the force that the predator particle exerted on the prey particle parallel

to the moving direction. The slope of the linear relation is again a measure of Cpo and we found

Cpo ≈ 1.4 × 104
µm3s−1 compared to the value Cpo = (0.99 ± 0.13) × 104

µm3s−1 we found
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Figure 5.13: Swimming speeds of three-droplet clusters. a and b) Examples AB2 and A2B
clusters respectively. c and d) Cartoons indicating how the swimming speed of the clusters in
panel a and b depends on the interaction parameter C12 and the angle between the single and
double emulsion and the swimming direction. e) Swimming speeds of AB clusters (diamonds)
and A2B and AB2 clusters (circles) as function of inverse squared distance times the cosine of
the interaction angle. The data on the AB clusters are identical to those in Figure 5.4d. The
data should lie on a straight line with slope C12 as indicated by the equations in panel c and
d. The link to an experimental movie of a AB2 chase is shown in Figure 5.35. The link to the
movie of the corresponding simulation is shown in Figure 5.36.

from the speed histogram in the previous section.

The formation of three particle clusters often comes from the collision of a swimming predator

prey pair with a third droplet. Figure 5.13 shows a time series of a head-on collision of such

swimming pair with a second predator. Directly after the collision the three-particle cluster

was symmetric and therefore had no overall motion. But the structure is unstable toward

displacement perturbations. After about 10 seconds, both predator particles moved to one

side of the cluster as the prey moved to the other side. Note also that the speed of this three

particle cluster increased with the degree of asymmetry, as is quantified in Figure 5.13e.

The three-particle cluster shown in Figure 5.13a is the only stable geometry of the AB2 com-

position, but it could be unstable toward disassembly if the repulsion experienced by the prey

is stronger than the attraction experienced by the predator. Then a second predator would not

attach. This stability condition is similar to the condition for a successful chase—the predator

particles need to move faster than the prey in order to catch up—but it is more stringent

since the prey flees faster under influence of two predators than one. We found that the AB2

clusters were stable for all experimental conditions we probed. The AB3 stoichiometry on the

other hand was not for the BO NFB system, whereas it was for the BO MFB system. This is

consistent with the observation that AB clusters of the BO NFB composition swim faster than
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AB clusters of the BO MFB composition (see Figures 5.8f and g.

The collision between a swimming pair and a second predator particle resulted in an A2B

cluster that can form either of two geometries. It could either form in a triangular cluster as

shown in Figure 5.13d that moves translationally or it could form linear cluster that is static,

as shown in Figure 5.14b. Which of the two is formed depends on the incident angle and

the force balance similar to the force balance that dictates the stable distance between two

predator particles in an AB2 cluster. Here the competing forces are attraction between the two

prey particles and an effective repulsion that originates from the fact that both prey particles

move away from the central predator particle. This force balance does not result in a stable

distance between prey particles, but rather a condition that dictates whether an A2B cluster in

between linear and triangular (schematically shown in Figure 5.14d) reorganizes into the linear

or triangular cluster. The cluster forms a triangle when the activity ratio a is larger than the

geometrical parameter indicated below:

a ≥ (R1 +R2)2

4R2
1cos(α)

, (5.14)

where R1 and R2 are the radii of the prey and predator particle respectively. The incident

angle comes in through the cosine of alpha. Note also that the linear cluster in the last frame of

Figure 5.14b should not be stable based on solute-mediated forces alone. One would expect the

prey particle to move away from the central predator in this case. The fact that this cluster is

actually stable, suggests there is an extra binding energy present, which we think is due to the

depletion interaction. This is an interaction that arises between two particles in a suspension

containing a high concentration of smaller particles, such as surfactant micelles. There is a

small volume surrounding the large particles, called the depletion layer, that is inaccessible to

the center of mass of the micelles, due to their finite volume. When the particles approach,

their depletion layers overlap, increasing the translational entropy of the micelles and thereby

decreasing the free energy of the system, thus causing an effective attraction between the

particles.

From the speed of chasing pairs and the drag coefficient in water, we estimated that the

chemotactic forces acting on these parcticles are on the order of 1 − 10 pN. This is also the

order of magnitude of the depletion force one expects for 35 µm particles at contact due to

the presence of 1 mm of 10 nm micelles [124], so it is plausible the two forces compete. In

this calculation we assumed that the average number of surfactant molecules per micelles is

approximately 10.
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Figure 5.14: Stability of three-particle clusters of predator and prey droplets. a) Time se-
ries showing the head-on collision of a swimming predator-prey pair with a second predator
particle. Initially the formed cluster was symmetric and the swim speed was zero, but the
symmetric geometry is unstable toward perturbations. After about 10 seconds, a small asym-
metry continues to increase and both the predator particles move to one side of the cluster
as the prey moves to the other side. Note also that the speed of this three particle cluster
increases with the degree of asymmetry. b) Time series showing the grazing angle collision of
a swimming predator-prey pair with a second prey particle. Depending on the incident angle
and the balance of forces between the prey and the predator, the collision could have either
resulted in a swimming triangular cluster as shown in Figure 5.13 or in a stable linear cluster.
The linear cluster is symmetric and as a consequence has no overall swim speed. Note that
this cluster should be unstable if only solute-mediated forces where present. The fact that the
prey particles do not move away from the predator suggests there is an extra binding energy
present, which think is due to a depletion interaction that comes from the high surfactant
micelle concentration. Panels c) and d) display cartoons that indicate of the balance of forces
in three particle clusters that determines if there is contact between two predator particles
in panel c and two prey particles in panel d. The link to an experimental movie is shown in
Figure 5.37. The link to the movie of the corresponding simulation is shown in Figure 5.38.
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5.4.2 Multiple particle dynamics

When cluster dynamics are a consequence of the interactions between more than 3 particles,

summing forces quickly becomes untractable analytically. In order to test if the observed

dynamics of such clusters could be explained in terms of pairwise additive chemotactic forces

with the interaction parameters determined in the previous section, we performed a very crude

type of overdamped particle dynamics simulation, similar to the simulations performed by Soto

and Golestanian [98], but without a Brownian component.

Simulation details

We initialized the simulations by placing np predator and nq prey particles on positions that

match the positions in an experiment. Then we calculated the speed of each predator particle p

and prey particle q by summing the contributions of each other particle to the phoretic velocity

as

~Up =

np∑
i=1,i 6=p

Cpp
~rip
|~rip|3

+

nq∑
j=1

Cpq
~rjp
|~rjp|3

~Uq =

np∑
i=1

Cpq
~riq
|~riq|3

+

nq∑
j=1,j 6=q

Cqq
~rjq
|~rjq|3

(5.15)

based on Equation (5.4). Here i and j are indices running over all predator and prey particles

respectively. The displacement in a time step dt is then simply given by d~r = ~Udt. We

choose the time step dt always smaller than the smallest particle radius divided by the largest

possible speed for a given set of initial conditions. Typically 10−2s < dt < 10−3s We choose

the number of time steps n based on the length of the experimental movie. It typically varies

from n = 103 to n = 104. We treated the particles as hard spheres and resolve overlap using

inelastic collisions.

Because we measured three of the four interaction constants Cpp, Cpq, Cqp and Cqq from

measurements and the fourth is given by the relation Cqq = CpqCqp/Cpp, we can directly

compare our simulations with the experiments.

5.4.3 Pentane octane PFH clusters

Using the algorthim described in the previous section, we calculated the dynamics of a four

particle cluster of two pentane-PFH and two octane-PFH droplets (A2B2. In the experiment

the collision between two prey and two predator particles in the geometry shown in Figure 5.15a

lead to the formation of a symmetric cluster that has no back-front asymmetry so that it is not
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Figure 5.15: Formation of a static and symmetric A2B2 cluster. a) Time series of an experimen-
tal movie of pentane-PHF and octane-PFH droplets that interacted through chemotaxis to form
a four-particle cluster. The pentane-PFH droplets acted as prey particles and were brighter
than the octane-PFH droplets that were darker. b) Time series of a simulation of two predator
and prey particles that matches the experimental observations. The initial particle positions
were chosen to match the positions in the first frame of the experiment. The interaction param-
eters used were Cqq = −5.0× 104

µm3s−1, Cpq = −2.9× 104
µm3s−1, Cqp = 9.9× 103

µm3s−1

and Cpp = 5.7 × 103
µm3s−1 to match the values found from two particle collisions under the

same conditions, see Figure 5.4. Predator particles are displayed in red and prey particles in
blue. Scale bars are 100 µm.

expected to move. Indeed we saw in the experiment that the motion of the cluster was smaller

than that of a chasing pair and was comparable to the drift velocity.

The initial particle positions in the simulation were chosen such that they match the particle

positions in the first frame of the experimental movie. The interaction parameters Cpq, Cqp,

Cpp and Cqq equal the ones measured from the two-particle interactions in Figure 5.4. A time

series of the resulting simulation is displayed in Figure 5.15b. It shows that the same geometry

clusters is formed on a comparable timescale as in the experiment, although the pathway is

slightly different.

Next, we investigate an experimental five-particle A2B3 cluster that moved circularly shown in

Figure 5.16a. The circular motion is a consequence of a back-front asymmetry in the cluster

geometry that leads to translational motion, combined with chirality that results in rotation.

Again we picked the initial positions in the simulation such that they match the particle po-

sitions in the first frame of the experimental movie. A time series of the simulation results

is shown in Figure 5.16b. It shows that we overestimated the repulsion between two preda-

tor droplets. In the experiment, the two neighboring predator droplets touched, whereas in

the simulation their mutual repulsion created a stable distance between them, similar to the

three-particle situation discussed around Figure 5.8. The discrepancy could be due to the

speculated presence of depletion interactions from surfactant micelles that are not considered
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Figure 5.16: Circular motion of an A2B3 cluster. a) Still from an experimental movie showing
the rotation of a cluster comprised of three octane-PFH droplets that acted as predators and
two pentane-PFH droplets that acted as prey particles. b) Simulation of three predator and
two prey particles matching the experimental observations. The initial particle positions were
chosen to match the positions in the first frame of the experiment. The interaction parameters
used were Cqq = −5.0 × 104

µm3s−1, Cpq = −2.9 × 104
µm3s−1, Cqp = 9.9 × 103

µm3s−1 and
Cpp = 5.7× 103

µm3s−1 to match the values found from two particle collisions under the same
conditions, see Figure 5.4. c and d) Trajectories of the of the particles in experiment and
simulation respectively. Predator particles and trajectories are colored red and prey particles
and trajectories blue. Scale bars are 100 µm. The link to the experimental movie is shown in
Figure 5.31. The link to the movie of the simulation is shown in Figure 5.32.

in the simulation.

Besides the distance between the two predator particles, the dynamics in the experiments are

reproduced well by the simulation. Both shows circular trajectories with a similar radius as

shown in Figure 5.16c and d. The speed of the motion is also comparable.

The simulations suggest that the cluster dynamics can be tuned finely when one has control

over the cluster geometry and interaction strength. By varying the predator-predator repulsion,

for example, one could tune the angle between the predator on the tail end of the cluster with

the swimming direction and thereby the radius of the circle it travels.

5.4.4 MFB BO droplet clusters

Next, we discuss two distinct cluster dynamics observed in the system composed of MFB and

BO droplets. First we investigated the collision of an AB3 with an AB4 cluster. Notably,

when these clusters approached, they did not aggregate, like we saw thus far, but instead dis-

assembled. Specifically, the AB4 cluster fell apart into an AB3 cluster and a separate predator

particle, as shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Collision between an AB4 and AB3 cluster. a) Time series of the collision observed
in an experiment. The dark droplets are BO droplets and took the role of predator particles.
The brighter droplets are composed of MFB and took the role of prey particles. b) Stills
of a simulation matching the experimental observations. The initial particle positions were
chosen to match the positions in the first frame of the experiment. The interaction parameters
used were Cqq = −4.6 × 104

µm3s−1 Cpq = −4.6 × 104 µm3/s, Cqp = 9.5 × 103
µm3s−1 and

Cpp = 9.5 × 103
µm3s−1. The scale bars are 100 µm. The link to the experimental movie is

shown in Figure 5.29. The link to the movie of the simulation is shown in Figure 5.30.

We attempted to reproduce this observation in the simulations using the interaction parameters

for BO MFB interactions discussed in the previous section, but found that for those parameters

an AB4 cluster is not stable. We decreased the mutual repulsion between the predator droplets

until the four particle cluster was stable, resulting in interaction parameters slightly outside

the range of acceptable values found in the experiments on two droplets, namely Cqq = −4.6×
104

µm3s−1 Cpq = −4.6 × 104
µm3s−1, Cqp = 9.5 × 103

µm3s−1 and Cpp = 9.5 × 103
µm3s−1.

We speculate that the discrepancy is again due to depletion attraction between the predator

and prey particles.

With these values we could reproduce most of the dynamics observed in the experiment, as

shown in Figure 5.17b, albeit with a large discrepancy between the speeds. The discrepancy

in the speed is related to the choice of interaction parameters. They were chosen slightly

differently from the parameters measured from the two particle interactions in order to find

stable clusters, but this also changed the speed with which they moved.

In both the simulation and the experiment the AB4 cluster lost a predator particle. The reason

for this disassembly interaction is that AB4 cluster was marginally stable. The four predator

particles all repel each other and are only hold together by the attraction to the one prey.

When the two clusters move alongside each other, the predator particle on the AB4 cluster

closest to the AB3 cluster is pushed toward the other three predator particles. Apparently, this

caused the force balance on its neighbour to tip from attracted to the prey to repelled. Note
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that during this entire process the two clusters never physically touched. After the disassembly

the clusters in the experiment turned, which was not observed in the simulation.

Another noteworthy cluster that formed in the BO MFB system is an A2B2 cluster. This

cluster is similar to the one shown in Figure 5.15 only in a geometry that does have a front-

back asymmetry and is chiral. As a consequence traveled a circular trajectory. The dynamics

of this cluster could not be reproduced using the interaction parameters obtained from the

experiment on droplet pairs either, because the attraction between two prey particles was too

weak to form a stable cluster. Using the experimental parameters, we found that the collision

resulted in two separate chasing pairs. So instead we used the same parameters that we used

for the simulation shown in Figure 5.17 and found that the simulation reproduced the circular

motion, but with a different swimming speed.

Beyond sums of chemotactic forces

The agreement between experimental observations of cluster dynamics and simulations gives

some confidence in the concept of chemotactic forces and the measured interaction parameters.

We did however also observe phenomena that are somewhat counter-intuitive and cannot be

explained through the simple addition of chemotactic forces. Examples of such dynamics are

shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. It is worthwhile to discuss these observations, because they

point out the phenomena at play that are not captured by our model.

The first example is displayed in Figure 5.19 and shows the collision between an AB4 cluster

and a prey particle. Notably, in the second frame - after 9.0 s - the AB4 cluster simultaneously

connected to the prey particle and lost a predator particle on the other side. This points at

collective effects that are not captured by pairwise addition of forces. In the window from

11.5 s to 16.0 s, the chasing pair of one predator and prey particle turned in a way that is

not expected based on adding forces. This could be due to drift or residual gradients. In the

window from 23.5 s to 37.5 s, the pair turned again in an unexpected way. Simultaneously, the

AB3 cluster also turned without an obvious reason from the perspective of chemotactic forces.

This could be due to the collision with a small piece of dirt attached to the glass slide.

The unexpected turning of clusters of multiple predator particles chasing a single prey was

observed more frequently and a notable example is given in Figure 5.20. The time series in

this figure shows an AB2 cluster suddenly came to a stop, presumably because the prey droplet

got stuck to a piece of dirt on the glass, after which the predator particles continued to move

around the prey particle. This coasting motion resembles inertial effects, but the droplets are

in the low Reynolds number regime. In chapter 3 we discussed that particles with positive
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Figure 5.18: Collision between an AB2 cluster and a prey particle forming a cluster that moves
in circles. a) Time series of the collision observed in an experiment. The dark droplets are
BO droplets and took the role of predator particles. The brighter droplets are MFB droplets
and took the role of prey particles. b) Trajectories of the droplets. c) Stills of a simulation
matching the experimental observations. The intial particle positions were chosen to match
the positions in the first frame of the experiment. The interaction parameters used were
Cqq = −4.6 × 104

µm3s−1, Cpq = −4.6 × 104
µm3s−1, Cqp = 9.5 × 103

µm3s−1 and Cpp =
9.5× 103

µm3s−1. d) Trajectories of predator particles. Predator particles and trajectories are
displayed in red, prey particles and trajectories in blue. Scale bars are 100 µm. The link to
the experimental movie is shown in Figure 5.33. The link to the movie of the simulation is
shown in Figure 5.34.
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Figure 5.19: Experimental observation of cluster dynamics that cannot be explained by adding
chemotactic forces. The dark particles are BO droplets and act as predator particles. The
bighter particles are MFB droplets and act as prey particles. The scale bar is 100 µm. The
link to an example movie is shown in Figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.20: Experimental observation of a reorientation that cannot be explained by adding
chemotactic forces. a) Time series with red arrows indicating the temporary particle speed and
direction. b) Trajectories of the prey (blue) and predator (red) droplets involved in the turn.
The dark particles are BO droplets and act as predator particles. The brighter particles are
MFB droplets and act as prey particles. The scale bar is 100 µm.

Peclet number, such as the predator particles in this movie, can coast at low Reynolds number.

We suspect that this is the reason for the observed behavior.

After the predator particles moved around the prey that got stuck on a piece of dirt, the

orientation of the cluster changed such that it started swimming in the opposite direction.

This observation suggests that chemotactic forces can be used to produce swimming clusters

that can avoid obstacles.

5.4.5 Collisions and turning

In this section we have thus far discussed how collisions of predator and prey particles led to

the formation of small clusters that translate or rotate based on their geometry. Now that

we have an idea of the intrinsic direction of a cluster based on its composition and symmetry,

we move on to discuss how interactions with neighboring particles can change the direction of

motion of these clusters, without physically colliding.

We start from an example of such reorientation in the experiment. The simplest cluster with

linear motion is pair of a predator and a prey particle and this cluster moves linearly with the

prey particle in the forward direction as we discussed before. Figure 5.21a shows that when

such a pair approached a second predator particle, its orientation changed, which caused it

to change direction. The droplets in this experiment were composed of BO and MFB and we

could reproduce the observed turning in a simulation using the interaction parameters obtained

from two particle collisions observed in this experimental system: Cqq = −2.2 × 104
µm3s−1,

Cpq = −3.7 × 104
µm3s−1, Cpq = 2.5 × 104

µm3s−1 and Cpp = 4.2 × 104
µm3s−1. The result
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Figure 5.21: Turning of a predator prey pair due to the presence of predator particles.
a) Time series showin a swimming pair of a BO droplet (dark) chasing an NFB droplet
(bright) approaching a separate BO droplet. The pair initially turned away from the sep-
arate predator droplet and then toward it. b) Simulation reproducing the observations in
panel a. The initial positions were chosen to match the particle positions in the first frame
of the experimental movie. The used interaction parameters were Cqq = −2.2 × 104

µm3s−1,
Cpq = −3.7× 104

µm3s−1, Cpq = 2.5× 104
µm3s−1 and Cpp = 4.2× 104

µm3s−1. c and d) Tra-
jectories of predator (red) and prey (blue) droplets in experiment and simulation respectively.
Scale bars are 100 µm.
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is shown in Figure 5.21b. Trajectories of the droplets in the experiment and simulation are

displayed in Figure 5.21c and d. The ability to control the changes of direction of swimming

objects by placing static “signaling” particles can be a useful tool in directing particle dynamics.

The reason a swimming predator and prey pair changes direction when passing by a predator

particle is again due to the non-reciprocity of chemotactic forces, as is schematically indicated

in Figure 5.22f and g. We know that both predator and prey particles are repelled by predator

particles, but the magnitude of that repulsive force is not necessarily the same for the predator

and prey particle. In fact, as a general rule, these forces will be unequal for a given binary

system. In all the systems we have observed, the repulsive force a predator particle exerts on

another predator particle is larger than the force a predator particle exerts on a prey. As a

consequence, the predator in the pair moves away faster from the static predator particle than

the prey particle moves away from it. In other words, the predator prey pair experiences a

torque, that reorients it and induces turning.

The torque experienced by a swimming pair has counter-intuitive implications for the multi-

body interactions, when we think of them in terms of effective attractions and repulsions. For

example, a chasing pair approaching a single prey can either result in the formation of a three

particle cluster - which one would think of as an effective attraction - or to the pair turning away

from the single prey particle - which one would think of as an effective repulsion. Remarkably,

whether the approach results in attraction or repulsion not only depends on the interaction

parameters, but also on the approach angle. Even for the same set of interaction parameters,

there would be an attraction up to a certain angle and repulsion beyond it.

To illustrate this counter-intuitive effect, we performed simulations on a chasing pair approach-

ing a single prey particle as shown in Figures 5.22a and b. We used the interaction param-

eters Cqq = −4.9 × 103
µm3s−1, Cqp = 7.6 × 103

µm3s−1, Cpq = −2.3 × 104
µm3s−1 and

Cpp = 3.7× 104
µm3s−1, which lie within the 95 % confidence interval of the parameters mea-

sured for the pentane-octane PFH system. We picked the parameter slightly to the side of

that interval to maximize the turning effect for clarity. If we ignore for a second the fact that

the predator prey pair is swimming with a constant speed, one finds from simply summing

forces that the effective interaction between the separate prey particle and the pair would be

attractive for this set of parameters. Indeed, we see that in both the simulation shown in Fig-

ures 5.22 a and b, the pair and the prey particle initially approach each other. Simultaneously,

the pair experiences a torque and rotates. When the attractive force on the predator part of

the pair is stronger than on the prey, the pair turns away from the single prey particle. And

because the pair is swimming, this rotation competes with the attraction that exists indepen-
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Figure 5.22: Simulations of turning of predator prey pairs due to the proximity of separate
predator and prey particles. a) Approach of a swimming pair to a prey particle resulted in
a turn away from the prey particle. b) Approach of a swimming pair to a separate prey
particle resulted in collision and the formation of an A2B cluster. The only difference between
a and b is the distance r between the chasing pair and the prey particle. c) Approach of a
chasing pair to a predator particle resulted in a turn toward the predator. d) Approach of a
chasing pair to a predator particle resulted in the formation of an AB2 cluster. e) Approach
of a chasing pair to a predator particle caused the pair to orbit the predator particle. The
only difference between c, d and e is the distance between the chasing pair and the predator
particle. f and g) Cartoons indicating the force balance that underlie turning of predator prey
pairs near other predator and prey particles respectively. In all simulations the interaction
parameters Cqq = −4.9× 103

µm3s−1, Cqp = 7.6× 103
µm3s−1, Cpq = −2.3× 104

µm3s−1 and
Cpp = 3.7 × 104

µm3s−1 were used. Predator particles and trajectories are shown in red and
prey particles and trajectories in blue.
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dent of the swimming speed. If the pair approaches the prey under a shallow enough angle,

the attraction will win, but if it approaches under a steep angle, the swimming wins and the

particles effectively repel.

The opposite effect occurs when a swimming predator prey pair approaches a single predator

particle, as shown in Figure 5.22c and d. In this case the interaction between the predator and

the pair would be repulsive in absence of swimming, but the torque is such that the pair turns

toward the predator particle. Again, depending on the approach angle, the result is a turn or

cluster formation. Because the pair turns toward a predator particle, there exist an approach

angle for which the result is neither attraction nor repulsion, but the pair orbits around the

predator particle, where the balance between the effective attraction due to the swimming and

torque and the effective repulsion that also exists in absence of swimming, keep the pair exactly

in a circular trajectory, as shown in Figure 5.22e. This situation is intrinsically unstable since

any deviation from the orbit will cause the pair to either move away or closer until they collide,

so a fixed orbit is not to be expected in an experiment. One could however expect a pair to

make one or two circles around a predator particle when the parameters are optimized.

5.4.6 Spiral trajectories

Finally, we discuss one last example of dynamics that we observed in these droplet systems,

namely the spiral trajectories displayed by both the BO NFB and BO MFB droplet systems

in Figure 5.6. These are again two-particle dynamics and may seem the odd one out in this

section, but we discuss these observations here because simple summing of chemotactic forces

is insufficient to describe this effect. The part of this motion that is in line with the concept of

chemotactic forces is that a predator droplet chased after the prey, but one would expect this

chase to lead to linear motion, maybe interrupted by turns induced by forces from neighboring

particles. Instead, we observed spirals with a steady pitch, as shown in Figure 5.23.

We speculate here that the reason for this spiral motion is that the predator particles were

self-propelled. Although the droplets did not swim individually, because their Peclet number

was below the critical Peclet number that marks the onset of self-propulsion, we suspect that

they did undergo a swimming instability once attached to the prey droplet. The reason is

that the interplay between speed and gradient formation changes slightly, when a droplet is

attached to another object. When one accepts that the BO droplet that chases a fluorocarbon

droplet interacts with its own gradient and becomes self-propelled in a way that is discussed in

chapter 3, the helical trajectories are a logical consequence. The predator droplet now not only

chases after the prey particle but also moves along its surface due to its self-propulsion. That

causes the prey particle to turn, because it always moves away linearly from the predator.
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Figure 5.23: Spiral motion of a swimming predator prey pair. a) Speed of the predator (red)
and prey (blue) particles as function of time. The cartoon indicates how self-propulsion of the
predator particle along the surface of the prey results in a circular trajectory of the chasing
pair. b) Spiral trajectory of a BO droplet chasing after an MFB droplet. The scalebar is
100 µm.

Figure 5.23a shows the absolute speed of a predator and prey particle in a typical spiral chase.

The predator particle indeed moved slightly faster than the prey particle. This phenomenon

should cause the pair to swim in perfect circles, not in spirals. However, there was also drift

in the system, presumably due to large scale solute gradients, causing the circular trajectories

to turn into spirals. In agreement with that idea, the speed of both the predator and prey

particle oscillated and was higher moving in one direction along the large scale gradient than

along the other direction.

5.5 Proposed transport mechanism

Up to this point we discussed predator prey type interactions in the framework of effective

chemotactic forces with interaction parameters that depend on activity and mobilty. The

chasing and multi-particle dynamics of binary droplet systems could be fairly well explained

in that context, but it raises the question what microscopic process drives the solute gradients

that lead to motion. In this section we show which oil transport processes were going on and

speculate on how this led to chasing. For clarity, this discussion focuses only on the exchange

processes between bromooctane and nonafluorobutyl ether. At the end we will speculate on

the consequences for the more complex pentane-octane perfluorohexane system
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Figure 5.24: Emulsion of BO droplets and NFB droplets in a concave sample well. a) Image
of the emulsion in a concave sample well reveals repulsion between as well as dissolution of the
BO droplets. The BO droplets near the edge of the image are smaller than near the center.
The brighter droplets near the center of the image are composed of NFB. The scalebar is
500 µm. b) Schematic drawing indicating the balance between gravity and chemotactic forces
that causes the droplet density profile in panel a.
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Figure 5.25: Changes in refractive index reveal BO transport from BO to NFB droplets. a)
Time series of a cluster of BO droplets surrounding an NFB droplets placed in a concave slide
to keep the particles centered for long time observation. The dark droplets were composed of
BO and the brighter droplets of NFB. For clarity they have been indicated with a red and
blue coloring respectively. The refractive index of the NFB droplet changed dramatically and
matched the refractive index of water after 51 minutes. b) Time series of the same cluster
shown in panel a at a later time at higher magnification. The NFB droplet became visually
indistinguishable from the BO droplet. Scalebars are 100 µm. The link the movie is shown in
Figure 5.39.

In section 5.3 we stated that the droplets undergo both dissolution—oil transport into the aque-

ous phase—and compositional ripening—oil transport from one droplet to the other through

the aqueous phase. These exchange processes can be visualized by placing the droplets together

in a bowl shaped sample well, as shown in Figure 5.24. The majority of the droplets shown

in that figure look dark and were composed of BO. The brighter droplets in the center of the

sample well were composed of NFB. The droplets near the edge of the image were smaller

than the droplets in the center, as can be seen in Figure 5.24. The reason is that all droplets

shrunk as they slowly dissolved in the continuous phase with a dissolution rate that depended

on the available concentration of empty surfactant micelles. In the center of the container the

emtpy surfactant micelle concentration was lower than near the outside, because more droplets

contributed to saturating them with oil. This observation also suggests that the dissolution

process was diffusion limited. Moreover, this experiments shows clearly that the BO droplets

mutually repelled. The large distance between them was the result of gravity pushing the

droplets to the center of the well and the chemotactic forces pushing them radially outward.

Over time the droplets moved further outward.

The experiment also shows that the fluorocarbon droplets mutually attracted—or at least did
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not repel each other—as they clustered in the center of the container, and that the bromocar-

bon droplets were attracted by the fluorocarbons since they assembled around the fluorocarbon

droplets. Figure 5.25 shows an NFB droplet surrounded by BO droplets at a higher magni-

fication. Over time, the contrast of the NFB droplet with the aqueous phase changed until

after 51 minutes, the droplet was completely index matched with the water phase. This change

of contrast shows that bromocarbon oil was transported into the fluorocarbon droplet. A ra-

tio of approximately 40 %v/v BO and 60 %v/v NFB has the same refractive index as water

(n25
d = 1.33).

The NFB droplet continued to exchange oil beyond that point and the contrast with water

increased until after 233 minutes the NFB droplet was visually indistinguishable from the BO

droplet. Notably, at this point the surrounding droplets that started of as pure BO, moved

away from the central droplet that started of as pure NFB. This corroborates the idea that

the central droplet that started of composed of pure NFB was then mostly composed of BO

and repelled the surrounding BO droplets in the same way they mutually repelled. Despite the

BO transport into the NFB droplet, the NFB droplet did not grow in size significantly, which

means that not only BO was absorbed by the droplet, but also NFB left the droplet. So this

experiment revealed three oil transport processes: BO dissolution, NFB dissolution and BO

transport from the BO droplets into the NFB droplet.

Next, we speculate how the oil transport processes shown in Figures 5.25 and 5.24 led to chasing.

To this end, we first list all observations we have made pertaining to the oil exchange between

bromocarbon and fluorocarbon droplets. From the refractive index change in Figure 5.25 we

know that BO is transported to NFB. From the size change of droplets in image Figures 5.25

and 5.24, we know that both the BO and the NFB droplets slowly dissolved. In an experiment

with MFB and BO droplets we observed phase separation in the BO droplets suggesting that

the fluorocarbon oil was also transported to the BO droplet. Finally, decreasing the surfactant

concentration both slowed down the oil exchange processes and weakened the chemotactic

interactions that give rise to chasing, suggesting the exchange processes were mediated by

surfactant micelles, as is the case in the system described in chapters 2 to 4.

When an oil swollen micelle is formed at the droplets surface, this consumes surface active

surfactant, be it in the form of an empty micelle or as a monomer, and if a swollen micelle falls

apart near a droplet to release oil into a droplet, the surfactant molecules are also released.

So if all oil transport is mediated by surfactant micelles, dissolution causes droplets to be a

surfactant sink and oil exchange causes the droplet providing the oil to be a sink and the

droplet receiving the oil to be a surfactant source.

In order for the BO droplets to be repulsive, the NFB droplets to be attractive and the BO
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Figure 5.26: Surfactant mediated oil exchange between BO and NFB is the driving force for
chemotactic interactions. a) Schematic overview of the proposed oil exchange and dissolution
processes between BO and NFB droplets. Red indicates BO and blue NFB. b) Surface tension
measurements of oil droplets composed of a mixture of BO and NFB in an aqueous 0.5 %w/w
Triton X-100 solution. Notably, the surface tension of a mixture of NFB and BO with the
aqueous phase is lower than the surface tension of either of the pure phases.
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droplets to chase the NFB droplets, BO droplets need to have a positive Peclet number and

NFB droplets a negative Peclet number, see Figure 5.1. There exists two combinations to

realize that: either both have negative mobility, BO droplets have a positive activity and NFB

droplets have a positive activity, or both have negative mobility, BO has a negative activity

and NFB has a positive activity. Keep in mind here that positive mobility indicates moving

up a solute gradient and positive activity means acting as a solute source.

We assume that the solute in question is the Triton X-100 surfactant. This is a reasonable

assumption because oil solubilities are on the order of mg/ml, so that only small concentration

variations of that solute in the continuous phase can exist. It is unlikely that these small

gradients would drive interactions with strengths of the order of piconewtons. Surfactant

concentrations can vary between the bulk concentration of ∼ 8 mm and 0 mm. Also, surfactant

strongly affects the surface tension of droplets. Based on this assumption, the mobility of

both droplet is negative, because to minimize surface energy droplets are forced up surfactant

gradients by the Margangoni force.

Given the assumption that the Triton X-100 surfactant is the relevant solute, to produce the

chasing interactions described before, NFB droplets need to be a surfactant source and BO

droplets a surfactant sink. This is consistent with BO transport from BO droplets to NFB

droplets. It suggests that this transport is faster than NFB transport to BO droplets and NFB

dissolution. Figure 5.26 shows a schematic drawing of these transport processes. We speculate

that the reason the BO transport to NFB droplets is faster than the other way around is

related to the solubility of the oils in surfactant micelles. Perfluorinated and perbrominated

carbons do not usually mix with hydrocarbons. BO however only has one Br-group and likely

still co-assembles with the Triton micelles. The fluorocarbons are almost entirely fluorinated,

which is likely to decrease their solubility in the Triton micelles. As a consequence the NFB

transport proceeds slower than BO transport. We tested this hypothesis by using a fluorinated

surfactant, capstone FS-30, rather than a hydrocarbon surfactant. Indeed this inverted the

behavior and caused the fluorocarbon droplets to chase after the bromocarbon droplets.

We address the question what the driving force for mixing of oils through the water phase is.

Entropy favours mixing of BO and NFB when they are placed in contact, since the oils are

miscible. It is however somewhat surprising that there is a free energy gain related to BO

transport from swollen surfactant micelles into NFB droplets, knowing that there is also a free

energy gain related to transport from a pure BO droplet into swollen surfactant micelles. The

latter we know because BO droplets dissolved also in absence of NFB droplets. This suggests a

strong driving force to mix NFB and BO. We measured the surface tension of droplets composed

of mixtures of BO and NFB as a function of mixing ratio as shown in Figure 5.26b. The surface
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tension of mixtures of BO and NFB with water are lower than the surface tension of the pure

components with water. This suggests that BO acts as a co-surfactant for Triton on an NFB-

water surface and the other way around. We speculate that this decrease in surface energy

plays a role in driving the oil mixing through the water phase. Moreover, an NFB droplet gains

more surface free energy by absorbing some BO than the other way around, consistent with

the idea that BO transport is faster than NFB exchange.

The situation for the system of pentane-PFH droplets and octane-PFH double emulsions is

slightly more complex, because there are more components involved, but we expect that a

similar surfactant mediated oil exchange process is responsible for the chemotactic interactions.

Specifically, for these oils we think the dominant transport is octane going from the double

to the single emulsions. Also here the hydrocarbon transport is faster than the fluorocarbon

transport because of solubility in the swollen micelles. Pentane has a fairly high solubility in

the water phase (4 mg/ml), so that we think pentane dissolution is not (exclusively) micelle-

mediated.

Using these arguments one could think of designing and tuning binary emulsions to optimize

chemotactic interactions and control their dynamics, but this first requires a more detailed

study into the effect of mutual oil miscibility and solubility of oil in the surfactant solutions on

the strength of the chemotactic interactions.

5.6 Summary and discussion

In summary, we have described experiments on a variety of binary emulsions where one type

of droplet chases after another type of droplet that simultaneously moves away. The motion

of these droplets is a consequence of surfactant gradients they produce by exchanging oils

with one another via surfactant micelles in the aqueous phase. We analyzed the speed in a

framework of chemotactic forces. These are not real body-forces but effective forces that result

from Maragoni effects of droplets in surfactant gradients. A unique feature of the effective

chemotactic forces are that they do not have to be reciprocal. That means that a droplet of

type 1 can be attracted by a droplet of type 2, whereas a droplet of type 2 is repelled by a

droplet of type 1. We investigated under what conditions these forces result in successful chases

and mapped the experimental observations onto a theoretical state diagram.

Then we moved on to investigate the dynamics of small clusters of chemotactically interacting

predator-prey droplets and compared the experimental observations with simulations based on

additive two-particle interactions. This comparison showed that the majority of the multi-body

dynamics could be explained in terms of sums over the individual forces, but also revealed phe-
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nomena that could not be explained by this assumption. The most notable effect is an apparent

effective inertia of droplets with a positive Peclet number, that caused spiral trajectories and

turning when clusters hit obstacles.

Finally we speculated on the microscopic mechanism that relates the oil exchange to chemotac-

tic interactions. We found that a crucial requirement for chasing is that the oil transport from

one type of droplet to the other is faster than vice versa, which can be achieved by choosing the

surfactant such that it has more affinity for one oil than the other. It is also important that the

oil transport directly through water is small compared to the surfactant mediated transport.

5.6.1 Relation to self-propulsion

There is an underlying unity behind all the effects discussed thus far: self-propulsion in chapter

2, autophoretic enhancement in chapter 3 and solute-mediated interactions in chapter 4 and

5. Namely that particles with a positive Peclet number tend to move away from their current

position—one could call this self-repulsive—whereas particles with a negative Peclet number

tend to stay in the same place—they are self-attractive. It is the same self-repulsion that causes

particles with positive Peclet numbers to self-propel when their activity is large enough, that

causes them to sediment faster than their passive counterparts below the critical activity and

that causes two of these particles to mutually repel. The opposite is true for self-attractive

particles. The fact that self-repulsive particles chase after self-attractive particles, as we have

seen in this chapter is a logical consequence.

5.6.2 Relation to biological chemotaxis

The way chemotaxis works in prokaryotes (cells without a nucleus, such as bacteria) is different

from the way it works in eukaryotes (cells with nucleus, such as white blood cells). Eukaryotes

have many sensor proteins along their body, that probe the local solute-concentration. From

these many measurements at different places, the eukaryote can extract the direction of the

gradient an move in response. Bacteria, however are much smaller than eukaryotic cells, and

the typical gradients they experience are too shallow for them to measure local variations in the

concentration along their body length. As a consequence bacteria rather measure the absolute

solute concentration, move in a random direction and move again. Depending on whether the

solute is food or a toxin, their turning frequency goes up or down when they detect an increase

in concentration, so that they reside longer in more pleasant environments as the self-propulsion

becomes more random.
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The model chemotaxis displayed by the systems of oil exchange droplets described in this

chapter is similar to eukaryotic but not prokaryotic chemotaxis. The bacterial way to probe

gradients is on the other hand fairly similar to the swimming behavior by DEP droplets de-

scribed in chapter 2. There the droplets have an surfactant concentration dependent turning

frequency.

5.7 Experimental methods

5.7.1 Chasing experiments

The experimental work described in this chapter was performed by Caleb Meredith and Lauren

Zarzar at Penn State University.

Monodisperse emulsion droplets were produced using a commercial Dolomite flow focusing mi-

crofluidic device in which droplet composition and size can be controlled by varying the identity

and flow rates of the liquid phases through each of the channels using pressure controlled. For

mixing experiments, controlled numbers of droplets (300 - 500) are added to a glass sample well

with a diameter of 2.54 cm containing 3 mL aqueous solution of 0.5 %w/w Triton X-100 (non-

ionic surfactant with MW 625 g mol−1 and c.m.m = 0.015 %w/w), unless stated otherwise.

The dish containing emulsion droplets in surfactant solution was then mixed to evenly disperse

droplets by pipetting the aqueous liquid back into the dish. After mixing, the dish was covered

and left uninterrupted on a Nikon microscope equipped with 10×, 4× and 20× air objectives

for the remainder of the experiments. Droplet interactions were recorded in brightfield using a

Andor Zyla sCMOS camtera Software operating at 0.5 to 5 fps.

5.7.2 Image analysis

Image analysis was performed by tracking the droplet positions using the 2007 Matlab imple-

mentation by Blair and Dufresne of the Crocker and Grier tracking code [80]. To measure the

chemotactic interaction strength between a droplet pair, the velocity of the droplets was calcu-

lated parallel to the axis connecting the two droplet centers. The measurement was truncated

at interparticle distances of 130 µm to avoid influence of neighboring droplets. In the experi-

ments on the pentane-octane-PFH system there was little drift and we only had measured two

instances of pair interactions, so these were plotted as is. For the experiments involving BO

droplets, the drift complicated averaging between multiple experiments. To avoid this prob-

lem, the speed at 130 µm was subtracted from the speed of the measurements at each distance.
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Then we averaged the interaction strength using bins of 1 µm in interparticle separation. The

slope between the resulting interaction speed versus inverse squared particle separation was fit

using the Matlab least squares fitting procedure.
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Appendix A: QR codes to supplementary movies

Figure 5.27: Example movie of cluster dynamics that were observed in a sample containing
both MFB and BO droplets and cannot be explained by pairwise addition of chemotactic forces.

Figure 5.28: Overview of dynamics of a sample containing MFB and BO droplets.

Figure 5.29: Movie of the collision between a cluster of three BO droplets chasing one MFB
droplet and a cluster of four BO droplets chasing one MFB droplet.
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Figure 5.30: Simulation of dynamic similar to the experimentally observed cluster dynamics of
movie 5.29.

Figure 5.31: Movie of a cluster of three double emulsion droplets of perfluorohexane and octane
and two pentane droplets moving in a circular trajectory.

Figure 5.32: Simulation of dynamics similar to the experimentally observed cluster dynamics
of movie 5.31.

Figure 5.33: Movie of a cluster of two BO droplets and two MFB droplets that move in a
circular trajectory.
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Figure 5.34: Simulation of dynamics similar to the experimentally observed cluster dynamics
of movie 5.33.

Figure 5.35: Movie of a cluster of two BO droplets and one MFB droplets moving in a persistent
manner.

Figure 5.36: Simulation of dynamics similar to the experimentally observed cluster dynamics
of movie 5.35.

Figure 5.37: Movie of the collision between a cluster of one double emulsion droplet consisting
of perfluorohexane and octane, and one pentane droplet. The collision led to the formation of
a static linear trimer, which was metastable and reorganized to form a moving compact trimer.
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Figure 5.38: Simulation of dynamics similar to the experimentally observed cluster dynamics
of movie 5.37.

Figure 5.39: Movie a few NFB droplets in a cluster of BO droplets. The refractive index change
of the NFB droplets shows that there is oil exchange between the two types of droplets.
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Chapter 6

Using microfluidics to measure

diffusiophoretic mobilities

Active particles that catalyze chemical reactions on their surface produce local

solute gradients that can drive and direct their motion. A quantitative under-

standing of the mechanism through which phoretic forces couple these gradients

to motion is crucial for optimizing and predicting the swimming speeds and the

inter-particle interactions that accompany self-propulsion. These mechanisms are

largely unknown and obscured by the multitude of the concentration gradients

that form simultaneously, consisting of reactants, reaction products, and reaction

intermediates. Recently developed techniques to measure diffusiophoretic mobili-

ties require high concentrations of fluorescently labeled particles and are therefore

unsuitable to measure the mobilities of most active swimmers, which are typically

not fluorescent and can only be produced in small amounts. In this chapter, we

used well-defined concentration gradients in microfluidic devices to measure the

phoretic mobility of colloids by tracking the displacements of individual particles.

We found that single-particle measurements can in principle indeed be used to

measure the diffusiophoretic mobility, but that the reproducibility and accuracy

of the measurement depend on the careful production of the microfluidic device.
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6.1 Introduction

Colloidal particles can move in gradients of solute concentration through a process called dif-

fusiophoresis [31]. This process is analogous to electrophoresis in that the particles acquire a

drift velocity, v, that is proportional to the force that is the gradient of a scalar quantity—in

these cases an electric potential versus solute concentration, c—and a mobility, µ, that is a

property of the particle surface: vDP = µDP∇c [57]. Diffusiophoresis arises from interactions

of the solute molecules with the colloidal surface that cause a slip velocity of the fluid in a thin

layer near the surface that in turn moves the particle [30].

Diffusiophoretic effects for solid particles were first subjected to detailed experimental investi-

gation in the context of the formation of rubber gloves from latex particles [125–127] and have

since been utilized in a variety of systems [58]. Notable examples include declogging dead-end

micropores [38, 128, 129], manipulating particles in microfluidic channels [36, 39, 40], and driv-

ing and directing the motion of a class of active particles that are aptly named autophoretic

swimmers [130, 131]. A quantitative understanding of how solute gradients couple to phoretic

forces in these examples is important for optimization of these processes and for a comparison

to theory.

Particularly in the case of autophoretic swimmers, such quantitative understanding is lack-

ing [24, 41, 131]. These active particles catalyze surface reactions, which results in the si-

multaneous formation of gradients in the concentration of reactants, reaction products, and

reaction intermediates. Moreover, the catalytically active material typically only covers part

of the colloidal particle so that the phoretic motion is the consequence of the interaction of two

chemically distinct surfaces with the solutes. As a result it is unclear which solute gradients

and which surface cause the diffusiophoretic forces that dominate the motion [131].

The long term goal of this project is to disentangle what phoretic forces drive colloidal self-

propulsion and to what extent by measuring the diffusiophoretic mobilities of colloidal swim-

mers in well-controlled molecular gradients in microfluidic channels. In an effort to do this,

we build on the work by Abecassis et al. [35, 36] and Banerjee et al. [34, 37] who developed

techniques to measure the phoretic mobility of colloidal particles by placing them in controlled

solute gradients produced inside microfluidic channels. This technique involves tracking the

width of a stream of fluorescent colloids in tunable solute gradients. It requires large amounts of

particles that are fluorescently labeled and are therefore not suitable for measurements on active

particles, which are typically not fluorescent and often only produced in small amounts [22].

In this chapter we investigate whether the diffusiophoretic mobilities can be measured by track-
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ing single particle motions in dilute colloidal dispersions, analogous to techniques developed

for measuring electrophoretic mobilities using confocal microscopy [132–134]. TO this end, we

first show that a steady molecular gradient can be produced in microfluidic channels in a con-

trollable fashion. Next we reproduce diffusiophoresis measurements by Abecassis et al. [35, 36]

and investigate whether tracking single-particle motion can yield the same results. We did not

manage to reproducibly measure the diffusiophoretic mobility using this technique, but present

our initial findings here for future work.

6.1.1 Colloids chasing colloids

The diffusiophoretic mobilities of solid particles are of particular interest to us because they

are an input parameter for the models of phoretic interactions presented in the previous two

chapters. In those chapters, we showed that phoretic mobility of particles in solute gradients

can be used to drive interparticle interactions with ranges on the order of tens of microns. The

interactions have the remarkable property that they can be non-reciprocal, meaning that one

particle can chase another [98]. The two main parameters that determine the type of solute-

mediated interaction between two particles are the rate of solute production or consumption

and the strength and sign of the mobilities of the particles in solute gradients.

In the previous chapters, we investigated such solute-mediated interactions using dissolving

droplets. They provided a model system to study the interplay between interfacial forces

and local solute gradients because the interfacial forces were dominated by surface tension,

which can be measured directly with a tensiometer. However, droplets are not well-suited for

assembly into permanent structures. We therefore aim to measure mobilities of solid particles

in solute gradients. Combined with knowledge of their catalytic activity, this can be used to

design solute-mediated interactions and colloids that can chase each other in systems of solid

particles. There are already a few examples of solid particles that interact through solute

gradients [33, 122].

6.1.2 Nomenclature

The terms “phoretic effect” and “diffusiophoresis” are used throughout the literature without

a clear convention. To avoid any confusion that might arise from this lack of consensus, we

define the meanings of these terms in the remainder of this chapter. By “phoresis” we mean all

motions that occur due to gradients in a scalar quantity, such as temperature, solute concentra-

tion, or electric potential. “Diffusiophoresis” refers to all motions due to solute concentration

gradients, and do not specify the microscopic interactions between the particle surface and so-
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lute that drive the motion In the literature this is also called “chemiphoresis”, “chemotaxis” or

“solvophoresis” [34, 37, 38, 128]. Sometimes these terms are exclusively used to indicate motion

in uncharged solute gradients that arises due to an imbalance in osmotic pressure [30, 35]. This

is in contrast to electrophoretic effects, through which charged particles in salt concentration

gradients move due to the development of an ambipolar diffusion potential. We do not use

this distinction because it suggests the two effects are well-separated, even though they often

occur simultaneously in experiments. Instead, we will simply indicate which effect is dominant

where it is relevant.

Another common source of confusion is the diffusiophoretic mobility. In the literature, the

diffusiophoretic drift velocity is either written as v = DDP∇ ln c [35] or vDP = µDP∇c [57].

In these equations, both µDP , with units µm/s
mol/µm , and DDP , with units µm2/s, are called the

diffusiophoretic mobility. Using that ∇ ln c = (1/c)∇c, one finds that the two expressions are

equivalent and that µDP = DDP
c . In this chapter we will call µDP the diffusiophoretic prefactor

and DDP the diffusiophoretic mobility. An advantage of using the diffusiophoretic mobility

over the prefactor is that the mobility is only a property of the type of particle and solute that

forms the gradient, whereas the prefactor also depends on the absolute solute concentration.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first describe the three types of

microfluidic devices used in this study and characterize the flow through them. Next we im-

age the shape of the steady-state solute gradient that forms in a microfluidic channel using a

fluorescent dye. We use that information to measure the diffusiophoretic mobility of silica par-

ticles in two ways: first in the same way it was done previously by Abecassis et al. [35, 36] and

then by tracking the individual particle displacements. Finally, we discuss the various experi-

mental issues of all three microfluidic devices in the context of single particle diffusiophoresis

measurements.

6.2 Steady-state solute gradients in microfluidic channels

6.2.1 Characterization of microfluidic devices

The first step toward measuring the diffusiophoretic mobilities of colloidal particles in solute

gradients is the controllable realization of steady solute gradients. We followed the work from

groups of Boquet [35, 36] and Squires [33, 34, 37] and used microfluidic channels to produce

these gradients. Specifically, we used three types of devices with slightly different geometries,

each designed to deal with experimental issues that we will discuss later on.

The first type is made of PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) and consists of a psi-geometry of three
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Figure 6.1: a,d,g) Microscope images of the three microfluidic devices used in this chapter. The
poor image quality of panel d is due to glue covering the top of that cell. This does not interfere
with the confocal imaging for which it is intended. b) Confocal microscope image of a dye-filled
channel in the device shown in panel a. e and h) Schematic drawings of the cross-section of the
microfluidic devices shown in panels d and g, respectively. c) Flow velocity in the x̂-direction
as function of ŷ-position for a flow rate of 20.0 µL h−1 in the microfluidic cell shown in panel
a, measured near the middle of the channel using colloids as tracer particles. The dashed
line is the predicted flow velocity assuming Hele-Shaw flow and using a cross-sectional area of
2.5 × 104

µm2. f) Flow velocity for a flow rate of 1050 µL h−1 measured 100 µm from the
bottom of the device shown in panel d. The dashed line is the predicted flow velocity at this
height assuming Hele-Shaw flow and using a cross-sectional area of 2.3 mm2. i) Flow velocity
for a flow rate of 220 µL h−1 in the channel shown in panel g. The dashed line is the predicted
flow velocity assuming Poiseuille flow and using a cross-sectional area of 1 mm2. Dots are flow
velocities measured in the middle of the channel and the colors indicate the distance to the
nozzle. Purple corresponds to 0.5 mm, red to 1.0 mm, and orange to 1.5 mm.
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bar-shaped inlet channels that meet under 45 degree angles and merge to form a single outlet

channel, as shown in Figure 6.1a. The inlet channels were 150 µm wide and 42 µm high. The

outlet channel was also 42 µm high and 600 µm or 480 µm wide depending on the channel.

We measured the height of the channels using confocal microscopy by filling the channels with

Rhodamine dye, as shown in Figure 6.1b. We did not correct for the index mismatch between

glass and water in this measurement. This is the type of cell used throughout most of the

chapter.

The second type of microfluidic cell consists of a 2.9 mm wide and 600 µm high rectangular

channel with a square capillary with 500 µm edge length inserted in the center, as shown in

Figure 6.1d and e. The third device consists of a round glass capillary with an inner diameter

of 100 µm that was partially inserted into a square capillary with a 1.0 mmedge length to form

the coaxial co-flow geometry, as shown in Figure 6.1f and g.

In all microfluidic devices we call the axis parallel to the flow direction x̂, the axis perpendicular

to the flow direction in the imaging plane ŷ, and the axis perpendicular to the imaging plane

and parallel to gravity ẑ.

The idea behind all three microfluidic devices is that the inlet streams gradually mix through

diffusion such that molecular gradients build up in the ŷ-direction. Given a constant flow rate,

the material in the channel is continuously renewed so that a steady-state concentration profile

forms in the ŷ-direction. The amount of mixing increases with distance to the nozzle, so the

gradient in the ŷ-direction changes with the distance from the nozzle..

6.2.2 Flow velocity

The flow velocity is an important parameter in modeling the formation of molecular gradients

in a microfluidic channel. We therefore measured the flow velocities in each device using

Stöber silica and TPM (3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane) tracer particles for given flow

rates imposed with a syringe pump. We used silica particles with a diameter of 415 nm, which

gives them a gravitational height of 1 µm and a sedimentation velocity of 0.6 µm s−1. The TPM

particles were 2.0 µm which gives them a gravitational height of 0.05 µm and a sedimentation

velocity of 3 µm s−1. Devices 1 and 2 contain shallow channels such that we assume a Hele-Shaw

flow where the flow velocity vx at height z from the bottom is given by [135]

vx(z) = 6ū

(
z2

H2
− z

H

)
. (6.1)
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Here ū is the gap-averaged flow velocity and H is the gap height. We found ū by dividing

the flow rate in cubic micrometers per second by the cross-sectional area of the channel. The

measured and predicted flow velocities in devices 1 and 2 using flow rates of 20.0 µL h−1 and

220 µL h−1respectively are shown in Figures 6.1c and f.

The cross-section of device 3 has an aspect ratio of 1, so we assume Poiseuille flow in this

channel. Here the flow velocity vx at a distance r from the center of the channel is given

by [135]

vx(r) =
3

2
ū

(
1− r2

a2

)
. (6.2)

where a is the radius of the channel cross section. The cross-section of the channels in device

3 are actually square, so we used the edge length as the radius to estimate the flow velocity.

Figure 6.1i shows the measured and predicted flow velocities in this device using a flow rate

of 1050 µL h−1. We will eventually use this ability to predict the flow velocity for a given flow

rate to model the formation of solute gradients.

6.2.3 Visualization of rhodamine gradients

To confirm that molecular gradients can be formed in a predictable manner, we visualized

the concentration profiles of rhodamine dye in channel geometry 1 in two experiments. First,

we pumped an aqueous solution of 0.10 mm solution of rhodamine B—a zwitterionic fluo-

rescent dye with neutral charge at neutral pH—through the central channel and millipore

water through the outer two channels. In the second experiment, the rhodamine solution was

pumped through the outer two channels and water through the central channel. We used fluid

flow rates of 10.0 µL h−1, 50.0 µL h−1, and 500 µL h−1, which corresponds to 1.8× 102
µm s−1,

9.0×102
µm s−1, and 9.0×103

µm s−1, respectively, for a channel of height of 42 µm and width

480 µm.

For each of these conditions we measured the fluorescence intensity across the channel, as shown

in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. The fluorescence intensity is a measure of the dye concentration because

the concentration in the channel was below the threshold for self-quenching (≈ 1 mm) [136].

The first panels in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the fluorescent images of the dye flowing through

the microfluidic channel with a flow velocity of 50 µL h−1. They show that the dye solution

and water increasingly mixed with the distance from the nozzle grew. Because the steepest

gradients formed perpendicular to the flow direction and the transport due to flow was large

compared to transport due to molecular diffusion, gradient relaxation along the flow direction

was negligible. As a consequence, these images can be considered a projection of the time
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Figure 6.2: Steady-state dye gradients in the microfluidic channel shown in Figure 6.1a in a
defocusing geometry. a) Fluorescent image of a stream of 0.10 mm aqueous rhodamine solution
with a flow rate of 50.0 µL h−1 spreading in a 480 µm wide channel. Both the vertical and
horizontal scale bars are 500 µm. b,d and f) Experimental fluorescence intensity profiles of line
scans along the ŷ-direction of the microfluidic channel (perpendicular to the flow) measured for
flow rates of 10.0 µL h−1, 50.0 µL h−1, and 500 µL h−1, respectively. The intensity of each line
is scaled by the total intensity of that line and is a measure of the local dye concentration. c-g)
Theoretical concentration profiles calculated from Equation (6.3) with no adjustable parameters
for flow rates of 10.0 µL h−1, 50.0 µL h−1, and 500 µL h−1, respectively. Measurements and
calculations are shown at regular 1.3 mm intervals along the x̂-direction (parallel to the flow).
Color indicates the x-position, with red being closest to the nozzle and blue furthest from the
nozzle. In each case the dye comes out of the central channel.
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Figure 6.3: Steady-state dye gradients in the microfluidic channel Figure 6.1a in a focusing
geometry. a) Fluorescent image of a stream of 0.10 mm aqueous rhodamine solution with a flow
rate of 50.0 µL h−1 spreading in a 480 µm wide channel. b,d and f) Experimental fluorescence
intensity profiles of line scans along the ŷ-direction of the microfluidic channel measured for
flow rates of 10.0 µL h−1, 50.0 µL h−1, and 500 µL h−1, respectively. The intensity of each line
is scaled by the total intensity of that line and is a measure of the local dye concentration. c-g)
Theoretical concentration profiles calculated from Equation (6.3) with no adjustable parameters
for flow rates of 10.0 µL h−1, 50.0 µL h−1, and 500 µL h−1, respectively. Measurements and
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evolution of one-dimensional diffusion, where the x-axis is equivalent to the time axis and the

y-axis is the spatial coordinate. The evolution of the concentration profiles with time—or with

distance from the nozzle—is shown in panels b, d, and f of Figures 6.2 and 6.3.

6.2.4 Modeling the steady-state concentration profile

The dye concentration profile c(x, y) can found by solving a one-dimensional diffusion equation

under the assumption that the concentration gradients parallel to the flow direction are so small

that diffusive transport in the x̂-direction can be neglected. We use the boundary condition

that the concentration profile at the nozzle is a top-hat function with a width of half the channel

width Y0, so c(x = 0, y) = co ±∆c Θ(|x − Y0/2| − Y0/4). Here co is the solute concentration

in the outer channel, ∆c is the solute concentration difference between the inner and outer

channel and Θ(q) is the Heaviside step function, which is 0 for negative q and 1 for positive

q. The concentration difference ±∆c is positive when the solute concentration is higher in the

central channel than in the outer channels and vice versa. Using this boundary condition, the

concentration profile c(x, y) becomes [35]

c(x, y) = co ±
(

∆c

2
erf

[
2y − (Y0/2)

2
√
Dx/vx

]
− ∆c

2
erf

[
2y − (3Y0/2)

2
√
Dx/vx

])
. (6.3)

Using that the diffusion coefficient of rhodamine in water is D = 430 µm2/s and that the flow

velocity, vx is given by Equation 6.1, we calculated the steady-state dye concentration profile

in the microfluidic channel from Equation 6.3. The results are shown in panels c, e, and g

of Figures 6.2 and 6.3. The calculations qualitatively agree with the measured concentration

profiles. The point of inflection is shifted slightly in the experiment compared to the calcula-

tions, because the channel is not completely straight so that the center of the channel shifted

slightly compared to the center of the image. The steepness of the concentration gradient,

which is important for diffusiophoresis measurements, is reasonably well reproduced by the

calculations. With that information we move on to studying the responses of colloidal particles

to these concentration gradients.

6.3 Phoretic mobility measurements using fluorescence inten-

sity

In this section we first tried to reproduce measurements by Abecassis et al. [35, 36] on the

diffusiophoretic mobility of silica particles in LiCl gradients. We used a 2.5 % v/v dispersion
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Figure 6.4: Confocal microscope images of streams of 415 nm diameter fluorescently labeled
silica colloids being spread out and focused by LiCl gradients. Both the horizontal and vertical
scale bars are 500 µm. a) Outer channels had no LiCl; instead they contained the same buffer
that the silica colloids were dispersed in—1.0 mm Tris HCl—so that there was no gradient
in ionic strength, and the width of the stream of colloids remained constant. b) The outer
channels contained an aqueous 10.0 mM LiCl solution. The silica colloids moved toward high
LiCl concentration and the stream of colloids spread in the LiCl gradient. c) The colloids
were dispersed in 10.0 mM LiCl solution and the outer channels contained water. The silica
colloids moved toward high LiCl concentration and the stream of colloids narrowed in the LiCl
gradient.
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of Stöber silica particles with a diameter of 415 nm and 3 % polydispersity The center of each

particle was a gold core with a diameter of 20 nm surrounded by a rhodamine-labeled silica

shell with a thickness of 37 nm. The outer shell of the particle was Stöber silica, which we

found to give a zeta potential of 53 ± 4 mV. Abecassis et al. used 0.0025 % v/v FITC labeled

200 nm silica particles with a diameter of 200 nm and a zeta potential of 35 ± 5 mV. We

used the same channel geometry and salt and buffer concentrations.

The experiments involved pumping the colloidal dispersion through the central channel and a

10.0 mm LiCl solution through the outer two channels or vice versa, similar to experiments

with fluorescent dye gradients described in the previous section. However, now the fluorescent

signal is caused by dye molecules incorporated into the silica particles instead of freely diffusing

molecules.

6.3.1 The control experiment

Figure 6.4a shows the control experiment where the solution in the outer channels contains

1.0 mm Tris HCl with a pH of 7.5, which is identical to the buffer in which the silica particles

were dispersed. In that situation, no molecular gradient developed and the stream of silica

particles is expected to widen only slightly, owing to the Brownian motion of the colloids. This

process is much slower than the diffusiophoretic migration of these particles.

The addition of the Tris buffer serves two purposes. First, it was also used in the diffusiophoresis

experiments by Abecassis et al. that we set out to reproduce. Second, the addition of 1.0 mm

buffer decreases the influence of gradients of the counterions that are present in the particle

dispersion, but not in the buffer solution.

6.3.2 Broadening and narrowing

In figure 6.4b, the salt solution in the outer channels contained 10 mm LiCl as well as 1 mm

Tris HCl. As a consequence, a molecular gradient of LiCl built up across the channel as

described in the previous section. The silica particles moved in this gradient toward higher

LiCl concentration, resulting in broadening of the stream of silica colloids. Figure 6.4c shows

the opposite trend when the inner channel contained colloids dispersed in10 mm LiCL and

1 mm Tris HCl and the outer channel only contained 1 mm Tris HCl buffer. In this case a salt

gradient formed with high LiCl concentration in the center of the channel and low concentration

near the edge. Again the colloids moved to high LiCl concentration, which resulted in focusing

of the beam of colloids.
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Figure 6.5: Diffusiophoresis measurements for silica particles in LiCl gradients. a) Profiles of
the fluorescent intensity, that is a measure for the local colloid concentration, as function of
position in the channel in absence of a solute gradient. The colors indicate distance to the
nozzle. b) Profiles of the fluorescent intensity as function of position in the channel when the
LiCl concentration in the outer channels was 10.0 mm. c) Profiles of the fluorescent intensity
as function of position in the channel when the LiCl concentration in the central channel was
10.0 mm. d) Measured variation in full widht at half height of the fluorescence profiles in
panels a-c versus the square root of residence time. The symbols indicate the flow rates and
the colors indicate the type of experiment. All measurements were corrected for the width
increase in absence of any gradient, by subtracting ∆w = 8 µm/s0.5 t0.5.
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Note that in the broadening experiment, the concentration profile of colloids showed peaks at

the edge of the stream of colloids. This is due to the molecular gradient having a finite width,

as shown in Figure 6.3. The colloids accumulated at the edge of the molecular gradient, where

the influx of colloids was large due to the steep molecular gradient near the center, but the

outflux of colloids was smaller due to the weak molecular gradient near the edge.

Line scans of the fluorescent intensity, which are a measure of the local colloid concentration,

are shown in Figure 6.5a, b, and c. They show that, in the absence of a molecular gradient, the

width of the profile increases only marginally with varying distance to the nozzle, whereas the

stream narrows when the LiCl concentration is large in the center of the channel and broadens

when the LiCl concentration is large near the edge of the channel. Panel b) also clearly shows

the accumulation of colloids near the edges of the stream.

6.3.3 Extracting the diffusiophoretic mobility

To extract the diffusiophoretic mobility from these experiments we follow the analysis by

Abecassis et al. [35]. We measured the full width at half maximum, w, of each of the pro-

files as a function of distance from the nozzle x and plot the width increase, ∆w, versus the

square root of the residence time t = x/vx. The increase in the width should scale linearly with

the square root of time because the molecular gradient that drives the phoretic motion forms

through diffusion. We ignored all positions closer than 100 µm to the position where the inlet

streams meet to avoid flow effects near the nozzle. After scaling by the flow velocity vx, the

experiments at 50 µL h−1, 200 µL h−1, and 500 µL h−1 collapsed onto the same straight line.

The slopes of the lines in Figure 6.5d have the units of the square root of a diffusion coefficient.

For the control experiment, the slope should be related to the diffusion constant of the colloids

Dc through ∆w =
√

2Dct. The measured width in the control experiment increased with

residence time as ∆w = A
√
t with A = 8 µm/s0.5, which gives a measured diffusion constant

of Dc = 32 µm2s−1. That is much larger than than the calculated Stokes diffusion coefficient

for colloids of 415 nm, which is Dc = 1.2 µm2/s. We did not find reports of such discrepancy in

literature on similar measurements and do not know what causes the discrepancy. It is unlikely

to be related to a gradient in the counterion concentration, since we tried to minimize this effect

by addition of a 1 mm Tris HCl solution to both the colloidal dispersion and the LiCl solution.

It could be due to the high concentration of colloids used in our experiment. Independent of

the cause, we subtracted the line of the control experiment from both experiments with a LiCl

gradient. Figure 6.5d show the variation of the width of the colloidal stream as function of the

square root of the residence time after subtraction of the control experiment.
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The width of the beam of colloids also scales with the square root of time in the presence of a

solute gradient, only now the prefactor is an effective diffusion constant Deff that is related to

the colloids’ diffusiophoretic mobility. We measured a slope of 36.7 µm/s0.5 for the broadening

experiment and −35.7 µm/s0.5 for the focusing experiment. Using that ∆w = ±
√

2Deff t, we

find that Deff = 36.2 ± 0.7.

The effective diffusion coefficient is related to a diffusiophoretic mobility DDP as [35]

Deff =
8D2

DP

πDs

(
1 + 2ε+

2DDP

πDs(1 + 2ε)

)−2

, (6.4)

where ε = (c0 − ∆c)/∆c if the solute concentration is higher in the outer channels and ε =

co/∆c if the solute concentration is higher in the central channel. By numerically inverting

Equation 6.4 we found DDP = 912 ± 23 µm2/s, using that the average diffusion coefficient

of lithium chloride is Ds = 1.36 × 103
µm2/s [137] and c0 = 1 mm. The average diffusion

coefficient is defined here as Ds = 2D+D−
D++D−

, where D+ and D− are the diffusion constants of the

positively and negatively charged ions respectively. In the next subsection, we compare these

measurements to theory and the earlier measurements by Abecassis et al. [35].

6.3.4 Mechanisms of diffusiophoresis

We follow Anderson and Prieve in distinguishing between two effects that can give rise to dif-

fusiophoretic motion of solid particles [30, 31]. The first effect is called neutral diffusiophoresis

and is caused by the attractive or repulsive interaction between the solute and the particle

surface. These interactions include steric repulsion, Van der Waals interactions, hydrophobic

interactions, and electrostatics [130, 131]. When the interaction between the solute and the

particle surface is attractive, the particles will move up the concentration gradient. When it

is repulsive, they move down the gradient. In both cases, the surface energy of the particle

is decreased by maximizing the attractive interactions with the surrounding medium [138].

Alternatively, one can understand this effect as an osmotic pressure gradient forming in the

interaction layer near the particle surface [139].

The second effect is electrophoretic and is caused by the imbalance of the diffusion coefficients

of ions in a salt solution. This effect only plays a role for charged particles in concentration

gradients of ions. If the ions that make up the concentration gradient have different diffusion

constants, an electrical potential difference known as the diffusion potential builds up parallel

to the direction of the solute gradient. Charged particles experience an electrophoretic force

in the resulting electric field. Both of these effects induce liquid flow in the slip layer near the

particle surface, thereby causing the particle to move.
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Specifically for negatively charged particles in a lithium chloride gradient, the two effects point

in opposite directions. The diffusion constant of the chloride ions, D− = 2.03 µm2s−1, is larger

than the diffusion constant of lithium ions, D+ = 1.03 µm2s−1 [137], so a diffusion potential

builds up and drives the negatively charged particles toward the higher salt concentration. The

neutral diffusiophoretic effect always drives charged particles toward the lower salt concentra-

tion. We observed that the silica particles moved toward higher LiCl concentrations, which

suggested that the electrophoretic effect dominated.

6.3.5 Comparison with literature values

To check the agreement between our measurements and literature, we first compare the mea-

surements shown in Figure 6.5 with the expression for the diffusiophoretic mobility of charged

particles in z:z electrolytes by Prieve and Roman [30, 32]

DDP =
1

2πλBη

(
β

2
zeζ − kBT ln[1− γ2]

)
. (6.5)

Here η is the viscosity, e is the unit charge, ζ the zeta-potential of the colloid, kB Boltzmann’s

constant, T the absolute temperature, and γ = tanh[ zeζ
4kBT

]. The Bjerrum length λB = e2

4πεkBT

has a value of 0.7 nm in water at room temperature, and β = (D+−D−)/(D++D−) represents

the discrepancy in the diffusion constant between the positively charged and negatively charged

ions. The first term of this equation describes the electrophoretic motion in a diffusion potential

and the second term the motion due to osmotic pressure differences in the Debye double layer.

For silica particles with a measured zeta potential of −53 mV, we measured a diffusiophoretic

mobility of 912 µm2s−1, whereas Equation 6.5 predicts a value of 470 µm2s−1. This discrepancy

is comparable to the one found by Abecassis et al. who measured a diffusiophoretic mobility

of 575 µm2s−1 for their 200 nm Stöbersilica particles with a zeta-potential of −35 mV in a

comparable LiCl gradient when the calculated value was DDP = 286 µm2s−1. They suggest

that the difference is caused by measuring a z-average fluorescence intensity profile when the

flow velocity is not constant in z but actually varies parabolically. They calculated that this

effect results in an overestimate of the diffusiophoretic velocity by a factor of 1.9, which causes

their experiment and calculation to agree well. We imaged an optical depth of 80 µm, which

is twice the height of the channel, so that we effectively measured a z-average as well. This

suggests that our measured value of DDP , which is larger than the calculated value by a factor

of 1.94, is in good agreement with both the previous measurements and theory.
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Figure 6.6: . Diffusiophoresis measurement based on single-particle displacements in device
type 1. a) Diagram showing the microfluidic setup for a diffusiophoretic measurement based
on single-particle displacements. b) Histograms of the observed displacements of single single
silica particles at various positions in the microfluidic channel. The time interval of 25 ms
between measurements was set by the frame rate of the camera.

6.4 Phoretic mobility measurements using single-particle track-

ing

Next we set out to measure the diffusiophoretic mobility of the same particles and solute by

tracking the displacements of individual particles rather than looking at the fluorescent intensity

profile of the stream of colloids. The advantage of this single-particle measurement would be

that it requires much fewer particles and that the particles do not need to be fluorescently

labeled.

6.4.1 Phoretic mobility of silica particles in LiCl

We initially performed an experiment using a microfluidic device of type 1 for the single particle

measurements. The outer channels contained 10 mm lithium chloride and the central channel

contained a 2.5 %v/v silica dispersion, identical to the conditions used for the experiment
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Figure 6.7: Diffusiophoretic velocity of silica particles in contact with a stream of 10 mm LiCl in
device type 1. The black dots show the average particle displacement, which is measured from
the histograms in Figure 6.6. The red line shows the predicted diffusiophoretic drift velocity
based on the mobility calculated using Equation 6.5. The blue line shows the drift velocity
based on the mobility measured in the fluorescence profile experiment shown in Figure 6.5d
without correcting for the optical z-averaging.

shown in Figure 6.4b. We took movies of the particle motion in 58 × 29 µm areas at 30 µm

intervals in the y-direction, all 1.4 mm downstream from where the inlet streams merge. We

tracked the particle positions over time, and the displacement histograms at each location are

shown in Figure 6.6. Most of the histograms are not centered around zero but show an average

displacement that is due to the diffusiophoretic motion.

To see whether the diffusiophoretic mobility can be accurately measured from this experiment,

we plotted the average displacements as a function of position, as shown in Figure 6.7, and

compared them with the predicted phoretic velocities. For the prediction we used that vDP =
DDP
c(x,y)

dc(x,y)
dy , calculated the concentration profile c(x, y) with Equation 6.3, and used that the

average flow velocity was vx = 250 µm s−1, as shown in Figure 6.1.

The single particle measurements had an optical depth of 2.4 µm, so they cannot be considered

a z-average across the entire channel height like the fluorescence experiments described in the

previous section. We should therefore use a value in between the diffusiophoretic mobility

predicted from Equation 6.5 and the experimental value that is not corrected for z-averaging.

We plotted both curves in Figure 6.7 as an upper and lower limit. Note that these curves have

no other adjustable parameters and qualitatively agree with the measurements.
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6.4.2 Roughness on PDMS channel edges interferes with measurements

This measurement suggests that tracking the single particle motion in well-defined solute gra-

dients can be used to measure the diffusiophoretic mobility. However, we have not been able to

reproduce this measurement. We think this is due to the fact that we measured small displace-

ments in a narrow x-range with a large flow velocity. This renders the measurements sensitive

to roughness on the channel edge and height variations in the channel. These effects can cause

the flow, that is in principle in the x-direction, to gain a y-component that interferes with the

diffusiophoretic velocity, which is also in the y-direction.

The channel edge roughness is clearly visible in Figure 6.1a and the undulations it causes in

the edge of the stream of colloids can be seen in Figure 6.4. The undulations on the scale

of millimeters are a result of imperfect stitching of microscopy images, but the smaller scale

fluctuations are real and interfere with single-particle measurements.

The use of PDMS devices of type 1, shown in Figure 6.1a, is not in principle problematic

for single-particle diffusiophoresis measurements, since they can be produced in well-defined

ways in a clean room with dust-free fume hoods. However, we did not have access to these

facilities. Instead we explored the use of two alternative types of microfluidic devices, shown

in Figure 6.1d and f. These are made of glass capillaries so they are smooth on the relevant

scale of tens of microns and do not interfere with the diffusiophoresis measurements.

6.4.3 Alternative 1: silica in a shallow glass channel

The first alternative is channel of geometry 2, shown in Figure 6.1d, which has two potential

advantages over the PDMS device. First, the cross-sectional area is much larger than in device

type 1, so that the flow velocity can be decreased further, as shown in Figure 6.1f. Then

the limiting factor is that the syringe pump cannot handle flow rates smaller than 10 µL h−1.

Second, the walls of the device are made of glass, so they are smooth and straight on the

relevant length scales.

A disadvantage of this cell is that the central capillary has 100 µm thick walls, which results

in a pressure gradient near the nozzle. Also, the walls of the capillaries might not be exactly

parallel, since they were placed manually. Both effects could result in a y-component to the

particle velocity that is due to fluid flow instead of phoretic effects.

In this microfluidic cell, we measured the average y-displacement using both particle image

velocimetry and particle tracking at 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm from the nozzle, both in

a control experiment without a solute gradient and with a LiCl gradient. The results of the
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Figure 6.8: Silica particle velocities perpendicular to the flow velocity as function of y-position
in device type 2. a) Particle velocities in absence of a solute gradient as a control experiment.
b) Particle velocities in a LiCl gradient with a higher LiCl concentration near the outside
of the channel. Circles represent measurements from particle tracking. Diamonds represent
measurements from PIV. The colors indicate distance to the nozzle. The lines are predictions
based on Equations 6.3 and 6.5.

control experiment are shown in Figure 6.8a and show that the particle stream spread in the

y-direction. The degree of spreading seemed to be independent of the distance to the nozzle.

Panel b) shows the results of the measurement with 10 mm LiCl in the outer channels. The

displacements did not deviate significantly from the control experiment, suggesting that the

spreading observed in this cell is a consequence of the fluid flow and not of a diffusiophoretic ef-

fect. From these experiments, we conclude that cell type 2 is not well-suited for diffusiophoresis

measurements.

6.4.4 Stroboscopic effect in particle tracking with average flow

As an aside, tracking particles that move with large average velocities is intrinsically problem-

atic. Typically, tracking software connects particle positions in subsequent frames by associat-

ing particles such that the sum of all particle displacements is minimized. However, when all

of the particles move with a large average velocity, this leads to incorrect particle association

between frames through a stroboscopic effect. We corrected for the average flow by subtract-

ing the predicted displacement from the positions in each consecutive frame. This way we

could correct for flow in the x-direction, because we knew the flow velocity, but we could not

correct for diffusiophoretic flow velocities in the y-direction without introducing a bias to the

measurement. For that reason we also measured the average displacement through PIV, which

correlates pixel intensities between two frames across the entire image and is therefore less
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sensitive to this stroboscopic effect. Figure 6.8 shows that particle tracking and PIV show the

same trends, but the displacement is typically underestimated slightly by tracking. This could

be avoided in the future by using lower particle concentrations, but then longer measurements

would be required to obtain enough statistics.

6.4.5 Alternative 2: TPM in a square capillary

The last microfluidic device that we used was of type 3, as shown in Figure 6.1g. Since the

edges of this cell are the edges of an industrially produced capillary, the walls are parallel and

straight, minimizing flow effects on the particle y-displacement. The major disadvantage of this

type of device is that the central inlet is 0.6 mm above the bottom of the cell (100 µm from the

thickness of the outer square capillary and 0.5 mm because it is centered in the middle of the

outer square capillary. As a consequence, this device is not compatible with a 100× objective

and the 415 nm silica particles we have used thus far cannot be observed. Instead, we used

rhodamine labeled 2 µm TPM particles to attempt to reproducibly measure diffusiophoretic

mobilities in this device.

Another disadvantage is that this cell does not have a shallow geometry, so the molecular

diffusion effectively occurs in two dimensions rather than one. This results in a much faster

decay of the solute gradient.

Similar to the experiments with device type 2, we measured the average displacement of the

TPM colloids at 50 µm intervals in the y-direction across the channel at 0.5 mm, 1.5 mm,

2.5 mm, 3.5 mm and 4.5 mm from the nozzle. We ignored measurements at 0.5 mm from the

nozzle because there were clear flow affects due to the thick glass wall of the inner capillary, as

shown in Figure 6.9.

The results of the control experiment with no applied solute gradient are shown in Figure 6.10a.

It shows that the measured displacements were zero in absence of any gradients. In the presence

of LiCl gradients, we observed drift velocities in the y-direction that, on average, decrease with

increasing distance to the nozzle. We also predicted the phoretic drift velocity of the colloids,

shown in Figure 6.10b and c, using the measured zeta potential of−14 mV for the TPM colloids,

which gives a predicted phoretic mobility is DDP = 102 µm2s−1 according to Equation 6.5. The

measured drift velocities did not match the predicted velocities based on Equations 6.3 and 6.5,

suggesting that the measured displacements had a different origin than diffusiophoresis.
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Figure 6.9: Traces of TPM particles near the nozzle in device type 3 shown in Figure 6.1g.
The nozzle is situated on the left edge of the image.
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Figure 6.10: TPM particle velocities perpendicular to the flow direction as function of y-position
in device type 3. a) Measured velocities in absence of a solute gradient. b) Measured (dots) and
predicted (lines) velocities in a LiCl gradient with higher LiCl concentration near the outside of
the channel. c) Measured (dots) and predicted (lines) velocities in a LiCl gradient with higher
LiCl concentration near the inside of the channel. Colors indicate the distance to the nozzle.
The lines are predictions based on Equations 6.3 and 6.5
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Figure 6.11: Flow pattern in a microfluidic device of type 2 that resulted from jerky flow. The
fluorescent signal is caused by rhodamine-labeled silica particles.

Flow stability issues

Finally, we want to address an issue that results from the use of syringes in combination

with colloidal dispersions. We have experienced that, over time, colloids tend to get trapped

between the plunger and the syringe, which dramatically increases the friction between the

two. The increased friction resulted in irregular flow rates and gave rise to mushroom-shaped

flow patterns in the microfluidic device, as shown in Figure 6.11. These flow patterns render

diffusiophoresis measurements impossible and can only be resolved by cleaning the syringes.

When only a small subsection of the microfluidic device is being imaged to track single-particle

motion, the irregular flow is likely to go unnoticed. We therefore recommend always asserting

that a stable flow has been established using a low magnification objective before starting

single-particle measurements.

6.5 Summary and outlook

In this chapter we have investigated the possibility of measuring the diffusiophoretic mobility

of colloidal particles by tracking their individual displacement. We first showed that molecular

solute gradients can be produced in microfluidic channels in a predictable manner. Then we
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reproduced a measurement of the diffusiophoretic mobility of silica particles by Abecassis et

al.. The value we found is consistent with both their measurements and theory. We repeated

the measurement by tracking the single-particle motion of a colloid and found a comparable

value, but we were unable to reproduce this experiment due to what we believe are temporary,

practical limitations of PDMS devices produced outside of a clean room.

We attempted to use two different microfluidic cell designs made from glass capillaries to

circumvent the practical issues with geometrically less well defined PDMS devices, but neither

resulted in successful measurements of the diffusiophoretic mobility. From these observations

we concluded that such measurements using single-particle tracking are possible in principle,

but require more careful design and production of microfluidic devices.

To convincingly show that particle tracking in microfluidic devices can be used to measure

diffusiophoretic mobilities and not just flow artifacts, it is essential that the same value is

obtained in both a spreading and focussing experiment. We have not been able to demonstrate

this thus far. Moreover, the magnitude of the phoretic velocity should decrease with distance

from the nozzle. Once protocols for this technique have been established for silica particles in

LiCl gradients, it could also be used to measure the phoretic mobilities for TPM and Hematite

particles in gradients of acid, base, and hydrogen peroxide.

6.6 Methods and materials

6.6.1 Colloid synthesis

The Stöbersilica colloids with a diamter of 415 nm and a polydispersity of 3 % were produced

by Wendy Steinvoort following a synthesis procedure described by Fokkema et al. [140] and

contained a gold core with a diameter of 20 nm surrounded by a rhodamine-labeled silica shell

with a thickness of 37 nm. The outer shell of the colloids consisted of pure, undyed Stöbersilica.

The TPM colloids with a diameter of 2.0 µm were produced by Rama Kotni using a synthesis

procedure described by Van der Wel et al. [141]. The fluorescent dye Rhodamine B was

incorporated throughout these colloids

6.6.2 Zeta potential measurements

The zeta potential of the TPM and Stöber silica particles was determined using a Malvern

Zetasizer. Both were dispersed in 10 mm NaCl solution so that the Debye length κ−1 is 3 nm
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in water. The ratio of the particle size and Debye length is then κa = 83 for the 500 nm silica

particles and κa = 333 for the 2.0 µm TPM particles, so that both are in the Smoluchowski

limit. In this limit, we measured ζ-potentials of 53 ±4 mV for the Silica particles and 14 ±3 mV

for the TPM colloids.

6.6.3 Microfluidic device production

PDMS devices were produced using well-established soft lithography methods et al. [142, 143].

The glass devices of type 3 were produced according to a protocol described in detail in Ap-

pendix A of Chapter 2 and in the supplementary material of Montanarella et al. [82], where the

central capillary is a round capillary with inner diameter 100 µm and the outermost capillary

is a square capillary with inner edge length 1 mm. A square capillary with inner edge length

0.3 µm and a round capillary with inner diameter 600 µm were used as spacers to center the

smallest capillary in the outer capillary.

The glass devices of type 2 were produced by gluing two square capillaries of length 3.0 cm

with an inner edge length of 500 µm 2.9 mm apart to a #1.5 Menzel Gläzer cover slip with

UV-cured glue (Norland 68 optical adhesive). These capillaries served as spacers. A third

square capillary was placed in between the first two, displaced by 2 cm. Then a second cover

slip was cut to 3 mm wide and 2.0 cm long and glued on top of the three capillaries such

that the edges aligned with the edges of the spacer capillaries to form the ceiling of the cell.

We placed three blunt needle tips (Techsil TS21 Green with a polypropylene Luer Lock, and

stainless steel needle with inner diameter 0.51 mm) on the bottom glass slide to form the inlet

and outlet connections. Two needle tips were placed on either edge of the top glass slide to

form the buffer inlet and outlet connection. The third needle was placed over the exposed

edge of the inlet capillary to form the colloid inlet connection. They were fixed in place using

UV-cured glue.

6.6.4 Fluorescent microscopy

Fluorescent images of dye gradients and streams of colloids were obtained using a Leica TCS

SP8 confocal microscope equipped with a 10 × objective (NA = 0.25) and a resonance scanner

operating at 12 kHz. In both cases the pinhole was opened completely to a size of 5 AU

(423 µm) so that we imaged an optical depth of 80 µm.

Movies of single-particle displacements were obtained using a Leica TCS SP8 confocal micro-

scope equipped with a 100 × oil immersion confocal objective (NA = 1.4). The pinhole was
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opened to a size of 3 AU (458 µm) so that we imaged an optical depth of 2.4 µm. We recorded

images sizes of 40× 40 µm at a frame rates varying between 5 and 28 fps for 35 s to 300 s to

obtain 103 frames at each position. Images were recorded in reflection mode to show that this

technique does not rely on the use of fluorescent particles.

6.6.5 Microfluidics

Flow rates were set using a Nemesys syringe pump equipped with 2 mL Hamilton glass syringes.

The overall flow rate was the sum of the flow rate applied to the central channel and the flow

rate applied to the outer channels. The flow rate to each channel Ui is related to the overall

flow rate U0 as Ui = Ai/AtotU0, where Ai and Atot are the cross-sectional areas of channel i

and the outlet channel, respectively. The flow velocities in the inlet channels are approximately

equal, which minimizes flow effects near the nozzle.

6.6.6 Image analysis and particle tracking

We used a 2007 Matlab implementation by Blair and Dufresne of the Crocker and Grier [80]

tracking algorithm to find and connect particle positions. The particle image velocimetry

was performed with using the Matlab plugin PIVlab version 2.01 provided by Thielicke et

al. [76]. Image preprocessing and further analysis of the trajectories were done using Matlab.

Concentration profiles along the y-direction were obtained from fluorescent images by averaging

the pixel intensity along 10 rows of pixels in the x-direction and dividing by the area underneath

the curve.
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Chapter 7

Brownian motion of freely jointed colloidal

trimers

The Brownian motion of micron-sized particles has been studied extensively, for

instance as a model for the diffusion of molecules. Unlike molecules, clusters

of these particles are typically rigid and do not change their conformations on

timescales comparable to their Brownian displacements. Recently, colloidal clus-

ters and chains have been developed that are connected through more or less freely

jointed bonds, which has paved the way for determining how thermal conforma-

tional changes affect Brownian motion. Here, we investigated the dynamics in two

dimensions of freely jointed colloidal trimers that underwent thermal bond an-

gle variations concurrently with translational and rotational diffusion. We found

that their translational diffusion is slower than the diffusion of their rigid counter-

parts and that there exists a hydrodynamic coupling between their conformational

changes and displacements. When the trimers were in an elongated conformation,

the diffusivity in the direction of the chain’s long axis was larger than in the per-

pendicular direction, similar to what has been seen for rigid, elongated particles.

However, the difference between diffusivities in the parallel and perpendicular

direction disappeared on shorter timescales than for rigid particles. Finally, we

tentatively show that the same technique to produce freely jointed trimers can

be used in conjunction with magnetic fields to form small, freely jointed chains of

colloids.
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7.1 Introduction

Since the first predictions by Sutherland [4] and Einstein [5] and observations by Perrin [144],

colloidal particles have been employed as model systems to study thermal motion because they

are small enough to display Brownian motion on experimental timescales, but still large enough

to be observed directly and in real-time with light microscopy.

Like their molecular counterparts, colloids display stochastic translational and rotational mo-

tion due to thermal forces. The motion is inertial on short timescales—typically on the order of

nanoseconds for colloids [13, 14] with a diameter of 1 µm. On longer timescales, thermal forces

randomize the direction of motion and the colloid undergoes a random walk. This random

walk is characterized by a linear scaling of the mean squared displacement (MSD) with time

and a single diffusion constant that describes the magnitude of the displacement of the center

of mass of the particle in any direction [11]. On intermediate timescales, a particle’s shape can

bias the direction of the random walk [7–10, 15, 145]. For example, oblate particles typically

move further in the direction parallel to the particle’s long axis because the hydrodynamic drag

is smaller in that direction [8, 146, 147]. The motion is then characterized by two diffusion

constants, one in the parallel and one in the perpendicular direction [2, 148, 149]. This bias is

eventually averaged out by rotational diffusion on a timescale that is typically on the order of

seconds for micron-sized colloids.

The more asymmetric the shape of the particle, the more complex features the random walk

has on the intermediate timescale [2, 148]. For example, chiral particles perform a random walk

in which the rotational and translational diffusion are coupled [2, 9, 10, 16, 148]. This causes

the particles to rotate as they translate and vice-versa. Such coupling in Brownian motion

has been characterized for rigid colloids with a variety of shapes, including boomerangs [15,

145, 150], asymmetric clusters [9, 10], ellipsoids [8], and helices [16]. However, the effects of

thermal shape changes on the Brownian motion of flexible colloidal clusters have not yet been

investigated. The recent development of colloidal clusters with flexible [151, 152] and freely

jointed bonds [85, 86, 153–157] have now made such an investigation possible. The development

of such flexible bonds has also paved the way to experimentally realizing freely-jointed colloidal

bead chains whose dynamics [158–161] and crystallization [159, 162, 163] have been extensively

investigated.

Here, we report on the Brownian motion of colloidal clusters of three particles, with bond

angles that can vary freely, which are a realization of colloids with thermally accessible confor-

mational changes. We found that such thermal shape changes have three pronounced effects

on the particles Brownian motion. First, the long-time translational diffusion of the freely
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jointed trimers was slower than that of their rigid counterparts. Second, the transition from

intermediate-time to long-time diffusion depended not only on the rotational diffusion time but

also on a timescale related to conformational changes of the particle. Third, we found that

there exist hydrodynamic correlations between conformational changes and the translational

diffusion of the particle, similar to those seen in the rotational and translational diffusion of

chiral colloids. These experimental findings apply to particles close to a wall, which affects

their hydrodynamic interactions. It is important to check if the same trends are found for

freely jointed particles in suspension far from a wall. This remains for future work.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first introduce the hydrodynamic

friction tensor that relates forces and torques to linear and angular velocities for rigid bodies

and propose an extension for objects with internal degrees of freedom. We then describe the

Brownian motion of a rigid linear three-particle cluster as a benchmark with which to compare

the motion of flexible three-particle clusters. Next, we discuss the experimental system of a

flexible colloidal trimer and visualize the thermal fluctuations of their bond angles to show

that the bond is freely jointed. We provide measurements of the translational and rotational

motions and internal angle variations of the clusters and relate these measurements to the

hydrodynamic friction tensor. Finally, we show preliminary results on the diffusion of freely

jointed colloidal bead chains.

7.2 Hydrodynamic friction tensor

7.2.1 Diffusion tensor of rigid particles

In the low Reynolds number regime, the response of a rigid particle to a known external force

is uniquely determined by the hydrodynamic friction tensor H, which only depends on particle

size and shape. The particle’s motion is then given by [2, 148](
~F

~T

)
= −ηH

(
~U

~ω

)
, (7.1)

where H =

(
K C∗rot,trans

Crot,trans R

)
. The translational diffusion tensor K and rotational dif-

fusion tensor R describe how the particle velocity ~U responds to a force ~F and the angular

velocity ~ω responds to a torque ~T . Both K and R are themselves 3 × 3 matrices that de-

scribe the three-dimensional translational and rotational motion. The tensors Crot,trans and

its transpose, C∗rot,trans, describe the coupling of translation with torque and rotation with
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force, respectively. For a sphere, K = 6πaI, where a is the sphere radius and I is the identity

matrix, and R = 8πa3I. The coupling term Crot,trans is a null matrix. For a rod with the

x-axis chosen along its long axis, Kyy is larger than Kxx because there is less drag along the

x-axis.

When considering Brownian motion, ~F and ~T are not constant external forces and torques, but

stochastic ones caused by the thermal fluctuations of the solvent. The Brownian displacements

of any rigid particle dispersed in that solvent are then characterized by the diffusion tensor D

that relates to the hydrodynamic friction tensor as D = kBT
η H−1, where kB is the Boltzmann

constant, T is the temperature, and η is the viscosity of the solvent. Elements that are large

in the hydrodynamic friction tensor—indicating high drag—give smaller values in the diffusion

tensor, so smaller diffusivity in that direction. The long-time diffusion constant DT is the

average of the diagonal elements of the translational part of D and similarly the long-time

rotational diffusion constant is the average of the diagonal elements of the rotational part of

D.

7.2.2 Accessing the diffusion tensor experimentally

The elements of the diffusion tensor can be measured by measuring the time-dependent corre-

lations between particle positions, orientations, and conformations. To this end, we define the

time-correlation function between two random time-dependent variables V (t) and W (t) as [9]

CVW (δt) = 〈(V (t+ δt)− V (t))(W (t+ δt)−W (t))〉t, (7.2)

where δt is a small time interval. The variables V and W represent degrees of freedom that

characterize the position or orientation of the particle, such as x and y position of the center

of mass. The auto-correlations Cxx and Cyy then simply represent the mean squared displace-

ments in the x- and y-directions, and CVW with V 6= W are cross-correlation functions that

describe the coupling between variables.

The elements of the diffusion tensor D are calculated from the time-correlation functions in

the limit of short time intervals δt using

DVW (δt) =
1

2

∂CVW (δt)

∂(δt)

∣∣∣∣
δt→0

. (7.3)

Experimentally, the minimum size of the time interval δt is limited by the frame rate of the

camera. The value for the slope of the correlation function should be independent of the

choice of δt as long as it is much smaller than the rotational diffusion time of the particle and
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large enough that the cluster displacements are larger than the accuracy with with the particle

positions can be determined.

7.2.3 Diffusion tensor of flexible clusters

We set out to measure this tensor for the simplest geometry with thermally accessible degrees

of freedom: a three-particle cluster with fixed bond length, but a bond angle that can vary

freely. The clusters were confined to a flat surface by gravity such that only two translational

degrees of freedom and the rotation around one axis need to be taken into account. Then the

four degrees of freedom that characterize the position, orientation and conformation of this

cluster are the x and y position of the center of mass rcm, the orientation which is given by the

angle θ between the body frame of the cluster and the lab frame, and finally the bond angle

α, as shown in Figure 7.1.

When the bending deformation of this three-particle cluster is stress-free, such that there is

no potential energy difference related to the conformational change, the bond angle can vary

due to thermal fluctuations. The hydrodynamic coupling between changes in the bond angle

and the other degrees of freedom can then be found by calculating the correlation functions

given by Equation 7.2. The diffusion tensor for a freely jointed three particle cluster in two

dimensions then becomes

D =


Dxx Dxy Dxθ Dxα

Dyx Dyy Dyθ Dyα

Dθx Dθy Dθθ Dθα

Dαx Dαy Dαθ Dαα

 (7.4)

where the translational diffusion constant DT = 1
2(Dxx + Dyy) and the rotational diffusion

constant Dr = Dθθ. The rate at which the bond angle diffuses Dαα is called the joint flexibility

J [86]. The off-diagonal elements quantify hydrodynamic correlations between the variables.

By adding the joint flexibility to the diffusion tensor, we have implicitly assumed that for a

given distribution of forces, there exist a moment of the force—similar to the torque—that leads

to a change in bond angle. When the change in angle depends linearly on the moment of force,

both variables can be incorporated into Equation 7.1. The corresponding diagonal element in

the hydrodynamic friction tensor Hαα is then the drag related to a change in bond angle. This

also provides an interpretation for the joint flexibility J which relates to the friction tensor as

J = kBT
η H−1

αα . Later this chapter we will see that the joint flexibility is not only determined by

hydrodynamic drag, but also friction related to the way the particles in the cluster are bound.
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α
d

xlab

ylab

rcm xbody

ybody

f1

f2

f3

Figure 7.1: Schematic illustration of a flexible cluster of three particles with time-dependent
bond angle α. The body frame of the particle is indicated in blue and the lab frame in black.
The black arrows indicate the distribution of forces fi acting on the trimer that give rise a
change in the bond angle, or bending. The configuration of forces that gives rise to the bending
will be called the bending moment. No net translation means that f1 cos[α] + f3 cos[α] = f2

and no net rotation means that f1 = f3.

7.3 Brownian motion of rod-shaped clusters

7.3.1 Diffusion of center of mass

Before we delve into the diffusion of freely jointed colloidal trimers, it is worthwhile to discuss

the Brownian motion of the simpler case of rigid linear three-particle clusters for comparison.

We produced such clusters by aggregating 1.93 ± 0.05 µm diameter Stöber silica spheres in

50 mm NaCl solution and subsequently diluting the sample to stop the aggregation. We

studied the Brownian dynamics of two linear clusters that each had an absolute bond angle α

of less than 0.05 radians (zero corresponds to a linear geometry). We studied their Brownian

dynamics in a dilute environment—with no other particles within four particle diameters of

the clusters—in order to avoid interactions.

Figure 7.2a shows the trajectories of the two rods over a time interval of 2.5 hours. The MSDs

of their centers of mass scaled linearly with time, as shown in the log-log representation in

Figure 7.2c, which indicates that they each performed a random walk. The slope of the mean

squared displacement with time equals four times the translational diffusion coefficient, DT ,

which gave us a measured value of DT = 0.055 µm2s−1, as shown in Figure 7.2b. To get an idea

of whether this is a plausible value, we calculated the Stokes diffusion constant DT = kBT
6πηa of a
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Figure 7.2: Brownian motion of rigid linear three-particle clusters. a) Trajectories of two
clusters over 2.5 hours. The three particles in one cluster are colored red, orange and yellow.
The particles in the other cluster are green, blue and cyan. b) The average MSD of the two
linear rigid clusters as function of time interval is linear. The slope of the plot equals four times
the long-time translational diffusion constant. c) A log-log representation of the MSD versus
time interval. The slope is close to 1, which shows that the clusters traversed a random walk.

sphere with the same volume as the three-particle rod. This sphere has a radius of a = 2 µm,

which gives a Stokes diffusion constant of DT,Stokes,cluster = 0.1 µm2s−1. The particles we

studied also moved near a wall, which slows down the diffusion significantly depending on the

distance to the wall [164, 165]. To estimate the magnitude of this effect, we measured the

diffusion constant for the individual spheres with a radius of 1.0 µm and found that their

diffusion constant is DT = 0.090 ± 0.009 µm2s−1. This is a factor of 2.7 smaller than the

Stokes diffusion constant DT,Stokes,single = 0.24 µm2s−1. This suggests that the discrepancy

between the measured diffusion constant of the rod near the wall with the Stokes diffusion of

a similar sized sphere could indeed come from the presence of the wall.

7.3.2 Brownian displacements of rod-shaped clusters perpendicular and par-

allel to their long axes

In this section we show measurements of the Brownian displacements parallel and perpendicular

to the long axis of the rod-shaped clusters, similar to those performed on ellipsoids by Han et

al. [8] and linear clusters of spheres by Zahn et al. [146]. We first define a body frame where

x̂body is parallel to the long axis of the cluster and the origin is the center of mass of the cluster,

as shown in Figure 7.3a. The body frame co-rotates with the cluster and makes an angle θ

with the laboratory frame. Following the variation of θ in time tracks the rotational diffusion

of the cluster.

Figures 7.3b and c show histograms of the displacement in the x- and y-direction in a time

interval of 1.00 s on linear and logarithmic scales, respectively. The displacements in the x-
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Figure 7.3: Brownian motion of a rod-shaped cluster in the body-frame. a) Schematic showing
the choice of body and lab frame overlaid on a microscope image of a linear three-particle
cluster. b, c) Histograms of the displacement in the x-direction (blue) and y-direction (red) in
a time interval of 1 s displayed on linear and logarithmic axes, respectively. The distribution
is Gaussian and shows that large displacements are more probable in the x-direction than in
the y-direction, whereas small displacements are more probable in the y-direction than in the
x-direction. d) Mean squared displacement in the x-direction (blue) and y-direction (red). The
slopes of the two lines equal 2Dx and 2Dy, respectively. e) The diffusion constants Dx and Dy

in the lab frame as function of time. The clusters are oriented such that the body frame and
the lab frame coincide on δt = 0 s. For short δt, the body frame and lab frame have similar
orientations, and Dx is larger than Dy. For longer times, this effect is averaged out by the
rotational diffusion of the clusters. f) Mean squared orientational displacement as function of
time. The orientation θ is defined as the angle between the lab and the body frame. The slope
of this graph equals two times the rotational diffusion constant.
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direction are blue and the displacements in the y-direction red. The histograms show that

small displacements were more common in the y-direction than in the x-direction and that

large displacements were more common in the x-direction than in the y-direction. This is in

agreement with previous findings that elongated particles diffuse faster in the long direction

than in the short direction because the drag is smaller in that direction [8]. Note also that both

histograms have a Gaussian shape, which is expected for Brownian motion and in agreement

with the observation that the mean squared displacement scaled linearly with time as shown

in Figure 7.2.

To measure the difference between the diffusivity in the long and short directions, we plot

the MSD in x and y separately, where x and y refer to coordinates in the body frame. Both

lines scale linearly with time, but the MSD in the x-direction has a larger slope, as shown in

Figure 7.3d. The slopes of these lines equal two times the diffusion constant because 〈x2〉 =

2Dxt in one dimension. We measured the diffusion constants to be Dx = (53±2)×10−3
µm2s−1

in the x-direction and Dy = (41 ± 6) × 10−3
µm2s−1 in the y-direction. That means that the

diffusion in the x-direction was 1.7 ± 0.2 times slower than the diffusion of a single bead

and the diffusion in the y-direction was 2.2 ± 0.6 times slower. These values are in good

agreement with experiments by Zahn [146] and simulations by Meunier [147] who found that

the sedimentation velocity of rigid three particle bead-chains is 1.6 times smaller than that of

a single sphere when the long axis is parallel to the direction of gravity and 1.9 times smaller

when it is perpendicular to gravity.

In the laboratory frame, the translational diffusion in the x- and y-directions happen simulta-

neously with rotational diffusion. The rotational diffusion sets a timescale on which the particle

loses memory of its previous orientation. That is also the timescale on which the difference in

the diffusion in x and y is expected to vanish. To show this, we plotted the diffusion constants

Dx and Dy as a function of time interval in the lab frame. At δt = 0 the orientation of the

cluster was chosen such that the lab frame and the body frame coincided, so Dx and Dy in

both frames were equal to the values shown in Figure 7.3d. At longer times the orientation

randomized so that, in the lab frame, Dx decreased and Dy increased until they both reached

the rotationally averaged translational diffusion constant DT , as shown in Figure 7.3e. The

data shown in Figure 7.3d are noisy at large time intervals, but it is still clear that the difference

between Dx and Dy vanished after approximately 50 s.

We also measured the rotational diffusion of the cluster directly by plotting the mean squared

variation of the angle θ between the body frame and the lab frame as a function of time interval,

as shown in Figure 7.3f. The slope of this graph equals two times the rotational diffusion

constant, so that we find DR = (15.4± 0.4)× 10−3 rad2s−1. This yields a rotational diffusion
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time of τR = 1
DR

= 65 s. For comparison, the Stokes rotational diffusion time τr = D−1
R = 8πηa3

kBT

for a sphere of 2.0 µm is 49 s.

The observation that the difference between Dx and Dy vanished on a timescale comparable

to the rotational diffusion time indicates that it is indeed Brownian rotation that averages out

their difference on long timescales. This is unsurprising for rigid rods, but it is not clear a

priori that this is true for flexible three-particle clusters, in which a variation in the internal

bond angle could also cause the difference in Dx and Dy to vanish.

7.3.3 Diffusion tensor

To develop some insight in what the diffusion tensor D of a flexible three-particle cluster should

look like, we first measured D for the rigid linear cluster. In this case the internal bond angle

α cannot vary, so it suffices to measure only the correlations between x, y and θ. The first 10 s

of the time-correlation functions C(δt) of these variables are shown in Figure 7.4. The graphs

on the diagonal show, from the top left to the bottom right, the MSDs in x and y and the

mean squared variation in particle orientation. The same functions are plotted in Figures 7.3d

and f, respectively. The off-diagonal graphs are cross-correlation functions between variables.

Figure 7.4 shows that we measured no cross-correlations for the rigid rods, in agreement with

previous findings [8, 9, 149, 166, 167].

From the graphs in Figure 7.4, we found using Equation 7.3 that the diffusion tensor of rigid

linear trimers with dimensions 6× 2 µm is

D = 10−2 ×


5.32± 0.1 −0.01± 0.1 −0.02± 0.02

−0.01± 0.1 4.14± 0.3 0.01± 0.1

−0.02± 0.02 0.01± 0.1 1.54± 0.001

 (7.5)

where the top left four elements, in the translational part of the diffusion tensor, have units

µm2s−1, the bottom left element, in the rotational part of the diffusion tensor, has units rad2s−1

and the remaining elements, in the correlation tensors, have units rad µm s−1.

The diffusion tensor in Equation 7.5 summarizes our findings for rigid particles that the diffusiv-

ity is larger in the direction parallel to the long particle axis than in the perpendicular direction

and that we measured no coupling between translation and rotation or between displacements

in x and y.
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Figure 7.4: Auto and cross-correlation functions of the three degrees of freedom of a rigid
rod-like colloidal cluster in two dimensions as function of time. The correlation functions on
the diagonal show from top left to bottom right the MSD in x and y and the mean squared
variation of the orientation. The slopes of these graphs in the limit of short times are equal
2Dx, 2Dy, and DR, respectively. The off-diagonal correlation functions show cross-correlations
between two different degrees of freedom, which are all zero, as expected for rigid rods.
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7.4 Brownian motion of linear freely jointed three-particle clus-

ters

7.4.1 Making freely jointed colloidals clusters using surface mobile DNA

bonds

Now that we have discussed the Brownian motion of rigid trimers as a benchmark, we next

consider the Brownian motion of colloidal trimers with variable bond angle. We produced these

clusters by coating 2 µm silica spheres with a liquid lipid bilayer using a method first described

by van der Meulen et al [85, 153] and later modified by the group of Kraft et al [86, 154]. A

DNA construct consisting of a spacer of double-stranded DNA followed by a 10 base, self-

complementary ‘sticky end’ was embedded in the lipid bilayers using a cholesterol linker such

that the the DNA molecules could freely diffuse over the particle surface. The sticky ends are

on the free ends of the DNA strands so, when two particles collide, the strands on adjacent

particles can hybridize, thus bridging them and forming colloidal bonds as shown in Figure 7.5.

The lipid bilayers also contained polyethylene glygol (PEG) functionalized polymers for steric

stabilization.

The most important control parameter in these experiments was the DNA concentration, which

controls both the the average valency of the colloids and the bond flexibility. McMullen et al.

found that the average valency depends on the DNA concentration because the DNA linkers

assemble into patches where a colloidal bond is formed [155]. The patches contain a certain

number of DNA strands, so the number of DNA linkers on a particle determines the number

of patches that it can form which gives it a valency [168]. Chakraborty et al. found that the

number of DNA linkers in each patch also grows with the DNA concentration, which increases

the friction between the colloids and results in a slower change of bond angle with time [86].

Importantly, in this system there is a large polydispersity in DNA concentration from colloid

to colloid, which results in large distributions of valency and bond flexibility.

We varied the ratio of DNA to number of particles in the system and found that there was indeed

no aggregation at low DNA concentrations (below 2× 103 DNA molecules per micron squared

of particle surface area) and that large clusters formed at high DNA concentrations, (above

2 × 104 molecules per micron squared). In between, we found an optimal DNA concentration

of around 1 ×104
µm−2, where the average valency was low enough that mostly small clusters

were formed. We did not find a systematic variation of bond flexibility with added DNA

concentration in the range that we probed.

Even using the optimized DNA concentration resulted in a distribution of colloidal clusters of
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TATTGTACAATA
ATAACATGTTAT

l=16.3 nm (48 bp) 

l=4.0 nm (12 bp)

DOP-PEG2000

DOPC

d = 2.0 μmSiO2

RG= 8 nm

Cholesterol-DNA

Figure 7.5: Schematic showing how DNA anchored in a supported lipid bilayer mediates freely
jointed bonds between colloids. The red-and-blue helices depict the DNA that bind silica
colloids. The DNA was self-complementary and the sole purpose of the colors is to distinguish
between the two strands in one helix. The black curled lines depict the polymer polyethylglycol
with a molecular weight of 2 kilodalton that served as steric stabilizer. The purple-and-black
structures depict dioctylphosphatidylcholine lipids. Some of these lipids were fluorescently
labeled in the experiments with fluorescine isothiocyanide in order to visualize the lipid bilayers.
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t = 0 s t = 3 s t = 6 s t = 9 s

t = 12 s t = 15 s t = 18 s t = 21 s
5 μm

Figure 7.6: Time series of a freely jointed cluster of three particles. The particle undergoes
both translational and rotational diffusion, as well as conformational changes. The link to the
movie is shown in Figure 7.17.

various sizes and shapes due to the variation in the number of DNA molecules from particle

to particle. We found that some clusters were freely jointed, some were rigid, and some were

initially flexible but aggregated into rigid clusters over time. To investigate the correlations

between shape changes and Brownian diffusion, we selected only trimers with bond angles that

varied over time and probed the entire range of accessible bond angles. Moreover, we selected

only particles that performed unhindered random walks without collisions with the edges of the

sample container or other clusters. Six freely jointed trimers met this criteria, and we studied

the motion of each through particle tracking for a period of at least 30 minutes using a camera

with a frame rate of 5 frames per second. An example of the motion of a freely jointed trimer

is shown in the time series in Figure 7.6.

7.4.2 Quantification of joint flexibility

To investigate whether the bonds between the three particles in a cluster were indeed freely

jointed, we first checked that all bond angles were probed, as shown in Figure 7.7. We tracked

the positions of all three particles in each trimer, translated the trajectory of the central particle

such that it resided on the origin of a graph, and rotated the trajectories of the cluster such that

one of the two outside particles resided on the negative x-axis. Then we imaged the motion of

the third particle as shown in Figure 7.7a. Figure 7.7b shows an example of the trajectory of

the third particle over time, where the color indicates the local point density, which represents
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Figure 7.7: The DNA and lipid bilayer mediated colloidal bonds are freely jointed. a) Overlay
of 4 microscope images of a freely jointed trimer. The images have been translated such that
two of the three particles overlap and are aligned with the x-axis. b) The trajectory of the
third particle in a floppy three-particle cluster projected such that particle 1 sits on the negative
x-axis and particle 2 at the origin. The color indicates the local point density, which represents
the probability of that conformation. Red is a high point density and blue low. It shows that
all angles are probed. c) Histogram of all bond angles for the 6 freely jointed three-particle
clusters that we studied. The histogram is approximately flat, indicating that there was no
energy cost related to conformation changes.

the relative chance for that conformation to occur. It shows that all bond angles between 2π/3

and −2π/3 were probed, where α = 0 corresponds to a stretched geometry. Angles larger than

2π/3 and smaller than −2π/3 were prohibited due to steric hindrance with the particle on the

other side of the trimer.

Figure 7.7c shows the histogram of all bond angles measured over time for all 6 clusters. A

freely jointed bond is expected to give a flat distribution of angles between −2π/3 and 2π/3 and

no occurrences of angles outside that interval. We found some angles outside the interval, which

we attribute to the finite precision of the tracking algorithm that we used [80]. Furthermore,

the probability distribution of the angles seems to have a small peak around α = −π/5 rad. We

attribute this to insufficient independent measurements and conclude that overall the histogram

is approximately flat, suggesting that the bond is indeed freely jointed.

To quantify the flexibility of the freely jointed bonds we calculated J = 1
2
∂〈α2〉
∂t , dubbed the

joint flexibility by Chakraborty et al. [86, 154]. Because the bond angle changes stochastically,

the mean squared variation in angle—which we call the mean squared angular displacement

or MSAD, analogous to the MSD— is expected to scale linearly with time at short times.

However, unlike particle position, the bond angle has a maximum value, which causes the

MSAD to plateau at longer time intervals. Figure 7.8a shows the average MSAD that we

measured for the six freely jointed trimers. We used the slope at short time intervals as the

joint flexibility and found J = (4.6± 0.1)× 10−2 rad2s−1.
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Figure 7.8: Measurements of the joint flexibility of freely jointed trimers. a) Mean squared
angular displacement versus time interval. The initial slope of the curve is the joint flexibility
J , with a shortest time interval of δt = 0.2 s b) Mean squared angular displacement versus
time interval on logarithmic scale. This graph shows that the MSAD scales sublinearly with
time.

For comparison, we calculated the maximum joint flexibility, which is proportional to the diffu-

sion constant of the individual spheres. For the single spheres with a diameter of d = 1.93 µm

we measured a diffusion constant of DT = 0.090 ± 0.009 µm2s−1, which is significantly lower

than the Stokes diffusion constant for particles of that size DT,Stokes,single = 0.24 µm2s−1. The

discrepancy is probably due to the fact that the particles diffuse near a glass wall rather than in

bulk, which increases the drag on the particle [164]. From the measured DT of single colloids we

calculated a maximum joint flexibility of Jmax = 0.18 rad2s−1 using Jmax = 8DT /d
2 [86]. The

measured joint flexibility is much smaller than the calculated maximum value, indicating that

friction between the particles or drag of the cholesterol in the lipid bilayer limits the mobility

of the particles.

Figure 7.8b shows the MSAD versus time interval in a log log representation, where we measured

a slope of 0.746. This measured sublinear scaling of the MSAD with time, even at short time

intervals, brings into question the validity of defining the joint flexibility as the slope of the

MSAD with time at short time intervals, because it causes the measured value to depend on

the chosen time interval. In this work, we always used a time interval of 0.2 s in order to

compare our various experiments, but it is important to keep this observation in mind when

comparing to other studies.

7.4.3 Diffusion constant of freely jointed trimers

In this section we determine the translational diffusion constant for colloidal clusters with

internal degrees of freedom. At first sight, one might expect the diffusion constant of a flexible
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particle to be equal to that of a rigid particle with the time-averaged shape of the flexible

particle. Here, we conduct a small thought experiment to argue that that instead, the diffusion

constant of a flexible particle should be smaller than that of a similar-sized rigid particle.

We consider N identical spherical particles labeled 1, 2, . . . , N diffusing in 2 dimensions—we

focus on a two-dimensional system to compare with our experiment—with equal diffusion

constants D1. All particles have a time-dependent position ~ri(t) = (xi(t), yi(t)) where the

subscript i = 1, 2, . . . , N indicates the particle identity. We consider the situation that each

particle is moving independently so that its MSD is 〈δ~r2
i 〉 = 4D1t, where δ~ri = ~ri(t+ δt)−~ri(t)

is the displacement of particle i in a time interval δt. The center of mass ~rc of all particles

is their average position, ~rc = 1
N

N∑
i=1

~ri, so the displacement of the center of mass in a time

interval δt is δ~rc = 1
N

N∑
i=1

δ~ri

Calculating the mean squared displacement of the center of mass of the particles, we find that

〈δ~r2
c 〉 = 〈 1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

δ~riδ~rj〉, (7.6)

where the index j is also runs from 1 toN . Because all particles move independently 〈δ~ri δ~rj 6=i〉 =

0 and we find

〈δ~r2
c 〉 =

1

N2

N∑
i=1

〈δ~r2
i 〉 =

1

N
〈δ~r2

i 〉. (7.7)

Equation 7.7 shows that the center of mass of N independently diffusing particles diffuses with

a diffusion constant Dc,free = 1
ND1. We call this the diffusion constant of an unconstrained

“cluster”.

By contrast, consider the two-dimensional diffusion of an approximately circular rigid cluster

containing N particles. The diffusion constant of that cluster is given by Dc,rigid = kBT
6πηac

, where

ac is the radius of the cluster. When the cluster is approximately circular, simple geometry

shows that ac ≈
√
N√
f
a1, where f is a geometrical parameter that indicates the packing density

of the cluster. Then the diffusion constant of the cluster Dc,rigid ≈
√
f√
N
D1 only decreases with

the square root of N .

Comparing the diffusion constants of N freely diffusing particles Dc,free and a circular rigid

cluster of N particles Dc,rigid shows that the collective diffusion of the unconstrained cluster

is slower than the diffusion of the rigid cluster as long as the packing density of the rigid

cluster is larger than 1/N . This is typically the case, since f ≈ 0.7 for the densest packing

of 3–10 circles in a larger circle [169] in two dimensions. The same argument actually holds

in any dimension d > 1, only then the critical packing fraction above which the diffusion of
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Figure 7.9: Brownian motion of freely jointed, three-particle clusters. a) Trajectories of parti-
cles in a freely jointed trimer. b) MSD of the center of mass of freely jointed trimers, averaged
over the 6 analyzed clusters. The slope equals 4 times the translational diffusion constant DT .
c) MSD of the center of mass on a logarithmic scale. The slope is close to one, indicating that
the trimers performed a random walk.

unconstrained clusters is faster is fc = 1/Nd−1.

The finding that the diffusion of the center of mass of N uncorrelated particles is slower than

that of a rigid cluster of N particles is maybe somewhat surprising. Our physical interpretation

of this effect is that the motion of any particle in a rigid cluster contributes to displacement

of the center of mass, whereas for a collection of uncorrelated particles only a small subset of

particle displacements contributes to displacement of the center of mass.

The constituent particles of the freely jointed trimers that we studied did not move entirely

independently, but were instead partially constrained; the bond angle could vary, but the bond

length was fixed and the particles within one cluster experience hydrodynamic interactions.

Therefore, the two situations that we discussed represent the extreme cases and we expect the

diffusion constant of the freely jointed cluster to be somewhere between that of an unconstrained

and a rigid cluster.

In order to measure the diffusion constant of freely jointed trimers, we tracked the position of

the individual particles in time, as shown in Figure 7.9a, and used them to track the center

of mass of the cluster. Figure 7.9b shows a plot of the MSD versus time on a linear scale,

and from the slope we measured that the translational diffusion constant of freely jointed

trimers was DT = (4.25 ± 0.01) × 10−2
µm2s−1. This value is indeed lower than the value

DT = (5.50± 0.01)× 10−2
µm2s−1 that we measured for rigid trimers in the previous section.

The plot in Figure 7.9c shows that the MSD of the center of mass of freely jointed clusters also

scales linearly with time, as expected.

Two testable predictions come out of the comparison between the diffusivity of rigid and un-

constrained clusters. First, it suggests that freely jointed dimers should have different diffusion
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constants than either limiting case. This is interesting because there is no observable difference

between bond diffusion or rotation for a dimer, so one cannot see directly whether dimers are

connected with a freely jointed or a rigid bond, but they could potentially be distinguished by

their diffusion coefficients. Second, the ratio of the diffusion coefficient of freely jointed clusters

and rigid clusters should increase with the number of particles in the clusters through a power

law.

7.4.4 Brownian displacements of freely jointed trimers perpendicular and

parallel to their long axes

After having discussed the long-time diffusion of freely jointed trimers, we now focus on features

of the Brownian walks of such trimers on intermediate timescales. We define the body frame of

a particle, similar to that for rigid clusters, where the direction of xbody is parallel to a vector

that points from an arbitrarily chosen but fixed first particle in the cluster to the last particle

in the cluster, and the origin is the instantaneous center of mass. The body frame therefore

co-rotates and translates with the cluster and we defined the particle orientation θ as the angle

between xbody and xlab.

Figures 7.10a and d show the distributions of displacements of the center of mass between two

frames on linear and semi-log axes, respectively. The blue histograms show the displacement

in the xbody direction, parallel to the long axis of the particles, and the red histograms show the

displacement in the ybody direction, parallel to the short axis of the particles. Both distributions

are nearly Gaussian and centered around zero, showing that the displacements were stochastic

and that there was no drift in the system. Figures 7.10b,c,e and f show that the distributions

of changes in the particle orientation θ and the bond angle α are also Gaussian.

Similar to the situation for rigid trimers, large displacements in the x-direction were more

common than large displacements in the y-direction in the body frame, in agreement with

the fact that the time-averaged shape of freely jointed trimers is elongated. Conversely, small

displacements were more common in the y-direction than in the x-direction. We also measured

an anomalously large probability of zero displacement in the x-direction for which we have no

explanation.

To observe the timescale on which the difference between diffusion in the long and short axis

of the particle vanishes, we plotted again the diffusion in the x and y-direction in the labora-

tory frame as function of time with the body frame and laboratory frame aligned at δt = 0.

Figure 7.11a shows the subset of the data where the starting configuration was nearly linear,

with α(δt = 0) between −0.1 rad and 0.1 rad. It shows that the initially Dx was larger than
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Figure 7.11: The diffusion constant in the x- and y-directions in the lab frame as function
of time. The clusters are oriented such that the body frame and the lab frame coincide on
δt = 0 s. For short δt, the body frame and lab frame have similar orientations and Dx is larger
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of clusters that were in the closed geometry at δt = 0 s. c) Diffusion constants as a function of
time for all initial conformations.
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Dy, but that the difference decreased with time. The timescale on which Dx and Dy became

comparable was on the order of 10 s. This is shorter than the time we measured for rigid

particles, which was approximately 50 s. It is also shorter than the rotational diffusion time of

the freely jointed clusters, which we measured to be τr = 65 s.

We speculate that the reason is that the difference between diffusion in the x-direction and the

y-direction is not only averaged out by rotational diffusion, but also by conformational changes.

We defined a typical timescale of the shape changes as τs = 1
J , analogous to the definition of

the rotational diffusion time. We measured that τs = 21 s, more similar to the time on which

we see the difference between Dx and Dy vanish.

Figure 7.11b shows the trend of Dx and Dy over time for the subset of data where the starting

conformation of the particles was closed, so |α(δt = 0)| is between 2.0 rad and 2.1 rad. In that

case there is almost no difference between the long and the short axis of the particle and indeed

we observed no difference between the diffusivities in both directions.

Figure 7.11c shows the trend of Dx and Dy with time, averaged over all initial conformations.

It shows that there was on average a difference between the diffusivities in the long and short

direction, but it was smaller than the difference that we measured for the subset of clusters

that started with a linear geometry, as expected. Moreover, it shows that the time at which

Dx and Dy approach each other was larger than for the subset of clusters with a linear initial

geometry. If the initial conformation is random, shape changes can both decrease and increase

the difference between Dx and Dy, so that the average difference between them only decays on

the rotational diffusion time, like a rigid cluster.

Note also that the average diffusion constant, represented by the black lines in Figure 7.11,

decreased with time. We found that this is an artifact of the finite precision of the tracking

algorithm. We found that increasing the resolution of the image removed the decay of the

average translational diffusion constant with time.

7.4.5 Diffusion tensor of freely jointed trimers

Finally, we set out to measure the diffusion tensor of freely jointed trimers to look for cor-

relations between conformational changes and displacement. To this end, we measured the

correlation functions between all four degrees of freedom of the trimers according to Equa-

tion 7.2. The results are shown in Figure 7.12. On the diagonal we see, from top left to bottom

right, the MSDs in x and y, the mean squared change in orientation, and the MSAD. The

off-diagonal elements represent correlated motions. It shows that there are no correlations be-

tween translation and rotation in the freely jointed cluster, as expected. There was, however,
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Figure 7.12: Time-correlation functions between all four degrees of a freedom of a freely jointed
trimer diffusing in two dimensions.

a negative correlation between changes in the bond angle α and the displacement of the center

of mass in the y-direction.

The negative hydrodynamic correlation between the change in the bond angle α and the dis-

placement in the y-direction can intuitively be understood as the Brownian analogue to the

closing and opening of a scallop. When the shell of a scallop closes, it pushes liquid away so

that it moves in the direction of the hinge, and the opposite happens when it opens again.

Similarly, when the freely jointed trimers close, they move on average in the direction of the

hinge, and vice-versa. Both of these motions contribute to the negative correlation shown in

Figure 7.12 due to the definitions of the bond angle α (see Figure 7.7) and the body frame.

From the graphs in Figure 7.12, we found using Equation 7.3 that the diffusion tensor of freely
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jointed trimers is

D = 10−2


5.46± 0.30 −0.02± 0.10 0.00± 0.16 0.01± 0.09

−0.02± 0.10 4.21± 0.21 0.02± 0.03 −0.60± 0.08

0.00± 0.16 0.02± 0.03 1.53± 0.14 0.02± 0.21

0.01± 0.09 −0.60± 0.08 0.02± 0.21 4.61± 0.10

 (7.8)

The values of the four elements in the top left quadrant have units µm2s−1, the values of the

four elements in the bottom right quadrant have units rad2s−1, and the remaining elements

have units rad µm s−1.

The diffusion tensor shown in Equation 7.8 summarizes our results. On the diagonal in blue, we

see from top left to bottom right the translational diffusion constants in the x- and y-directions,

the rotational diffusion constant, and the joint flexibility. The diffusion in the x-direction is

larger than in the y-direction because the particles are, on average, elongated. As expected,

the correlations between translation and rotation are approximately zero, as the particle is

not chiral. The only non-zero off-diagonal elements are colored red and represent the negative

correlation between translation in the y-direction and change in trimer shape, or bond angle,

which we call the scallop mode.

7.5 Freely jointed chains

In this last section, and by means of an outlook, we briefly describe our efforts to produce longer

chains of colloids with freely jointed bonds. We coated silica particles containing embedded

magnetic nanoparticles with lipid bilayers and DNA. Then we applied a magnetic field using

two Geomag permanent magnets to a sample of such particles while heating it to above the

melting temperature of the DNA with a heat gun. This caused the particles to organize in

strings due to their magnetic interactions. Subsequent cooling of the sample caused the DNA on

neighboring particles to hybridize and form freely jointed bonds that connected the backbone

of the chain.

In presence of a magnetic field, colloidal bead chains formed containing hundreds of beads.

However, they quickly broke apart into smaller chains of no more than 25 beads after the field

was removed, as shown in Figure 7.13, because the amount of DNA on each colloid is subject to

stochastic variations and some beads contained insufficient DNA for a valency of 2. Increasing

the DNA concentration would circumvent this issue, but it would also increase the average

valency of the colloids to above 2 and cause the chain to collapse into a cluster instead of a

freely jointed chain after removal of the magnetic field. Although we do not see a way to remove
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Figure 7.13: a) A time series showing a chain of colloids breaking apart into smaller chains
after the magnetic field is removed. b) Decay of the average end-to-end distance with time of
the three chains that formed after the long chain in panel a) fell apart.
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the issue of distributions of valency altogether, further optimization of the DNA concentration

could improve on our results.

Figure 7.13a shows a time series of a chain of over a hundred colloids falling apart after the

magnetic field was removed. Three shorter chains of 17, 13, and 8 particles formed. We

followed the end-to-end distance of these chains in time, and observed that it decreased as

shown in Figure 7.13b. The relaxation of these bead chains from a stretched conformation

to their equilibrium end-to-end distance could be used to test predictions on the dynamics of

freely-jointed polymers [158–161]. The dependence of the relaxation rate on distributions of

bond flexibilities would be interesting to study using this system. That question is relevant for

protein folding, since protein backbones have variations in the bending rigidity that depend on

the amino acid sequence.

We also investigated the dynamics of a freely jointed bead chain consisting of 16 beads after

the initial relaxation of the stretched conformation. Figure 7.14a shows a time series of the

Brownian dynamics of a 16-particle bead chain. The trajectories of the particles are shown

in Figure 7.14b. We investigated the flexibility of the individual bonds in the bead chain and

found that all bond angles changed over time, but the rate of angle change varied largely from

bond to bond. The histograms of bond angles in Figure 7.14c shows that we did not follow the

imaged the colloidal chain for enough time for all bonds to explore the entire range of accessible

angles.

To quantify the bond flexibilities, we plotted again the MSAD of each individual bond as

a function of time, as shown in Figure 7.14d. It shows that there was a large variation in

flexibilities between the bonds within a single chain. In Figure 7.14e we plotted the joint

flexibility—the slope of the MSAD at short time intervals—versus the particle number. The

graph shows that the joint flexibilities of particles near the end of the chain were larger than

those of particles near the center. This is expected because the number of particles that have to

move to change the bond angle in the center of the chain is larger than the number of particles

that have to move to change the bond angle near the end.

Finally, we investigated the hydrodynamic correlations between colloids within the chain shown

in Figure 7.14. To do this, we calculated the diffusion tensor using Equations 7.2 and 7.3,

identical to the procedure we used to analyze hydrodynamic correlations in the motion of

flexible trimers. In this case, we focused on cross-correlations within the part of the tensor

that describes the bending motion of each triplet of particles in response to a bending moment.

Figure 7.15 shows the average of the off-diagonal elements in the diffusion tensor that relate

the change in bond angles αi and αj , where i and j are particle indices, as a function of the

distance between the particles in number of particles. The value at |i − j| = 0 is therefore
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Figure 7.14: a) Time series showing a freely jointed chain of colloids changing conformation
over time. Between the first and second images, a particle fell off the left end of the chain. b)
Trajectories of the colloids in the chain. The colors refer to particle identities as indicated in
panel a). c) Histograms of all bond angles probed by all the bonds in the chain shown in panel
a). d) Mean squared angular displacement versus time for all the bonds in the chain shown
in panel a). e) Joint flexibilities versus the particle identity. The measured joint flexibilities
were higher near the end of the chain than near the center. The link to the movie is shown in
Figure 7.17.
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δt)− αj(t))〉|δt=0.2s. The timestep of 0.2 s is set by the frame rate of the recording.

the on-diagonal element in the diffusion tensor and is simply the joint flexibility of bond i.

We averaged this value over all bonds, so the value shown in Figure 7.15 is the average joint

flexibility of the chain. The figure shows that there is a negative correlation with bonds up to

two particles away, which means that if the bond angle around a particle increases, on average

the bond angles around the neighboring two particles will decrease. The correlation decreased

to zero for particles that were further removed.

7.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, we studied the Brownian motion of freely jointed trimers in two dimensions.

We measured the diffusion constant of the center of mass of these trimers to be smaller than

that of rigid trimers of similar size and shape and argued that flexible objects in general diffuse

slower than their rigid counterparts.

We reproduced the finding that the diffusion in the direction of the long axis of elongated objects

is faster than the diffusion in the direction of the short axis and showed that this still holds for

objects that change between elongated and symmetrical conformations. We observed that the

freely jointed trimers are more likely to move in the direction of their long axis when they are

elongated, but not when they are compact. Moreover, for rigid particles, the transition from

the short-time regime, where the diffusivity is larger in x than in y, to the long-time regime,
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where the difference vanishes, is given by the rotational diffusion time. We observed that this

timescale was shorter for freely jointed particles. We attributed this to changes in conformation

also contributing to reducing the difference between diffusivity in x and y.

We measured the diffusion tensor that describes hydrodynamic correlations between trans-

lation, rotation, and changes in conformation. We found that there was only one non-zero

off-diagonal element in the diffusion tensor, and that described the negative correlation be-

tween motion in the y-direction and change of bond angle. We argue that this hydrodynamic

correlation is the thermal analogue of the hydrodynamic mode that allows scallops to move.

Finally, we showed that the same technique used to produce freely jointed trimers can be used

to in conjunction with magnetic fields to produce longer freely jointed chains. We found that

the joint flexibility in the center of the chains was typically smaller than the joint flexibility

near the edges. Moreover, there were negative hydrodynamic correlations between consecutive

bonds in the chain, but the correlations disappeared for bonds more than two particles away.

7.7 Methods and materials

7.7.1 Chemicals

We purchased silica particles from Microparticles GmbH with a diameter of 1.93 µm and a poly-

dispersity of 0.05 µm (product code SiO2−R-B1072). For colloidal chains we used paramagnetic

silica particles, incorporated with iron oxide nanoparticles, from Microparticals GMBH with a

diameter of 2.47 µm and a polydispersity of 0.07 µm (product code SiO2−MAG-AR1063). We

purchased three lipids from Avanti lipids: dioctylphoshatidyl choline (DOPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphoetanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulphonyl) (ammonium salt) (DOP-

rhod), and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethyleneglycol)-2000

(ammonium salt) (DOP-PEG). Two DNA constructs were purchased from Eurogentec and de-

signed by Leunissen [170]: 5’ TTT ATC GCT CCC TTC GCA CAG TCA ATC TAG AGA

GCC CTG CCT TAC GAT ATT GTA CAA TA 3’ with a 5′ end cholesterol modification and a

3′ end modification with the Cy3 fluorescent dye (long construct), and 5’ CGT AAG GCA GGG

CTC TCT AGA TTG ACT GTG CGA AGG GTA GCG ATT TT 3’ with a 3′ end cholesterol

modification (short construct). The last 12 bases of the long construct are self-complementary

and form a sticky end. The first 48 bases of the long construct and the short construct

are complementary. Hydroxyethylamine (HEA), 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic

acid (HEPES), tetraethylorthosilicate(TEOS), tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) and

Darocur 1173 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as obtained.
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HEPES buffer was prepared containing 10 mm HEPES, 47 mm NaCl and 3.0 mm NaN3.

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 10 mm phosphate and an ionic strength 50 mm

with pH= 7.5 was prepared by first making a 0.50 L of a 9.0 mm Na2HPO4 and 1.0 mm

NaH2PO4 solution, then adding 1.0 m NaOH and 1.0 m HCl to a pH of 7.5, and finally adding

1.0 m NaCl solution to an ionic strength of 50 mm and water to a total volume of 1.0 L.

7.7.2 Silica shell growth around magnetic silica particles

GmbH magnetic silica particles contained surface inhomogeneities on the length scale of ap-

proximately ten nanometers that were incompatible with formation of stable lipid bilayers. To

overcome this issue we grew a Stöber silica shell around the particles. To this end we first

washed 500 µL of the 5 % w/w magnetic silica suspension by centrifuging, (200 g, 4 min),

decanting and re-suspending in 1 mL ethanol three times. We then dispersed 180 µL of the

washed suspension in 1 mL ethanol and sonicated in a sonication bath for 30 min. Then we

added 17.1 mL ethanol, 2.97 mL MilliPore water and 450 µL TMAH solution of 1 wt% in

water and the particle suspension to a 50 mL round-bottom flask equipped with an overhead

stirrer. Then a total of 90 µL of 50 %v/v TEOS in ethanol was added to the round-bottom

flask while stirring in 10 steps of 9 µL, each 5 minutes apart. The suspension was then stirred

for 14 hours and washed with ethanol.

7.7.3 Preparation of colloids with DNA functionalized lipid bilayers

Lipid vesicles were prepared following a procedure initially proposed by Van der Meulen et

al. [85] and later modified by Chakraborty et al. [86]. We started by mixing 59 µL of 10 g L−1

DOPC solution in chloroform, 21 µL of 10 g L−1 DOP-PEG solution in chloroform, and 1 µL

of 1 g L−1 DOP-rhodamine solution in chloroform in a 1 mL glass vial and evaporating the

chloroform under nitrogen flow for 45 minutes. We then added 270 µL of HEPES buffer and

vortexed the mixture for 30 minutes.

To produce single unilamellar vesicles (SUV’s) we extruded the lipid mixture through an Avanti

extruder. The extruding chamber was equipped with an Avanti polycarbonate filter with a

1 µm pore size. The chamber was flushed with 5 mL HEPES buffer before use. A 250 µL glass

Hamilton syringe containing the lipid mixture was then attached to one side of the chamber

and an identical empty syringe to the other side. The lipids were pushed through the filter

a total of 11 times. This procedure is not sensitive to the total number of extrusions, but it

should be an odd number to make sure all the dispersion after extrusion ends up in the initially

empty syringe. This ensures all lipids have passed through the filter at least once.
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To prepare lipid bilayers supported on silica particles, 20 µL of the 5 % w/w silica particle

dispersion was mixed with 20 µL of the SUV dispersion in a 500 µL Eppendorf tube. The

mixture was rotated for 30 minutes and then washed by centrifugation (200 g for 4 minutes),

decanting and re-suspending three times to remove excess SUV’s

In the meantime DNA was hybridized by mixing 10 µL of the long DNA construct and 15 µL

of the short DNA construct and 90 µL of PBS. The DNA sample was heated to 95 degrees

Celsius in a water bath and cooled down to room temperature. The DNA was then diluted

10 × with PBS to a final concentration of 0.43 µm.

To produce particles with surface mobile DNA we mixed 20 µL of the lipid bilayer coated silica

particles and 1.2 µL of the DNA solution. The sample was rotated for 1 hour. Then excess

DNA was washed away by centrifuging (200 g for 4 minutes), decanting and re-suspending in

HEPES buffer. Before imaging the DNA coated particles were diluted 5 × in a HEPES buffer.

The particles were always stored in a fridge and imaged within a week after preparation.

7.7.4 Flow cell and surface coating

We imaged the dynamics of freely jointed clusters in a flow cell produced as detailed in Ap-

pendix A of Chapter 2. Instead of the multiple capillaries used in Chapter 2, we only used a

single capillary here with dimensions 3 cm × 2 mm × 200 µm. To prevent the lipid coated

clusters from sticking to the class capillary, we coated the inside of the capillary with polyhy-

droxyethylamine (pHEA) polymers. To this end, we first flushed the cell with consecutively

2 mL 2 mm NaOH solution, 2 mL water and 2 mL EtOH. We then functionalized the glass

surface with the silane coupling agent 3-(methoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM) by filling

the flow cell with a mixture of 1 mL EtOH, 25 µL TPM, and 5 µL 25 %v/v NH3 in water and

leaving it for 1 hour. We then washed and dried the flow cell by flushing with 2 mL ethanol

and subsequently with Nitrogen. We grew pHEA brushes from the surface through a radical

polymerization by filling the cell with a mixture of 2.5 mL EtOH, 500 µL HEA and 20 µL

Darocur 1173 photoinitiator. We initiated the reaction by placing the cell under a UV lamp

λ = 360 nm for 10 minutes. Finally, we flushed the cells with 10 mL EtOH. We stored the

coated cells filled with EtOH and for no more than 1 day.

7.7.5 Imaging and image analysis

The dynamics of freely jointed clusters was imaged using brightfield with a Nikon Eclipse Ti

microscope equipped with a 60 × objective (NA = 0.7) and a Hamamatsu Orca Flash 4.0
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camera. The data on the dynamics of rigid rods are the result of averaging over 2 movies of 2.5

hours recorded at 1 frame per second. The data on the dynamics of freely jointed trimers are

the result of averaging over 6 movies of at least 30 minutes recorded at 5 frames per second.

The particle positions over time were extracted from the movies using the 2007 Matlab im-

plementation of Blair and Dufresne of the tracking code by Crocker and Grier [80]. From

the particle positions we calculated the average distance between all particles in a movie and

defined neighbours as particles separated less than 1.2 particle diameters. From the list of

neighbours we selected linear trimers. We then labeled the three particles in a cluster where

particle 2 is chosen in the center. The body frame of the cluster was then defined such that

xbody was parallel to the line connecting particles 1 and 3 and the origin is located on the

center of mass of the cluster. For freely jointed clusters this means that the position of the

constituent particles in the body frame was not constant. The displacements of the center of

mass of these clusters were therefore always calculated from the instantaneous center of mass,

not the time-average center of mass.
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Appendix A: QR codes to supplementary movies

Figure 7.16: Brownian dynamics of a freely jointed chain of 16 particles, sped up 100 times.

Figure 7.17: Brownian dynamics of a freely jointed trimer. .
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Summary

In this thesis we have investigated how the dynamics of particle are affected by surface activity,

which is the property of particles to locally alter the solute concentration through for example

a surface reactions or dissolution. We found that surface activity can have three effects on the

particle dynamics.

First, it can cause the particles to self-propel. Surprisingly a heterogeneous surface activity

is no prerequisite for this and also particles with isotropic surface activity can swim due to

a hydrodynamic instability, provided the activity is larger than a threshold value. Particles

that move due to this instability are called isotropic swimmers. In Chapter 2 we studied the

swimming dynamics of droplet that slowly dissolve in surfactant solution as a model for such

isotropic swimmers. We found that their persistence time can be tuned through droplet size

and the surfactant concentration. This finding suggests that stochastic character in the motion

of active materials on granular length scales is not only caused by Brownian rotation of these

active particles. Rather we think that fluctuations in the fluid flow or spatial inhomogeneities

in the dissolution rate cause stochastic turning.

Second, we found that even below the onset of swimming, the dynamics of particles with ho-

mogeneous surface activity are enhanced or attenuated by the activity, depending on whether

solute is consumed or produced. In Chapter 3 we investigated theoretically the instability that

gives rise to self-propulsion for isotropic particles. We found that particles with a surface activ-

ity just below the swimming threshold can coast as if they were inertial, even though they are

in the low Reynolds number regime. We made an attempt to test this finding experimentally,

but the results remain inconclusive.

Third, surface activity induces effective interactions between particles. We measured such

solute-mediated interactions between two dissolving oil droplets in Chapter 4 and found that

the interaction scales with inter-particle distance as 1/r2. Moreover the interaction strength

increases with droplet size and surfactant concentration. Because solute-mediated interactions

are dissipative and involve the solvent, they can have the unique property that particle 1 is

attracted by particle 2, while particle 2 is repelled by particle 1. This asymmetry in solute-

mediated interactions can lead to chemotactic chasing, when the interaction strengths are

properly tuned, as we show in Chapter 5. We also show that clusters of chasing droplets can

move translationally, rotationally or reorganize depending on their geometry.

We made a step in the direction of applying the knowledge of the phenomena that we learned for

dissolving droplets to solid colloids. The biggest hurdle standing in the way of that comparison
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is that the phoretic mobility for solid particles is unknown for many solute gradients and not

easy to measure experimentally. In Chapter 6 we first reproduced earlier measurements of

diffusiophoretic mobilities of solid particles using microfluidic devices. Then we set out to

improve this technique so that it requires fewer particles and no longer relies on the particles

being fluorescent.

The study described in Chapter 7 goes in a slightly different direction, because it is not about

the effect of solute gradients on particle dynamics. Rather, we investigated the Brownian

motion of freely-jointed colloidal trimers. The bond angle of these trimers fluctuated thermally,

simultaneous to the Brownian displacement of their center of mass. We correlated the change in

position with the change in bond angle and found that there exist a hydrodynamic correlation,

that is similar to the hydrodynamic effect that causes scallops to move when they open or close

their shell.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift beschrijven we onderzoek naar de beweging van deeltjes van tussen de 0.001

en 1 millimeter groot, die gesuspendeerd zijn in vloeistoffen. In zowel synthetische als biologis-

che systemen zijn de vloeistoffen die deze deeltjes bevatten vaak niet puur, maar bevatten ook

opgeloste stoffen. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan katalysator-deeltjes in een reactiemengsel, bacteriën

in een voedingsmedium of oliedruppels in zeepoplossing. De concentratie van die opgeloste

stoffen is ook zelden homogeen in zulke mengsel. Er zijn vaak lokale concentratieveranderin-

gen, die we gradiënten noemen. Zulke gradiënten kunnen de deeltjes in beweging brengen en

verplaatsen naar plekken in de vloeistof waar de concentratie opgeloste stof hoger of lager is.

Dit proces heet forese, of chemotaxis als het om levende systemen gaat. Via deze chemotaxis

kunnen witte bloedcellen kunnen bijvoorbeeld bacteriën vinden en achterna zitten. Ook kunnen

bacteriën plekken vinden met meer voedsel via dit proces.

We hebben onderzocht hoe deeltjes bewegen die zelf lokale concentratieveranderingen teweeg

brengen. Deeltjes met deze eigenschap noemen we actief. Denk wederom aan bacteriën die

continue voedsel uit de oplossing opnemen en afvalmaterialen uitstoten. Synthetische deeltjes

kunnen oppervlakte actief zijn doordat er een chemische reactie aan hun oppervlak gebeurt,

omdat ze oplossen of omdat ze materiaal met de vloeistof uitwisselen. Wij hebben gebruik

gemaakt van een modelsysteem van oliedruppels die langzaam oplossen in een zeepoplossing

op een manier waarbij lokale gradiënten in de zeepconcentratie ontstaan om de effecten van

de vorming van dit soort concentratiegradiënten op hun beweging te onderzoeken. Deze drup-

pels zijn geschikt als modelsysteem, omdat de oplossnelheid gecontroleerd kan worden met de

zeepconcentratie en omdat de beweging van druppels in gradiënten van zeepconcentraties goed

begrepen is.

Een van de effecten die de vorming van zeepgradiënten heeft op de druppels, is dat ze spontaan

kunnen gaan bewegen als de oplossnelheid hoog genoeg is. We noemen dit snelle bewegen

‘zwemmen’. De druppels hebben typische zwemsnelheden van een halve millimeter per seconde.

Dat klink misschien als niet zoveel, maar voor deeltjes die zelf maar een paar honderdste

millimeter groot zijn, is dat behoorlijk snel. Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt onderzoek naar hoe de

zeepconcentratie en druppelgrootte het zwemgedrag bëınvloeden. We hebben gevonden dat

kleine druppels bij lage zeepconcentratie in lange rechte lijnen zwemmen, terwijl druppels bij

hoge zeepconcentratie veel van richting veranderen en grote druppels veel heen en weer en in

cirkels bewegen.

In Hoofdstuk 3 hebben we theoretisch onderzoek beschreven naar hoe activiteit de beweging
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van deeltjes bëınvloedt, onder de grenswaarde voor de oplossnelheid waarbij ze beginnen te

zwemmen. We hebben gevonden dat als actieve deeltjes een externe kracht ondervinden, ze

sneller bewegen dan passieve deeltjes, die aan dezelfde kracht onderhevig zijn. Bovendien

vonden we dat het langer duurt voor de actieve deeltjes tot stilstand komen, gegeven eenzelfde

beginsnelheid. We hebben ook geprobeerd deze voorspelling te testen met het modelsysteem

van oplossende druppels, maar de resultaten waren niet eenduidig.

Na onderzocht te hebben hoe activiteit de dynamica van enkele druppels bëınvloedt, hebben

we in Hoofdstuk 4 uitgezocht wat er gebeurt als twee actieve deeltjes elkaar tegenkomen. De

vorming van lokale concentratie gradiënten bleek een repulsieve interactie, of afstoting, tussen

de deeltjes tot gevolg te hebben. Dat betekent dat twee deeltjes, die in elkaars nabijheid zijn

gebracht, uit elkaar bewegen als gevolg van hun activiteit. We hebben gemeten hoe kracht van

deze interactie afhangt van de afstand tussen de druppels, de druppelgrootte en de zeepcon-

centratie. We vonden dat sneller leeglopende druppels een grotere afstoting hadden en dat de

afstotende kracht afhangt van de deeltjes afstand r als 1/r2.

Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt een generalisatie van onze bevindingen in Hoofdstuk 4, waarbij we

niet naar één type druppel hebben gekeken, maar naar de interactie tussen verschillende typen

druppels met verschillende activiteiten. We vonden dat er een bijzonder type interactie ontstaat

als de typen druppels tegengestelde activiteit hebben. Dat wil zeggen dat de ene druppel

lokaal de zeepconcentratie verhoogt, terwijl de ander de zeepconcentratie verlaagt. Als de

mate waarin dat gebeurt goed is afgesteld, beweegt de ene druppel achter de ander aan in een

soort achtervolging. Dit type interactie is analoog met de manier waarop witte bloedcellen

achter bacteriën aanzitten in ons bloed. Die achtervolging wordt net als die van de druppels

teweeg gebracht door concentratiegradiënten in de oplossing.

In het begin van deze samenvatting claimden we dat de druppels in zeepgradiënten als modelsys-

teem fungeren voor actieve deeltjes in het algemeen. In de praktijk blijken er echter verschillen

te zijn in de manier waarop druppels en vaste deeltjes op concentratie gradiënten reageren. Om

toch het begrip dat we hebben verkregen voor druppels op vaste deeltjes te kunnen overdragen,

is meer duidelijkheid nodig over hoe die vaste deeltjes bewegen in concentratie gradiënten. Er

wordt al veel onderzoek gedaan om deze onduidelijkheid op te lossen. In Hoofdstuk 6 hebben

we daaraan geprobeerd bij te dragen door een bestaande techniek te verbeteren. In plaats van

de snelheid van de deeltjes te meten voor grote hoeveelheden fluorescente deeltjes, hebben we

de techniek geprobeerd uit te breiden zodat ook kleine, niet-lichtgevende deeltjes te meten zijn.

De eerste resultaten waren veelbelovend, maar dit is nog niet zonder meer gelukt.

In het laatste hoofdstuk hebben we een ander onderwerp behandeld, dat niet met concen-

tratiegradiënten te maken heeft. We beschrijven daar de studie naar de Brownse beweging van
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flexibele deeltjes. Brownse beweging is spontane beweging in willekeurige richtingen die alle in

vloeistof gesuspendeerde deeltjes kleiner dan een paar duizendste millimeter hebben en die het

gevolg is van botsingen met moleculen. We hebben in dit onderzoek clusters van drie deeltjes

gemaakt, waarbij het middelste deeltje als vrij draaibare scharnier fungeert. Dat soort deeltjes

vertonen een bijzondere vorm van Brownse beweging, waarbij niet alleen het hele cluster in

willekeurige richtingen beweegt, maar de bindingshoek tegelijkertijd ook fluctueert. We hebben

laten zien dat verandering in de bindingshoek en de verplaatsing zijn gecorreleerd vanwege de

vloeistofstroming om de deeltjes heen. Deze correlatie is vergelijkbaar met het effect dat een

dichtgaande schelp vloeistof als het ware wegdrukt en daardoor in de richting van de scharnier

beweegt.
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